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Preface 

A Gazetteer is a geographical dictionary which served 

as a vade mecum during the heyday of the Raj. But these 

Gazetteers were just like still films, not a cinamatograph, 

though they provided valuable information to the British 

civil servants on local customs, traditions ar.rl administra-

tion of the districts they dealt with. In fact they acted 

as a handbook for the British civil servants. They '>~ere 

mainly descriptive but not analytical. On the antiquity of 

t<:hms :they provided valuable information but on the history 

of the towns in the mcxiern pericx:l their treatment was sket

chy. One striking feature of these imperial 6~ide-books was 

that they e~cluded descriptions of the cantonments. This 

lack of official cognizance of cantonments was due to secu-

rity reasons. It is only after the end of the Raj that some 

attempts mve been made to take up the study of cantonments. 1 

In Indian historiography for long urban history was 

neglec:ted. But during the last three decades or so much 

work on urbB.n history has appeared reflecting different 

historical perceptions. It might be a .fruitful exercise to 

review briefly sane of the important works on urban his tory 

in order to understand the historiographical trends, approa

ches and the c~1o.nging focus they have provided. 

Percival Spear is probably the first historian who in , 
his study of Delhi,invested this town with the warmth and 

1 See King, ( 1976) ; J3allhatchet, ( 1980); Edwardes, ( 1988) .. 
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passion of a living city. He ,-;as concerned v1ith the social 

and cultural context within which the British and the 

Indians related in an urban setting. His study, The Nabobs, 

portrays the social relations subsisting between the English 

and the. Indians •. The former adopted indigenous ways of 

life, began to keep Indian mistresses and even wear Indian 

dresses. 2 Spear shONS ho"' the social cleavage between the 

English and Indians came about due to the introduction of 

rigorous English laws, the influence of Evangelical pressures·' 

in India and the arrival of English wives. The Nabobs, a 

pioneering work on the Anglo-Indian social relations drawn 

with nimble wit opened a new field for other historians to 

work on. 

In ; 1'1tlili3ht of the T"Iughuls · , Spear exemplifies the 

cultural synthesis in the microcosm of Delhi •3 He analyses 

the decay of the fJiughals and the rise of the British. This 

study concludes with a graphic scene of Bahadur Sh3.h 1 s 

journey along with his relatives and attendants to Rangoon. 

Spear• s :Twilight· is a portrait-gallery of bold and sturdy 

men lusting for po,.;er. He does not ignore rural Delhi. But 

the main· emphasis is .laid on how Delhi· was ruled by an 
- . . . 4 aLJ.en power. 

Narayani Gupta 1 s Delhi between the Two Empires picks 

up the thread f:corn Spear 1 s Twilight. It is a socio-political 

2 Spear, (1963). 

3 Ibid., (1951 ). 

4 Fo~ ~ detailed appraisal of Spear's .. Tr1e Nabobs and 
Tvnl~ght, see, Fr:ykenberg, ed., (1.985) pp. xxi-xxxix 
and t.mbree, (1939), pp. 53-66. ' 
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history which neither overempbasises the functional aspects 

of town nor clinGs to pure economic activity as indices of 

urbanization.5 It is a study of a living city, a city with 

a face. This picture is drawn through a fairly detailed 

account of the gro,vth of public opinion, public conscious

ness and cultural ethos of D elhiwallas. Gupta recreates 

with imaginative skill the mystique of Delhi Durbar which 

the British c auld not trifle with. But \vi th the trauma tic 

events' of 1857 and its afterma'th Delhi could never be the 

same again. Nevertheless it managed to retain its cultural 

identity and resistance. 

Gupta's study traces the process of continuity and 

change in the Delhi style of life and explains meticulously 

· the changi:t:lg urbanity of the town during the British period 

w~~ch resulted in a dilution. of the sense of community. 

Ace ording to Gupta, within the walls of Delhi were embedd eel 

the ethos of urban cul tl.lre, the political ethos and the 

quiddities of Delhi administration. This \vork adds a new 

cdmension to our understanding of the problems relating to 

the study, of urban history. 

,' 

Veena Oldenberg in her The Making of the Colonial LucknOitT 
. . -.u .a:EQ _ _,zcme. 

recreates the era of the rec ons tructi on of Lucknow after the 

mutiny.
6 

In the context of the mid-nineteenth century colo

nial city, Oldenberg's ·primary interest lies in studying the 

5 Gupta, ( 1 SB1 ) • 

6 Oldenberg, (1984). 
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·motivation of the local elite in the process of policy

making and rationale for action-safety, sanitation and loyal

ty~ She dilates on the subjection of local classes and 

groups by a pov.,rerful colonial elite, through various tech-

niques of social control. 

Christopher Bayly in Rule)rs, Tovmsmen and Pa zaars, is 

largely influenced by Philip Abrams typol~gy of tov!ns. 7 
Tb 

Bayly a town is not an autonomous reality but is inextrica

bly connected vrith larger political and economic systems of 

society. At the outset Bayly tries to show hO:! the 18th 

century'nLJ.tive' ruling g~oups differed from each other as the 

uniform pattern of life was disrupted due to political 

changes. In his an-:1lysis he has brought out sharply the 

complex inter-relatedness of trade, agriculture, politics 

ani social li:fe. He focuses on the replacement of old 

gasbas by new market to .. ms. Elayly attempts to take a total 

vie\~ of t ovms within wider society. 

Bayly does not believe in the rural-urban dichotomy. 

Nor does he consider appropriate the concept of towns as 

parasitical, thriving on peasant economy. Hc= regards a 

to,,m as a cultural and political centre for rural people 

especially t.he landovmers. Bayly's conception of inter-

relationship bet,veen tovm and country is simil~r to that of 

Keith Hopkins and ·..rrigley vrho ,,..rer'e pioneers in substituting 

precise economic categories for moral and political ones.8 

7 
8 

Bayly, ( 1 983) ; Abrams and :ifrigley, ed., ( 1 978). 

See Eopkin . .3 and ·drigley in ,,iJranlS and 'Jrigley, 
( 1 978). 

e>d .. ' 
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Bayly's a~count is not concerned uith the l01·1er groups and 

rtheir men tali ties in urban society. 9 In his study of 

'Allahabad 1 too he '.vas concerned only vii th the interaction 

of business, politics and social life. 9a However, there is 

no doubt that Eayly' s work has s timulo. ted fresh lines of 

enquiry in the study of urbanization. 

Over the years J.S. Grewal and Indu Banga have provi-

ded a base· in Guru r-1anak Dev University, Arnritsar, for the 

study of urbanization and some important works covering 

vari ou,s towns including Arnritsa r and Jull under h-J.ve appea-. 

'd 10 re • T}fe value. of these works lies in the collection and 

use of massive source-:inaterial of local importance. The 

main focus in these studies is on the functional aspect of 

the town which is regarded as a key to the understanding 

of the. life-style of the people. In other words, in these 

works, it is. the economic base th.:J.t provides a structure 

for the study of tovms. Though scholarly and informative 

one tends to miss in these studies the complexity of hunan 

relationship. 

The above dis cuss ion of some of the '.vorks exemplifies 

the trends in the historiography on urban his tory. This is 

by no means an enumeration of all the works published on 

the subject. lis noted above the study of cantonrnents h..as 

been neglected, except of course, in i(.A. Ballhatchet's work 

already referred to above, which makes brief references to 

9 Pandey in Guha, ed., (1983)-. 

9a Bayly, (1975). 

1 0 Grewal and Ba nga, ( 1 975 ) , Gauba , ( 1. 978) , Banga, ( 1 980), 
Gauba, ( 1988). 
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the life lived there, and in Iiiichael Edwardes' writings. 

Even Emily Eden, the '{iceroy Lord Auckland's sister who visited 

on quite a few occasions on her way to . 

Simla has hardly anything to say about cantonment in 

her highly informative work ·on matters of local interest 'Up 

the ,-, t I 11 
L-OUD r;f • 

,.The study of pow·er, culture, space and environment in 

the colonial urban settings has been the concern of some 

recent .urban historians. A.D. King and more recently Sandra 

Freitag have be en engaged in the study of these issues. · A. :::J. 

King-in his vrork Colonial Urban Development in old and New 

Delhi has pr:ovided a conceptual framework for studying the. 

impact of colonialism on urban development and urbaniza tion.12 

The three main variables used by King for studying the 

structure of colonial city .are culture, technology and pOvVer 

of colonialism. By providing a visual experience of the 

colonial cit-y, King shovvs that the physical-spatial urban 

·settings reflected power, values, beliefs, behaviour and 

politics of colonial corrrrnunity. Against this background he 

has examined three key units in the colonial urban develop

ment: 

The first is the cantor.JTient which he recognizes as a 

particular form of 'social organization located in a cultu

rally controlled environment' •. King raises the question: 

11 Eaen, ( 1 9 30) • 

12 King, (1976). 
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why do cantonments exist and what do they represent? King 

answers such questions by giving a graphic pictw~e of canton

ment institutions and space and the colonial policy towards 

them. He suggests that the British anxiety about cleanli-

ness v.ras not a matter of sanitary significance alone, : it 

als9 demonstrated the super'ior cultural notions of the Raj 

which were vi tal for colonial controls in cantonments •13 

According to King the second element in urban system 

is the bungalow compound complex '~>li thin the civil stat ion 

which represented str~ngly the values and ideology of the· 

c olon;tal community. Similar culture specific behaviour in 

the colonial urban patterns can be seen in a third element 

which !Xing identifies as the hill station. 

King , exple ins the British cultural, aural, visual 

and olfactory preferences which guided the making of a 'canton

ment and civil station. According to King, the visual cornme

mora tion ·of colonial institutions and space act::d upon the 

perce.Ptions of the 'natives' and thatvras hO\v the poder of 

the Haj was recognized.. 

sandra Freitag's CUlture and Power in Benaras opens 

up new areas in the study of urban his tory •14 It examines 

t."'le da'ily activities, values, motivations and the processes 

of identity formations among the non-elite urban groups. 

Such a study is important for two reasons: i) It explores 

the popular urban culture and ii) it studies the actions of 

13 See Oldenb~rg, ( 1984). 

14 Freitag, ( 1989). 
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·ordinary persons in the context of larger geographical, 

ecological and political pattern. 

In this light the study is divided into three sections:· 

the first section examines t~e cul tura 1 performances taking 

place in public spaces which reflect the Banaras i quality of 

life. and beliefs. Second section examines the localized 

constituents of identity in an urban space like neighbour

hocxi,. leisure and work. Particularly interesting in this 

I'espect i,s the analysis· of a muhalla serving as an organi

zational' base for local communl.ty identity and activities.15 

The thii·d section of Freitag's book links up the above men

tioned cultural experiences and motivations of the groups 

.. h th . ' . . ld 1 6 A t . t t t d h wn~ • . e wlaer wor • own lS no -rea e . ere as qn 

entity in itself. The wo.rk clearly dE·monstrates that it is 

only the interaction of culture with environment trBt 

provides a key to the understanding of urbanism of Banaras. 

Earlier, urban historian, with some exceptions, tended 

to study urban history from outside: that is with the help 
I 

of indices like physical features, industrialisation, 

demography, mer.cantile activities, means of transport and 

communicRtion, places of interest, etc. This study attempts 

to pose some of the new questions ra.ised by recent urban 

historians : 

a. Hov.r was the Ambala cantonment established? VTh:i t 

15 See Freitag, (1989), p. 118. 

16 For instance, language movements, political protests 
to disease, ecology and regional environmental impact. 
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were the imperial compulsions which lay behind the 

making of· the cantonment? 

b'. Ha.·r did people live within the cantonment'? How 

was their behaviour manifest in cultural forms, in 

community .feelings and mental attitudes, etc.? 

c ~ How did urban institutions order urban life?; 

d. How did the populace help in the organisation and 

shaping of the urban space, boundaries and institutions? 

Thus, in this study, an attempt is made to answer the 

following question: hO\v can one define urban life and uroan 

society and hO\V do human responses vary? Iv1y concern here is • 

with urban institutions, urban relationships and urban cul-

ture. Naturally this study involves the examination of the 

colonial attitude towards urban developnent arrl perception 

of local s ocicty and its responses. Forms of colonial povv:-er, 

control and the social and cultural agencies for their 

exercise constitute an integral part of this investigation. 



IN'IR ODUCTION 

THE POLITICAL AND DEI10GRAPHIC BACKGROUND 

:This chapter will seek to place Ambala Cantonment in 

the wider political and social context of Punjab. For under-. 

standing the making of Ambala Cantonmen~, it is necessary to 

delineate: the changing pattern of povver relationship subsist

ing between the colonial rulers and local authorities since 

the beginnl.ng of the 19th century. A demographic background 

would be provided so as to show the importance of Ambala 

Cantonment in the context of .urbanization of Punjab. 

Earlz' Politics 

Arnbala Cantonment, lyi~g between north longitude 29' 

49' and 30' 40' and east longitude 76' 26' and 77' 39', is 

bounded on the east by the Himalayas, on the south east by 

the river Yamuna, on the south by the district of Kurukshe

tra,. on the east by Pa tiala and the .Ludhiam districts and 

on the north east by the river Sutlej. The Ambala canton

ment was ·a· creation of British Raj. What were the circums 7 

tances under which. the. cantonment was formed? To answer 

such a question i·t is necessary to give an outline of the· 

history and politics of Ambala town which was si tta ted at a 

distance of about 3 miles from the cantor:nnent. 

The history of Ambala tov;n is lost in the mist of anti

quity.1, In his archaeologiczl survey General A. Cunningham 

1 This. account of Ambala to.•rn and the Cantonment is based 
on the District Gazetteer of Arnbala (1883-84). Jadunath 
Sarkar, Fall of the Mughal Empire (1971 ), Vol. III, pp. 
104-5 and Joseph Davey Cunningham, A History of the 
Sikhs, Delhi 1955, pp. 124-29. 
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bas emphasised the antiquity of Ambala which was connected 

with Kurukshetra, •-the battle-field of the Panda vas and 

Kauravas, a part of the territory included between the river· 

Saraswati and Dreshdvati, \the holy land of the BJndus which 

was the first permanent home of the Aryans in India.•
2 

Ambala 

was foundep. probably during the 14th century and its name 

t-'lken from its founder, on.e Amba Rajput, this name being a 
' . 

corruption of Ambwala .or the mango-village judging from the 

mango groves that existed in its neighbourhocrl.. 

It would be. appropriate for my purpose to focus on 

Ambala after the. disintegration of IViughal empire when the 

Afghan ruler Ahmed Shah Abdali disappeare~ from the Indian 

scene and the IV!arathas withdrew from Northern India after 

their defeat at t:qe third battle of Panipa t in 1761. The 

defeat of the contending rivals, the Afghans and H1 rat has, 

left a. political ,vacuum which was filled by the 'turbulant' 

Sikh adventurers who began to extend beyond the Sutlej and 

acquired the areas. between the Sutlej and the Jamuna. Ambala 

town fell within this area. After the collapse of the r·llra

thas' p 0v1er before the British in 1803, the whole tract was 

parcelled out among the chiefs such as the Phulkian Rajas of 

Patiala, Jind and Nabha and other petty Sikh adventurers who 

had sei,zed the territory by'stratagem and violence! The Sikh 

adventurers swept aside all other proprietors and governmental 

agencies from the Sutlej in the west to the Jamuna in the 

east, and from the forests of the Himalayas in the north to 

the southern border of Karnal district. 

2 Cunningham ,(1955), 124-29. 
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These chiefs began to build forts and consolidate their 

position in the territories acquired, but Ranjit Singh's 

encroachments on these territories threatened their indepen

dence when he exacted a large tribute from them. Fearing the 

fate o:r·their trans-Sutlej bretherri, these discontented chiefs 

apealed··,to the British in 1800 for help against Ranji t Singh. 

·By the.Treaty of Amritsar in 1809 these chiefs vvere made free 

from northern encroachments. This· Treaty left Ranji t Singh 

the master of the tracts he had occupied. to the south of the 

Sutlej but. checked his ambition to the north and westward of 

the river Sutlej. Sir David Ochterlony's Froclamation of 

February 1809 declared the Cis-Sutlej states to be under 

British protection and warned that any aggression of the_ 

chief of Lahore would be resisted with arms. Ochterlony's 

other Proclamation of 3 I•lay, .1809 gua.ranteed the chiefs of 

Sirhind and lVJalwa security against the power of Ranji t Singh, 

leaving them absolute in their mvn territories, exempting 

them from tribute in time of wars; making s orne minor changes, 

reassur1ng them of independence· and freedom against Ranjit 

Singh. 3 By the treaty of 25 Fe~uary, 1809 the British accep

ted the responsibility and brought under their protection the 

chiefs who .were made free frCln escheats ':from the north. The 

Bri tfsh Pro-clamation of 1811 strongly forbade internal wars 

among the· chiefs. 

The chiefs whom Sir. Richard Temple described as an 'artifi

cial aristocracy' were granted by the British, civil, criminal 

3 Cunningham, ( 1 955 ), p. 127. 
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a~d fiscal jurisdictions, subject only to t~e general autho

rity of the Agent to the Governor-General. No tribute was 

taken from them but in case of war their support to the 

government was assured. The right to escheat was the only 

return fC?r- · its protection which the government demanded. 

The entire area held by the chiefs remained peaceful, free 

from any invasion from the north. With the exception of a 

fev1 States .which lapsed to the British for failure of heirs, 

each ruler ruled ·the terri tory. 

Richard Temple who had some knowledge of the chiefs and 

their administration wrote ·that 11independence for these Sikh 

chiefs had no nobler significance than the right to do evil 

without restraint and to oppress the people who were so tm

fortunate as to be. their subjects. 114 According to the offi

cial sources the Sikh chiefs ruled 'arbitrarily' and imposed 

blackmail on every village. 'They spared the strong and 

squeezed the weak and amassed the wealth from any quarter 

they could and whatever the means.' 5 Vii th the pas sage of 

time the British officers began to be involved in the adminis

tration of terri tory. They 'beganto adjuca te on the Indian 

law of inheritence wito the different 'customs of different 

races and with the alleged usages of peasants'. 6 By applying 

the superiority of I'~iunicipal Law the British strove to prove 

that collateral heirs had limited rights and that exemption 

4 · Ambala District Gazetteer, (1883-84 ), p. 17. 

5 Ibid., pp. 15-18; also Sarkar, (1971), p. 146. 

6 Cunri~ngham, (1955), p. 128. 
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from tribute necessarily implied an enlarged liability to 

confisca~ion. They also defined the boundary of the Sikh 

stat.es an,d. of British rule and were prone to show after. the 

mann.er of Ranji t Singh that the "present possession of a 

principal town gave a right to all the villages which had 

ever been attached to it as the seat of a local authority 

and that all waste lands belonged to the supreme pov,rer, al

though the dependent might ;have last possessed them in sove

reignty and intermediately brought them under plough. 117 

BY 1818 Ochterlony admitted his blunder in his dealing 

with the Sikh chiefs. The emergence of the new Sikh chiefs 

he thought, thr:ew the Sikhs back 'upon the individual indepen

dence of the times of Ahmad Shah' •8 In considering the 

relation of the chiefs to one another t~e British neglected 

the peculiar circumstances of Sikh people. Cunningham 

thought.that the Sikh chiefs were in a state of progression 

among ,races as barbarous as themselves whom suddenly the 

colonial pov1er of England ~d arrested? 

As a result, the. British government introduced sweeping 

changes in the administrations of the chiefs, for example, 

the police jurisdiction of most of the chiefs was abolished 

and all transit and custom duties were done away with. By 

the despatch of the Governor-General dated 7 November 1864 

the police jurisdiction was made over to European officers 

7 Op • ci t. , p • 1 28 • 

8 Ibid. 

9 Ibid •. 
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except of course in Pa.tiala., Jind, Nabha, Faridkot, Y\8-lsia, 

Raikot, Buria and l'lamob. The Political Agency of Ambala was 

transformed into a Commissionership under the officer 

designated as the Commissioner of the Cis-Sutlej states.
10 

In June, 1849 the whole administration was vested in the 

British government and was placed under the superintendence 

of the recently formed Board of Administration of Lahore. 

During the r.evol t of 1857 the chiefs of Patiala and Nabha 

supported .the British and kept the Grand Trunk Road secure 

which res trained the solidiers i'rom organising themselves 

for revel~. 

iHhen the Cis....Sutlej states came under tl;J.e British pro

tection the estate of Ambala v~s held by Daya Kaur, a widow 

of Sardar Gurbaksh Singh of Shahid Hisl who had died in 1763 .. 

Day a Kaur had been ejected by Ranji t Singh but restored by 
' 11 

Ochterlony. On her death in 1823 the estate lapsed to the 

British government as there was no heir,arid the town was·.fixed 

upon as the residence of the Political Agent for Cis-8utlej 

sta.tes. New onward the British control of Ambala tovm 

virtually led to the control of the adjoining areas. After 

a lapse of about 20 years, in 1843, the present Ambala can
tonment was. established, and in 1849 Ambala became a district 

and division under a newly formed Punjab administration. 

Anthony King indicates that the location of the can

tonment vl8.s largely due to fortuitous and stt·ategic reasons. 12 

10 Ambala District Gazetteer,(1883-84), p. 18. 

11 Ibid. , p. 17. 

12 King, ( 1 976) • 
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After the collapse of the Ivl:lra tha power in North India the 

British had come up to Delhi. Because· of the emergence of 

Ranjit Singh as a strong ruler and his encroachments on the 

terri tory beyond the Sutlej, the entire area between the 

Sutle j and the J amuna became vi tally important to the British 

tr·om the military and strategic point of view. During the 

·first Afghan war (1839-41 ), the Br-itish troops had to .Pass 

through; Sindh. The British feared that Russia would take 

over Afghanistan· du:r;-ing Lord Auckland's Governor-Generalship 

( 1836-42). The First Afghan \•/ar proved a disaster for the 

British. The Sikh War (1845-46) and the' Second Sikh War 

(1848-49) enhanced greatly the military arrl strategic signi-

ficance· of the area. Because of these political developm~nts 

the importance of the cantonments of Karnal, Ambala, _ . 

Ludhiana~arid Ferozepur grea·uy.increasec:f.13. 

("ly discussion has so far shown the character of con-

frontation and alliances subsisting bet\'leen Sikh chiefs at 

the local level and the British government against the 

threa teni:pg regional power of Ranji t Singh. Various poli-

tical' ... and . s.tra tegic consideration led to the 

forma·tion of Ambala cantonment in 1843. Hm·1ever the location 

of t}:le cantonment at Ambala was influenced by the colonial 

responses. to environment. The recrudescence of epidemic at 

Karnal ne:cessi tated the shifting of its cantonment to Ambala. 

The location of Ambala conformed to the colonial cultural 

nonns of:',health and prettiness', as 'its neighbourhocxi of 

13 Ambala District Gazetteer,(1883-84), p. 20. 

,' 
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.the hills and the moisture imparted by the passage of the 

numerous hill torrents, give an air of freshness and almost 

prettiness 1 •
14 This process of change in the location of 

the cantonment due to reasons of health and disease vJas a 

prcxiuct of the change in the expectations of colonial culture' 

in the mid-nineteenth century. This expectation was based 

on the.assumption that disease or epidemic could be reduced 

by moving to higher elevations where the air was cooler and 

fresher. This belief, ·King connects with the 1 tradition of 

empirical inves tigati.on into natural phencmenon and physical 

surrq1.mdine of man 1 , extant in England since the 17th 
. . 15 

century. · These theories developed a new criteria for the 

habitation and accommodation of urban population in the 18th 

and 19th· century. They provide an added rationale to the 

Shift of the cantonment to Ambala. Its proximity to Simla -

a hill station, sui ted the colonial cultural standards. 

Urban Gr<M th and Demogra£hic Change 

Urbanization in statistical terms denotes an increase 

in the t~vn or cantonment population in proportion to the 

total'population of the.district, province or country.16 

Ambala Cantonment came up on]_y in 1843. Before its emergence 

ther.e were mainly three important phases in the urbanization 

of Punjao .• 
17 Th~ first phase, 1700~1760, was of stagnation 

14 District Gazetteer of Ambala, (1003-84), pp. 2-3. 

15 Kl.ng, ( 1976), p .. 1 02 .. 

16 Bose, (1974), p. 3. 

17 Bhattacharya, ( 1985), p. 581. 

•' 
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or decline of larger cities. In this phase there was a 

stagnation of large cities and decline of small towns. This 

period was marked by dislocation of oorkets, contraction of 

trade and confrontation betvTeen the traders and zamindars. 

The second phase which began with the late 18th century 

was marked by a revival of larger cities with the exception 

of Amritsar. \'lith the expansion. of religious activity and 

administrative centres the smaller towns also grew faster .. 

. By the be ginning of 1 9th century starts the third 
! 

phase of urbanization marked by expansion of Amritsar and 

Lahore; Since the time of Hanji t Singh, Amri tsar became the 

most important c anmercial town in Punjab and the grand 

entrepot for trade with Central Asia •. 

·With the intervention of colonial rule, the rorly 19th 

century pattern of urbanization continued to persist. Because 

of the political exigencies of the colonial rulers, the old 

towns on river and· camel routes stagnated. Trade between 

Bokhara and f·'Iultan and Nultan and Amritsar conducted on camel 

routes, came to a standstill and accounted for the decline 

·of Mul tan as a principal mart· of Punjab •18 The new towns 

sprang up along railYiay lines and highways. Ambala, Feroze

pur and Phagv.era were the prominent one.e, among them. In this 

scenario Arnri tsar continued to grow. By the middle of 19th 

century, it ,had extensive trade with Calcutta and Rajasthan 

through Grand Trunk Road. Arnbala then did not possess the 

commercial stature of Amritsar. But with the importLJ.nce of 

18 Hohanlal, (-1 977), p. 397. 
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highway trade it vrds by now emerging as a grain and cotton 

market~ It carried on considerable trade in hill pro:lucts, 

such as in sugar, turmeric, potatoes and opium. It imported 

19 English cloth in return. · 

By this time (mid 19th centry) Ambala Cantonment was 

established. It was situated mid-way between the Sutlej and 

Jamuna and waf3 connected with Punjab and Delhi. It became 

a railway junction which acted as a key to the North-\tlestern 

Provinces, earlier .called Avadh. The importance of Ambala 

Cantonment was enhanced by the fact that it became the 

nearest station on line to the surnmer, capital Simla espe-

cially w'i th the opening of Delru -Ambala -Kalka ra ilv.ray line 

in 189:0. 20 

What was the pattern of urbanization in the colonial 

period especially between 1890-1931? This perioo is charac

terized by ·two distinct phases of urbanization in Punjab 

(1891-1921) arrl (1921-1931). 21 (see maps 1 to 6 on population).'' 

During 1891-1921 the total urban population of Punjab 

increased by 4.2 percent only. 22 However, contrasting trends 

of urban growth '.vere strikingly evident among many Funjab 

· tovms and cities. Between 1891-1901 the population increa

sed by 18 percent in Amritsar city. 23 Ludhiam witnessed a 

19 Ambala District Gazetteer, (1883-84), p. 53. 

20 King, (1976), p. 98; CMG (f·JTI'INL), 27 January 1890, p. 4. 
i 

21 See Map nos. 1 to 6 and fig. rio. 1. 

22 , Gosal, ( 1966), p. 6; Also Census Punjab, ( 1891-1921). 

23 See :classified analysis in Ashol<: Hitra ed., (1980), 
p. 412; Census Punjab, ( 1891 ), p. 74. 
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gro..1th rate of 4.8 percent, Jullunder 12.1 percent and Bhi

wani 1 ."2 percent. Industry, trade and commercial agricul

ture mainly accounted for the gro.vth of population in the 

towns. 

From 1891 the population of Ambala Cantonment declined 

. by 1·1. 3 percent. The city also sho.ved a decline of .0.5 per

cent (Vap No.2, Fig. No.1, Table 1). Both the urban 

centres along \vith other foothill zo~es of similar kind like 

Hositia;rpur and GUrdasvur witnessed a sharp decline in their 

population. The recurrence of fru~ine and plague in 1896 

were the ira in cause of it. The prevalence of malarial condi-

tions affected population growth. It. should be noted that 

in the absence of strong stimuli for urban development, the 

population grov1th in a large majority of the t~rns v.ra.s 

. ' 24 
largely determined by the rate of natural increase~ 

The period 1S01-1911 witnessed a decrease of 5.96 per

cent in Amritsar, 9.2 percent in Ludhiana, 2.3 percent in 

Julituridur ani 13.4 percent in Bhiwani (Map No. 3). This \V8.S 

largely due to the plague epidernic of 1904 ani 1 907. 

What was :b...appening in the t<»rn and cantonment of 

Arnbala? · · _Amuala ·town too responded to the general movement. 

of decline in.itS population due to plague. The decrea-se· 

in the town population was of 9.19 ·percent. The cantonment 

showed an increase of 7.5 percent, largely due to 'stringent 

public health measures' in the cantonment and the policy of 

the urban authority of keeping the old town out of bounds 25 

(Ivlap No.3, Fig. 1-Jo. 1, Table 1). 

24 Gosal, ( 1966), p. 8; T'li tra ed., ( 1 980). 

25 CBP ( CBO), 7 October 1907, 20. 

·' 
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In the subsequent decade (1911-1921) there was a swrp 

increase in the population. of .Amritsar, Jullundur and Bhi

wani: the grow·th rates were -t4 .88 percent for Amritsar, 

+2.44 percent for Jullundur and +6.5 percent for Bhhvani. 
26 

The impact of malaria and fever was not so pervasive in 

these to.-ms. The city of Ambala showed an increase of 11 .5 

per··c:ent, while the overall population for Ambala district 
. . 

shOV{ed a decline of 4.5 percent which occurred due to the 

plague and rain 'fever of 1918 (see Map No~ 4, Fig. No. 1 

and Table 1 ). The population in the cantonment also decrea

sed : the growth rate' being -11.9 percent. This decline was 

due to the transfer of cavalry unit from here in October 

1914 and deployment of troops during the First ·,:orld War. 27 

The foregoing account has sh0;.vn that the urban deve

lopment was largely confined to the main railway' lines, new 

and old; and thatgrovrth occurred only in periods without 
, 

epidemics and famines. The papulation mobility and shift 

in the cantonment was influenced by the movement of troops 

on military grounds • 

Urban changes in the period after 1921 were influenced 

by -ti-10 important factors : rural - urban mi gra ti on and rapid 

· indus"Q:'-ia1ization. Between 1921-31 the population of 

Amritsar, Julluniur and Ludhiana increased by 65 percent, 

32 percent and 25.9 percent. In .Ambala city the population 

increased by 30 percent •. Amritsar emerged as the main 

------------------
26 Census, Punjab 1921, p. 22; 1931, p. 93. 

27 Kishore etc., (1950), p. 6. 
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canmercial centre of united Punjab. The railway l:i,ne linking 

Amritsar, Jullundur and Ambala accounted for the gro,vth of 

trade and indus try o 
28 The cantonment s hawed a growth rate 

of only +3.3 percent because of a restricted urban develop

ment and commercial activity which will be discussed in 

Chapter 229 (Map No. 5). It is significant to note that the 

Ambala district showed a growth rate of about +13.3 percent?
0

_ 

(Fig • No. 1 ) • 

The .foregoing discuss ion indicates tl;lat Arnbala tov1n 

was growing due to commercial arrl indus trial activity but 

the cantonment responded more to the pressures of natural 

increase and the movement of troops. Urban development did 

not account for the gro,vth of population. It is only after 

1941 '.vith tll.e decline of Amritsar, and later under the impact 

of Farti ti on, that the cantonment population shot up. It 

showed a remarkable increase of 50 percent between 1941 and 

1951 because of large-scale refugee migrations~1 (I·'ap No. 6). 

, Our account in this chapter shows the political and 

demographic history of the Ambala cantonment and Ambala town. 

'de now need to pose other questions: What kind. of society 

emerged as a result of these population changes? What type 

of urban planning and housing developed as a consequence of 

demo~Taphic cr.:anges? What kind of institutions regulated 

and influenced the life of the populace? The following 

chapters vrill deal with these questions. 

28 - Gosal, ( 1966) , p. 15. 

29 Census Pub,jab, (1931), p. 93. 

30 Ibid. 
31 Ibid., ( 1951 ) ' p. •229, 232 .. 

·' 
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CHAPTER - 1 

CONFRONTING 'rHE VILlAGERS 

. Ambala cantonment was founded in the year 1843 by the 

acquisition of 9, 920 acres of land. obtained i'r om twenty

seven villages •1 Of this area, 2, 695 acres were restored to 

the 1 original cultivators 1 in 1857. After the restoration, 

the cantonment consisted of six entire villages and some· 

portions of eighteen other villages·. 2 

Th~ colonial officials. were now confronted with the 

question of determining the nature .of land rights. In 1846, 

Mr wynyard., the Settlement Officer of Ambala, lamented that 

despite his best efforts the 'problems about the relationship 

to land taken into Ambala Cantonment remained. 1 'It is 1
, he 

said, 'a case requiring considerable care lest the interests 

of Government, the zamindars and jagirdars should suffer.'3 

From the end of the 19th century to the middle of 20th cen

tury, the colonial officials debated about the rights and 

the mode of acquisition of the cantonment land. It is, there

fore, important not merely to state. and describe how the land . . 

was actually taken but also to analyze how the colonial offi

cialS viewed the whole process of acquisition. In the offi

cial .debate on this issue two bread viewpoints can be dis-

1 RR. (CRR), 12 September 1910, 169/7, p. 11. 

2 l9id., p. ~o. The six villages acquired were: Babari, .' 
N1.lkap, Ku~akhera, Kutakheri, Huzaffara alias Muzharpur 
and· huazampur.. The other eighteen villages acquired . 
vrere: Barauda, Garnala, Tundli, Tundla, Boh, Babiyal, 
~~ggal,, Karohan, Nanhera, Begampur, Iviachhondh~, IVB.chhondh.i, 
.:>neKupur , Dudhla, Kanwala, Jandli, Mundli and Dhankaur. 

3 RF{ ( G1R) , September 1 91 0 , 16 9/7, p • 1 7 • 
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cerned: one military and the other civil. The idea of the 

permanence and supremacy of the land in the cantonment crys

talized and strengthened .within this con text. 

In the first two sections of this chapter I will discuss 

these two vie\-.rpoints and show hCM the colonial officials 

dealt wit.h the villagers and asserted the permanence of the 

government• s right over rural tracts. The third section 

would analyse the impact of the cantonment on the life of the 

villagers. Living on the fringes of an urban setting hCM 

did they respond to the urban way of life? 

I 

Official Strategy 

At the initiative of Comrrander-in-Chief, Robert Corna

lis Napier, a r'lilitary Committee was formed to inquire into 

the question of ownership of the cantonment land in Ambala 

in 1873. Cn 26 August 1873, the Committee met and was presi

ded over by &igadier General W. OJ..pers, commanding Sir hind 

D
. . . 4 
~v~s~on. Its members were !VIa jor H. A • Little, Deputy 

Assistant Quarter-Master General, Sirhind Division and T. 

Roberts, the Assistant Commissioner, Ambala. 

The Committee concluded on the basis of Lieutenant J.D. 

Cunningham's letter of 1843 (Agent to the Governor General) 

to Lieutenant-colonel Richmond (2nd Assistant Agent to the 

Governor-General, North vi estern Provinces) that the canton-

4 .QJ2.cit., p. 9. 

·' 
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ment was taken up in 1843 at a yearly rental to be paid as 

compensation to proprietors, tenants and jagirdars.
5 

The 

Committee also stated that in 1851 a portion of the land was 

surrend~¢ to the 1 owners 1 and the remaining pe.rt (about 

9,2o/7 acres) did not belong to the Government. The proprie

tary right in the cantonment land had been held by the 

zamindars and the yearly rent paid to them by the government 

was de.duced as Rs. 10,465 • 

. The Committee further acknowledged that the Government 

recognized the proprietory rights of the zamindars to the 

whole of the land and no dispute could arise .between the 

Government and the proprietors.6 In a way, the Committee 

emphasized the mutual consent of the two parties with regard 

to the Settlement, and. this made the Government's position 

secure r·or an iil.defini te period. 'Ihe Government could stay 

on the land for time imme.morial but in legal terms its posi

tion was that of a tenant. 

This viewpoint was endorsed by the authorities at Army 

Head Quarters in Lahore, in the year 1910. It accepted the 

military committee's conclusion that the payment of compen

sa ti.on was a form of rental, and the land could be held on 

perpetual lease.7 

The military viewpoint was rejected by the civil offi-

cials. 

The first civilian viewpoint was reflected by the pass-

5 RR (CRR), 169/7, p. 40. 

6 Ibid.,p. 40. 

7 Ibid, 

.~ 
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age of the Land Revenue Act of 1887.8 The Act was cone erned · 

with land rights·and the definition of the terms of land 

transfers. The Act stated: "These. lands are the absolute and,, 

property of the Government. rr 9 

According to the Act, the villagers vvere compensated 

in the following marmer: 1 0 

~ 

i) the payment of a .lump sum in lieu of the value of 
' 

trees,· wells, standing crops and houses. 

ii) the assignment of revenue. in other estates to cer-

"tP. in ja girdar s • 

iii) .a guarantee to pay annual cash pensions to other 

jagirdars, inamdars, zamindars and muafidars in 

perpetuity except for the zamindar pensioners of 

Bob and Barnala v1ho were given a lump sum for their 

, rights ·to pensions~ 

The military had viewed pensions as a form of rent 

which obviously meant a recognition of landlords 1 rights over 

the land acquired by the cantonment. This proposition was 

negate-d by this Act which stated clearly that the right to 

pension was not linked to the rights on land. Since the 

government was the owner, the pensioners had no reversionary 

rights on thes e lands • 

There were uncomfortable questions which the Act did 

not confront. How did the government obtain such proprie-

8 RR (CRR), 169/7, p. 10. 

9 Ibid, 

10 Ibid. 
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torship of land?' What rights had the pensioners enjoyed 

before the cantonment was established? What was the notion 

of pension based upon, if the pensioners had no rights on 

land? 

Unlike the other civil views this Act did not attempt 

to validate its views with the help of translations of old 

records, nor did it attempt to portray a very complex picture 

about the land question. 

This land question was further debated upon by other 

ci vi+ officials. 

A comprehensive enquiry was held by Mr W .M. Hailey, 

the Assistant Commissioner of Ambala and Captain Parsons, 

Deputy Commission~r, Ambala, in 1856, with a view to ascer

taining 1 t'he exact rights of the pensioners.' 11 

At the outset Hailey stated thq.t 'the materials .for a 

history of this matter (land question) are scattered.' 12 He 

expressed his disappointment at the loss of proceedings of 

enquiry held by Lieutenant Cunningham in 1842 who had been 

commissioned to 'estimate .the value of the land taken up for 

the cantonment then about to be constructed. I 13 Hailey was 

forced to base his enquiry on the letter which Cu~~ingham 

had written to the Governor-General North-west Provinces in 

1843 in which he had briefly communicated his views on the 

issue. Hailey thought the vernacular records to be rather 

11 RR. ( ffiR ) ' 16 9 I 2 ' p. 17. 

12 Op .. cit. 

13 Ibid. 

,' 
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poor and inadequate for tl1e ·purpose as they were mainly 

. agreements be:b.'leen the Agent and villagers. 

Hailey's emphasis on the non-availability of the source 

mater<•ial about the land question is not only vital from the 

point of view of understanding the nature of the document 

and the testimony he had relied on, but also because it ref

lects the motivation animating the dfficial strategy. This 

strategy generated the colonial notion of 'doubt' with re- .-

gard to the question of land rights and opened a further 

spate of speculations and interpretations within the offi-

c ial disc ours e • 

Hailey then described the terms of the land transac-

tions. Compensation was given to -oattidars, lakhrajdars 

~.4 b . ' 1 4 T'} • t 2.IJU lSwaaars. ·- 1e cla lms of he employee class were not 

talten into account. The mode of compensation in village 

f.IundJ.i was typical of tl).e general pattern. Here, jagir-

money was civen to the jagirdar.s; land in other villages 

vras assigned to the fB. ttidars; pens ions v.rer e given to land

holders, (]2iswada~s) with an extra allowance in lieu of 

pachotl'a; '·cash cornpens<ltion vvas handed over to villages. for 

injury to wells, crops, trees and h01.1ses. 

Hailey stated that pensions v;ere granted from "genera-

tion to genera ti on 11
, and in return the v illa~::;ers surrendered 

the land required and their "shikaar rights. rr.15 

Hailey traced a 'slight difficulty in understanding 

the legal value of this transaction. Was it a sale, a per-

14 RP I ' (CRR ), 169/2, p. 17. 

15 Ibid., p. 18. 
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16 petual lease, or a quit rent? Then he distinguished bet-

ween the pensions given to jagirdars and muafidars from 

those to bisvl3.dars. Pensions to the former could be seen as 

a kind of .revenue assignment, and to the latter it could bear 

the aspect of a quit rent. Hailey thus came to a position 

close to the military viewpoint. 

Hailey pointed to an important fact: whenever some land 

was given up by the Government it was returned to the ex

proprietors with a proportional reduction in their pension. 

The lands of Babiyal and Nanhera, for example, were given to 

the Jat and Rajput zamindars who were the original proprie

tors and in the case of Jandli about 1149 bighas was given 

to the Jl8. ttidar zamindars v;ho were made the owners by the 

goveri¥Jlent. 17 
I . 

From all these instances Hailey concluded that the 

'ex~proprietors' had a 'reversionary' right on land and that 

their pension was secured upon their rights vested in land. 

Hence pension could be seen as a quit r.ent for the zamindars 

and revenue assignment for the jagirdars. 

1n conclusion Hailey emphasized the need for buying off 

these rights so as to establish the colonial control over 
18 

these tracts. In this perception he differed from the 

milftary viewpoint whiCh upheld the status' quo. 

Hailey was disputed by the Legal Remembrancer in 1898;9 

16 RR (CRR), 169/7, p. 17. 

17 Ibid. 

18 Ibicin P• 18. 

19 Ibid. 
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He objected to Hailey's vie\•/ that the rights of jagirdars and 

muafidars upon larrl acquired by the cantonment ~;er(! diffe

rent .from that of zamindars. The rights of all three classes 1 

he suggested, were bought out alike. The pensions were 

"neither revenue assignments nor quit rent but mere grants of 

20 money." The pension, he argued, was not given on the secu-

ri ty of the land but rested purely on t;he "good faith of the 

government. 1121 The land which had been acquired was already 

the absolute and unencumbered property of the government. 

The former proprietors and right holders (of all kinds) "who 

receive money are mere pensioners of the government. 1122 

Occasionally, the ex-proprietors received some land back from 

the government. But this v.ras no proof of their right over 

the land taken from them. The government merely desired to 

deal 'tenderly' with the expropriated owners and wanted to 

reduce th.eir liability to pay pens ions from generation to 

gen~ation. 23 

In 1910, I'lr Campbell, the Assistant Canmissioner of 

Ambala, expressed his disappointment at the progress of the 

official debate on the lani question. 24 He explained the 

vari<:>us reasons which induced him to follo.v the debate: i) 

the original proceedings of the debate were 1 ost; ii) the 

20 RR (CRR), 169/7' p. 19. 

21 Ibid., p. 20. 

22 Ibid .• , 

23 Ibid., p. 19. 

24 Ibid., p. 11 • 
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Persian Records of 1843 were misunderstood by Hailey; iii) 

the legal remembrancer's opinion was entirely based on 

Hailey's report only and he had not seen any original pro

ceedings in English or vernacular; iv) Campbell was dis

satisfied with the army view. 

Campbell wanted his views to be regarded as final and 

therefore attempted to leave no loopholes in his analysis. 

He began .his enquiry by interviewing the zamindars of at

least eight villages. The zamindars asserted that they were 

the owners and the government was the tenant. 25 They called 

their pensions 'malikana' and argued that the very fact tm t 

they were receiving annual payments proved that these were 

a form of 'rent. Campbell asked the zamirrlars to produce 

evidence in support of their case. The zamindars produced 

one ;earwana of 1843 issued to them by the agent of 

the Governor-General. Not convinced by the evidence, Camp

bell rejected the appeal of Babiyal zamindars. 

Campbell's first point of inquir:y was to ascertain the 

mode of transaction of the larrl. By using some Persian 

translations, robkars, rarwanas,a~d razinamas he formulated 

an argument to dismiss the landlords' and military viewpoint 
• 

and to rectify the 'lacunas' in the.civil view. This was 

another form of official strategy to assert the hegemony of 

the Raj. 

His translations of some of the 1843 papers showed 

tr~t a Board of 12 arbitrators was constitutect. 26 They 

25 RR (CRR), 12 September 1910, 169/7, p. 11. 

26 Ibid,, p. 13. 

,' 
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proceeded to estimate the annua-l grain prcxiuction of the 

lands and the returns from rent. 

It was then declared that the 3/5 of the value cf 

the grain prcduce and of the ~abti belonged to the' cul tiva-

tor... The remaining 2/5 · was apportioned into three shares: 

one sh~re each for.the hakim, the biswadar/zarnindar, and 

the inamdar or panch. 27 

The shares were not equal. The entire 2/5· of the 

value of the grain produced was the hakim's share of the 

zabti, and panch's share. 

The zamindar's share was the commuted value of 2~ seers 

per maund (1/16·~ ) of the gross proQ.uce daiucted from the 

hakim's share and also 1 anna per rupee deducted from the 

hakim's zabti. The 1/16 · deduction from the hakim's share 

for the zan1indar was called· sathari; the zarnindar had to 

get his dues not from the Sikh jagirdar but from the culti-. 

vator anq the latter had to pay 42-?z- seers to the mauni and 

17 annas to the rupee. 2B 

The panch 1 s ·share was pachotra, i.e. 5 percent of the 

net hakim's share and there were other deductions such as 

saori's and patwari's from the zarnindar's share to which 

they were entitled by custom. 29 campbell thought that they 

were perhaps the persons selected by the 'Sikh conqueror3' 

27 0p. cit., p. 11 • 

28 campbell stated that this word was derived from seven
teen. 

29 RR (CRR), 169/2, p. 14. 
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from the •erstwhile' village proprietors to act as their 

rent collectors and agents and were given an ~ for their 

services • Some of them might have been hereditary headmen 

of the village. 30 

These rights of the villagers were described by Camp

bell. in great detail, He then explained how the government 

paid cpmpensation. 31 

'/ The zamin:iars ·and the ,t¥nchs · were awarded annual pen

Sions in perpetuity of the estimated value of their rights. 

because, as the robkar stated, there was no government was1:e 

land in the vicinity of Ambala where they could be settled. 

·The hakim 1 s ·share was settled in 1 perpetuity' on the 

jagirdars where these ex is ted. and struck off the 'rent roll' 

in the case of jagirs which had lapsed to the government. 

The· jagirdars of Babiyal and Nanhera were compensated with 

jagirs elsewhere. 

The holders of the muafi plots (called lakhraj) were 

awaroed. annually and in perpetuity~ The hakim's share on 

their lands was deducted :from the total amount payable to 

the·jagirdars if the muafi belonged to a share held in 

jagir, and was added to the charge on government if it be

longed to a lapsed share. 

The cultivators were paid no compensation despite the 

fact that they last theHr right to the 3/5· shares. The 

30 RH (CRR ), 169/2, p. 30. 

31 Ibid., p. 11. 

.' 
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government stepped into the cultivators' place, argued 

Campbell, without any concern for 'the feelings' or 'rights 

of the existing incumbents' ~ 32 Campbell argued that this 

ft..ct if taken alone might raise an inference that the govern-

ment placed itself in the position of a tenant but the govern

ment went further and stepped into the landlords' share 

too. 33 

How did the government acquire the right over the 

trees, wells and' houses within the cantonment area? Camp-

bell explained the terms of compensation offered to the 

earlier right-holders. In the case of wells, their full 

value was paid to the village owners. 34 The owners of houses 

were awarded the estimated cost of erection and were allowed 

to remove their bricks. In the case of trees, one-third 

of the estimated value was held to be the hakim' s share and 

"h.lro-third was the !Y.£1's share. The .!:Y.2.!,'s share in this 

case did not go to the government as in the case of the 

prcxiuce of the l·and but was gi veri to the_ zamindars. For 

the trees which were held in single ownership, the owner 

received the full value. 

Campbeil 's views differ from that of Hailey on three 

vi tal points. First, according to Campbell, Culli"..ingham 

intended to acquire for the government full ownership 

rights. There was no mention of rent or tenancy at the 

32 .Q:>. cit., ~ p-. 14., .· . 
33 Ibid.' para 15, p. 14. 

34 RR (CRR), 191 o, 169/7, para 16, p. 14. 
' 



time.when the land was apportioned by the government. He 

said. that what P.ailey described as the 'shikar rights,' 

given up by the landOW'li:.:ers were actually the 'Sirkar 

35 rights'. Second, the compensation awarded was calculated 

and apportioned in accordance with definite principles and 

was not the result of mere guess work. Third, the pa ttidar 

jagirdars were in those days more than mere assignees or 

recepients of the land revenue. They were looked upon as 

possessing s orne ~ ights of o.vnership in the soil. 36 This 

argument was linked with a set of other questions about 

rights on the soil. 

Who were the proprietors of land before the canton

ment was established? Campbell recorded that the "country 

was a British protectorate with patches of British terri tory 

acqu.ired by eschea. t on failure of heirs to sardars and 

pattidars intermingled with estates- great and small. rr37 

According to him, the petty Sikh chieftains exercised consi-

derable pov.rer over these tracts by the terms of the Ochter

lony' s Prociamation of 1811. The transaction between the 

zamindars and the government took place before the annexation 

of the Ambala territory and the formation of Ambala District. 

And hence the proprietory rights in the soil were not ad

justed until the settlement which started in 1846 and con-

tinued up to 1856. 

35 Op.cit,, p. 11. 

36 Ibid. , p. 14, 

37 Ibid. , p. 15. 
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Campbell disclosed that neither at the first nor at 

the revised settlement v.ras the question of the proprietary 

rights in the cantonment land touched, 38 The ownership 

rights· were given to zamindars residing in land outside 

cantonment limits only after 1854. This view was in opposi

tion to that of Hailey who had alluded, on the basis of 

Cunningham's lett.er of 4 June 1843, that the remaining land 

of Nanhera; Jandli and Babiyal had ceased to be government's 

property from 1844. Campbell therefore made it clear that 

the whole scenario had to be viewed in an. altogether 'diffe

rent light after the formal annexation of Ambala territory, 

Campbell also stated that if the land had not been taken up 

for the cantonment, then after the regular settlement the 

zamindars would have become owners. 

L'1 this way Campbell recognized the decisions made by 

the colonial authorities before annexation in terms of the 

way the compensations were adjusted. But at the same time 

he put his faith in the decision of authorities after the 

annexation. By the combimtion of these views (pre and post 

annexation) Campbell argued for the indeterminacy, of the 

rights .of zamindars in the case of the cantonment and there

by succeeded in establishing the privilege ·Of British Govern

ment upon land.39 

Campbell pointed to the problems of d eterrnining the 

rights of village~s over the cantonment land. If the gover:r;t-

38 Op.ci t,, para 19, p. 15. 

39 Ibid,. 



ment thought that the zamindar pensioners. possessed proprie

tary rights in the land, the preparation of an accurate 

record of rights would be impossible. He warned that the 

preparation oi' th.e'Record of Rights' would involve the demar

cation of the villages as they existed in 1843 for which 

there, were no records available. He was not ready to accept 

the zamindars' explanations about their boundaries which 
. 40 

they J::ad learnt from their forefathers. 

Thus Campbell brought to an end the official contro

versy about the land question. The military and civil v:l.e\'fS 

differed on their basic premises. One asserted that the 

government was a tenant of the cantonment land and the 'lard

lord' the proprietor, the other argued the opposite. 

Opposed views did not imply OpPOSed policy objectives. 

While granting that zamindars had ownership rights, the mili

tary committee was keen on an indefinite occupation of can

tonment lands by the government through a perpetual payment 

of rent to the O#ners. This view had an underlying notion 

· of maintaining the permanence of Raj and appeasing the vil

lagers by giving them rent. This notion of permanence also 

figures prominently in the civil view. 

This constant tension between the civil and military, 

and within the civil view, is significant. The relation

Ships betw·een these views, their constantly changing terms 

of agreements and conflicts, shaped the colonial politics. 

40 RR ( CRR), 191 ~o, p. 16 • 
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This was how the colonial officials formulated the strategy 

to assert and perpetuate the pO\ver of the Raj. 

II 

THE STRATEGY IN OPERATION 

In this part I shall analyse hov,r the official strategy· 

was used by the colonial officials when confronting the 

landlords. 

The villagers perceived the 'encroachment' upon t,heir 

land with disdain. The villagers of Babiyal claimed in 1919 

that 340 bighas and 16 biswas of the larrl taken up for the 

cantonment belonged to them and that "they have grazing 

rights over this area. 1141 The Deputy Commissioner, Ambala_, 

rejected this contention by stating that there was no record 

in his office to support the claim. The cantonment l•l:lgis

tra te' asserted that according to the 'Record of Rights' pre

pared by Campbell, all land comprised in the cantonment was 

actually the 'unencumbered' property· of the government 

having bee:p acquired from the zamindars who were in receipt 

of annuties but had no reversionary right in the land.42 He 

claimed that the inhabitants were quite well-to-do people 

who had made a lot of money from the cantonment being so 

close. Hence they could well afford to make their own graz

ing grounds. The attempts of lan:ilords to assert their 

rights were thwarted. 

----------------~ 
41 CCR (ffiR), 1919, 1b9/28, p. 3. 

42 See petition 17.9.19 C.G.R. (CRR), 169/28. Ibid. 
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Grazing rights over the same plots of land were again 

claimed in September 1920 by lambardar Sura t Singh and other 

inhabitants of village Babiya1.43 The Revenue Secretary 

clarified on 6 June 1920 that the villagers rod been paid 

compensation for this area. He clarified that the records 

showed that in calculating the value. of the produce at the 

time of the acquisition this ghairrnurnkin area was excluded. 

But it was. included· in estimating the compensation due on 

the acquisition of the land. The Secretary asserted thereby 

that 'there would therefore appear to be no foundation for 

the assertion that cattle grazing was allO\ved in lieu of 

compensation over this area and petitioners do not appear to 

have any claim to the 340 bighas and 16 biswas. r 44 Such 

petitions were commonly given by the villagers a bout their 

rights over the cantonment land. As late as 1939, Prabhu 

Dial and his fell ON villagers of Ba biyal sul::mi tted a peti

tion, again claiming the grazing land. The Deputy Commis

sioner dismissed the case by stating that these villagers 

bad 'no. proof of their alleged rights. 45 Such epis cxies 

exemplify the growing tension between the landlords and 

civil officials. Through the 'Record of Rights' -which had 

been prepared by Campbell, the rights of the government were 

asserted. I think it is reasonably convincing that the·ambi-

4 3 c GR ( CRR ) s 1 6 9 I 2 8, p • 3. 

44 Ibid • , p • 21 • 

45 Ibid., p. 22. 
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gui ty .in records could be interpreted by the officials in 

ways convenient to them. 

The Afterrna th 

The major portions of about 12 villages were acquired 

for .the cantonrnen't.' In this. section· I will analyse speci

fic features of these villages on the es ta blishrne nt of the 

can tonrnen t. 

The acquisition of the land for the cantonment affec

ted the nature of the soil. The river route of Tangri was 

diverted to the cantonment due to the supply of water. The 

village Babiyal, placed between Tangri and Babiyal s tr'earns, 

\·:as intersected by the old and new channals of Tangri •46 The 

old Tangr i stream also darriaged the rich learn soil.4 7 

, The Ba biyai village (now) had mostly sandy soil which . 

48 prcduced poor crops. In Garnala also the soil was thin 

due ~o the floods of the old Tangri.49 In view of the-bane

ful effects of th~ rivers, the Deputy Comrniss ioner of Arnb:lla 

remarked, 11'he qu:ility of the soil was barely average.5° In 

village Kardhan the new Tangri flowed through the eastern 

course and the old one follo.ved the wes tern.51 A branch of 

46 AVB (SK 0 ), . Babiyal, Hadbast No. 93, p. 285. 

47 IQid, 

48 AVN (SKO), Babiyal, Hadbast No. 93, p. 1108. 

49 Ibid., Garnala, Hadbast No. 28, p. 447. 

50 Ibid, 

51 Ibid., Kardhan, Hadbast No. 88, p. 205. 
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'I'angri river forced its way through the middle of the village 

estat:€l, and by throwing sand all around made the tract bar

ren and unfit for cultivation. Village Boh met vlith a 

52 similar fate. 

The proximity to the cantonment affected the land types 

ani the labour time of village proprietors. Village Garnala 

became a low lying area due to the artillery shooting range 

or chandrnari.53 The village proprietors stated that they 

were almost cut off from half of their lands when the 

batteries were practising. They were v;arned off by the 

police to keep thernsel ves ava.y from the shooting range for 

fear of accidents. In winter the shooting courses became 

more rigorous, this compelled the village proprietors to 

keep themselves away from land for a longer period than be

fore, and this meant a greater loss of their time. 

As a result of the acquisition of land for the canton

ment the land holdings in most of the villages became small 

and the arable available for cultivation was reduced. From 

village. Babiyal about 6,092 bighas and 60 biswas of cultiva

ted, 'culturable' and 'unculturable' land was acquired for 

the purpose of forming the cantonment. 54 Only 887 bighas 

an::l 74 biswas remained outside the cantonment. The village 

holdings turned sw~ll and the total cultivated area was only 

38 acres •55 

52 AVN (SKO), Boh, Hadbast No. 27, p. 29. 

53 Ibid., Garnala, Had bast No. 28, p. 28. 

54 RR ( CRR) ,. 169/7, 191 o, p. 63. 

55 AVN (SKO), B3. biyal, Hadbast No. 93, p. 285. 
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The acquisition of land created social tensions. Some 

proprietors last all their land while others did not. The 

Hindus, Ivluslims a,nd Sikhs biswadars ?f village Tundli lamen-
.• 

ted this d iscr imire tory policy. "Our Taluka t with each other 

can no longer remain alright",· they said.56 Ill-will also 

existed between the Hindu and I·uslim Jat zamindars in village 

Dhankaur. This was due to the differences in the size of 

their holdings which occurred on account of the ac quisi ti an 

pf land for the cantonment. The Deputy Commissioner of 

Ambala stated in 1900 that the villagers derived much benefit 

from the cantonment market.57 It is true that Ambala began 

to serve as a new market for the proprietors. Charri, a 
i . 

large important crop, was sold for a go cx:i price in the can-

tonment. The villagers bought rre.nure from. the cantonment for 

growing y1hea t and melons. 

Eric Stokes has shown that it was the rich peasant in 

Punjab who benefitted greatly from the cultivation and sale 

of cotton, sugar and other cash crops •58 This holds true 

in the case of these villages. It was only the rich pea

santrv of Barnala, Babiyal, Karohan and Naggal who gained 

economically from the cantonment through an increased sale 

of cash crops. But those who produced subsistence crops 

(jowar, · bajra) viere not as well integrated to the cantonment 

56 Wajibul urz Dastoor, Nisal H:l.qiqa t Eandobast, I'·Jauza 
Tundli, _,1853, te~il ~oola (SKO). See also AVN (SKO)j 

liarnala, fundlJ., Dhanl-caur, Kanwala, Naggal, Kar~ 
dhan, I1acchandha, Boh, Barnala and Nanhera. 

57 AVN (SKO), Tundli, Hadbast No. 47, p. 519. 

58 ~tokes, (1978). 
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market. The demand for fodd~er in the cantonment led to its 

non-availability ,for poor peasants w?ic!1 forced them into 

' 59 indebtedness. As recorded in the Village Notebook: "the 

poor cult,tvators of Babiyal were sunk in debt and their land 

60 
was heavly mortgaged." 

The nee:i for alternative employment was necessary for 

all the villagers, even though s orne had more land than 

others. Those possessing relatively more land than others 

worked and kept .carts in cantonments which were hired by .. 
the ovmers of smaller holdings, as was observed in the case 

of vi~lage Babiyal.61 In Tundli where the average village 

holding v.ras 2.5 acres, the proprietors worked as carters.62 

In this scenario, enlistment in the army was an eco-

nomic compulsion for the poor peasant of small holdings 

who had surplus labour and inadequate income. Those who 

had relatively larger holdines probably gained from the 

army both for economic and social reasons. As the holdings 

which. they possessed were not sufficient; they had to 

supplement their pal try income. Therefore these proprie

tors gradually built up a tradition of joining the army. 63 

59 AVN (SKO),. Kanwala, Hadbast No. 36, pp. 163-64, ibid., 
Dhankaur, Had bast No. 31, pp; 85-6. 

60 AVN (SKO), Babiyal, Hadbast No. 93, p. 285. 

61 Ibid. 

62 Ibid., Tundli, Hadbast No. 47, p. 519. 

63 Ibid., Garnala, Had bast No. 28, Babiyal Hadbast No. 
92, Tundli, Hadbast No. 47, Naggal, Hadbast No. 89, 
Barnala, Hadbast No. 48. 
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Conclusions 

The power of the proprietors of the villages was cont

rolled in tvro ways by the cantonment authorities. One was 

·in the form of asserting the rights of the government over 

the land through the use of official records; the other was 

by providing market opporhmities and various forms of urban 

employment, enlistment in the anny, plying carts etc. The 

survival of the zamindars no.v became dependent on the income 

from urban sources. 

The establishment of the cantonment affected the soil 

types, land holdings, revenue rates and the \·rhole economic· 

system of the villages. The most prominent impact on land 

was of river Tangri, whose route had been diverted on 

account. of the supply of water to the cantonment. 

The growth of the. cantonment meant recurring problems 

within the village economy but it also proved to be an 

irnporta.nt market and an employment avenue for the well off 

villagers. The expansion of cash crops was a consequence 

of this new integration with the cantonment rrarket. The 

relationship of the proprietor with land changed: the mort

gages, ali err:.~. tions and tenancies among small prcducers 

became common. The proprietors could not live off their 

land alone and had to work as carters, soldiers, labourers 

in the cantonment. The impact of a cquis i ti on of land vras 

differential on villagers. 

The new relationship with the cantonment increased 
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social tensions within the village. For the colonial offi

cials, the integration of village system into the canton men-~ 

\vas a sign of prosperity for the proprietors. In this 

context it would be difficult to see how the villagers 

perceived this change in their whole environment for instance 

the cultural alienation that a proprietor faced despite the 

fact tl'.at relationship with cantonment ensured fixed wages. 
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authorities'. The' British government was further shocked at 

the large expenditure incurred. The deaths of the soldiers 

8 cost the exchequer £ 588,000 annually. Florence Nightingale, 

as we know, was deeply concerned with the welfare of the 

Brit:lsh soldiers. She never visited India but on the basis 

of the information obtained from different sources~she pro-

vided to the British government graphic accounts of the 

alarming. living qondi t ion of the British soldier: in India. 

She dilated on the filthy insanitary state of drains, lack 

of water supply·and the complete ignorance about filteration 

in Ind~a. 9 The British authorities thought that the time 

was thus ripe for a. 'sanitary·conquest' of India and for 

this the cantonments became the major areas of colonial 

attacks •1 0 Between 185()-1919, the authorities at Ambala 

Cantonment took measures to extirpate disease and to restore 

heel th and sanitation. Its control was twofold: control 

within the cantonment and control beyond the cantonment. 

Controls within the cantonment can be spatially divi

ded into two parts: The bazaar area and the cantonment area. 

a.1 Control within the cantonment 

a.1.1 The Bazaar Area -the bazaar area, including 

the Sadar and the regimental bazaars ·,,Jas controlle:i in 

various ways. Controls over this area were absolutely neces-

8 

9 

I 
Edvvardes, ( 1989 }, pP. 248-255. 

Ibid., p. 253. 

10 CT"id, 18 J'.'Iarch 18SD, p. 6. 
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sary for ensuring the health of the soldiers. I will try 

to explain the peculiar nature of control over this area • 

At one level it was imperative for the authorities to main

tain cleanliness in this area but at another level this 

consideration was undermined by the authorities' refusal to 

spend the necessary amount of money. 

C oritr ol over marketing practices was the most perva

sive form of control over the bazaar area. lblwais, gwalas. 

and grain merchants faced tremendous interference of the 

colonial au~orities in their marketing practices. Sadar 

generated disease according to the colonial authorities. 

Marketing practices of the h3.lwais were regarded as inju

rious to public health. Stereotypes were created to extend ,, 
i 

influence over their practices. The halwai is "slack II 

reported tpe Deputy Commissioner., 11 He never keeps sweets 

inside and never provides himself with gua ze safe. rr11 f•lilk 

was also kept out in the open in their shops, which caused 

enteric since the 'pathogenic organism' crept into milk.12 

As a result of such official perceptions> the authorities 

took steps tp chemically examine ghee, and punished the 
' halwais for >their 'crimes' of adulteration. The culture of 

an open display of sweets was totally forbidden as it attrac

ted swarms of flies. This resulted in the curbing of certain 
5" 

customary practices of the· halwais • 

. The ~~ were reported to be providing impure milk 

supply, which was the chief cause of enteric fever in Ambala 

11 AAR (CBO), 1928, K/42, l\Iisc, p. 19. 

12 Ibid. 



CHAPTER . 2 

URBAN SPACE AND aiDER 

In this chapter an attempt will be made to undersiP.nd 

the development of Ambala Cantonment and the colonial notions 

behind it. I will try and undersiP.rrl the way the colonial 

institutions order urban way of life, and the tens ions gene

rated among the communities as a result of their interaction 

with 'various institutions. I will try to show hOW' the Indian 

(Muslim, Hindu etc.) identities am institutions manifest 

themselves in the urban spa~e. It is important to under

stand in ,this context the 'native' perception of their social 

relationship. This chapter has three sections. 

T,he first section will deal with the question of the 

development of Ambala Cantonment and also how the cantonment 

differed from the'native' area. The second section will in

dicate the importance of colonial institutions in urban life. 

The third section is concerned with the colonial policy to

wards various communities. It will also focus on the poli

tics , tensions of these communities and their concern for the 

protection of their identity. 

I 

Ambala Cantonment was not strikingly different from 

any other cantonment. It had two parts: the cantonment and 

the Bazaar. 'l'he cantonment included the bungalOv'J's of the 
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officers, the married NCOs and the soldiers' barracks.
1 

It 

also included urban institutions like the church, well-

filled cemetery, Sirhind Club, golf course and grass farms, 

etc. The only In:iian segment of population living in this 

part was the regimental servants staying in the compounds 
,.... . 2 

of the bungalows occupied by the .~:.uropeans. This area was 

neatly demarcated from the Bazaar area. 

' In the Bazaar area there were regimental bazaars .like 

the British Infantry, British Cavalry and Royal Artillery 

constructed on an area of 308.77 acres (see map No.J, p. 4s)~ 

Another large bloc was the Sadar Bazaar in which was con

centrated the whole of the civil Indian population of the 

cantonment except the natives working in the regimental 

lines and the servants employed by the Europeans. The 

1 Record of Rights 1 regarded this Ea. zaar as a town. It had 

a population of about 22,612 in 1892 which was quite large 

as compared with the number of soldiers for whom the canton

ments were built. British troops in 1892 were 3,581 and 

Indian 1 , 71 3 • 4 

The regimental bazaars were occupied by the chamars, 

koris, gwalas, dhobis, chuhras, malis, etc.5 The Sadar 

1 IMP (NAI), August 1893, A, I, 1407-11, 6, p. 439. 

2 Ibid., p. 440. 

-:z: RR fCRP) 12 September 1910, 169/7,.p.· 'J 1 • -- \ ... ' , , 

4 IMP (NAI), August 1893, A, I, 1407-11, 7. 

5 RR ( CRR), 12 S epternber 191 o, 169/7' p. 52. 
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occupied by Hindu and ~fuslim traders was more of a commer

cial centre, with a grain market and flour mills. 

Both cantonment and the Ba.zaar area were organized 

and controlled by the c·antonment authorities. Did the autho-.-· 

rities organize these two spaces differently? Why was the 

cantonment area visually dis tinct from the bazaar area? 

These are questions worthy of analysis. An understanding 

of the colonial considerations behind the development and 

organization of the bazaar and the cantonment areas would 

provide an insight into the various and differing levels 

and patterns of controls exercized in these two sections. 

a. Sanitation 

Anthony D. King has shown that cantonments in India by 

1863 started to exist primarily for the maintenance and pre

servation of the health of the British troops. 6 This was a 

·year of the publication. of the Report of the Royal Commission 

of Agriculture, which exposed in lurid terms the stark rea

lity of the high mortality rate of the British soldier in 

India. Out of the troops dispatched to India prior to and 

including the rebellion of 1857' about 9,467 soldiers died 

but only 586 had been killed in action.7 The rest succumbed 

to disease and 'unfavourable climatic pressures•. The death 

of the soldiers on non-military grounds disturbed the 'home 

6 King,(1976), PP· 97-121. 

7 On the importance of disease in the formation of Bri
tish Cantonment Policy, see IVJichael Edwardes ( 1989). 

' 
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·in the 1890s. It was reported by the military authorities 

that between 1894 and 1896 about 188 cases of enteric were 

reported of whicn 52 soldiers arrl 1 officer had died because 

of the bad milk su:pply.13 The authorities stated that· the 

milk was supplied to the .British from the 'filthy c a...r-shed 

nd . ' 14 situated in an insanitary bazaar surrou ~ng • 

Subsequently, a new urban formation came up in Ambala 

Cantonment in 1897, namely the Government Dairy Farm 15 (see 

photograph, p. 61 ). It was categorically stated by the 

authorities that no milk was to be sold to the Europeans by 

any •native' gwala. The milk-seller must be either an 

Englishman, Scotch or Irish.16 What happened to the gwala 

in the.event of this sanitary measure?. The gwalas lost 

their traditional role of both possessing the cows and sell-
, . 

ing the milk. They were now asked to look after the cows 

under the supervision of a head dairy man. They were rele-

gated to the position of mere watchmen. The gwa1a lost 

his status as a carrier of milk and the regimental peon took 

his place. As a paid servant of t:q.e government dairy earn

ing about~. 61/- per mensem, a gwala's income was much 

reduced. If found to be supplying milk without Ellropean 

supervision, gwalas were severely punished.17 The Canton-

13 IMP (NAI), May 1897, A, 2601-37, p. 16. 

14 Ibid. 

15 Ibid. , p. 24. 

16 CBP (CBO), October 1917, 3, p. 416. 

17 IlvlP (NAI), March 1900, A, 2276-78, pp. 302-11. 
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ment Committee reported as late as 1917: 'The native gwala 

does not understand cleanliness in the sense the term is used 

in a European dairy. Their cattle were ill-fed, hardly 

stalled and the milk ·was liable to contamination.• 18 

r'Ia.rketing corrlitions of the grain merchants were -repor-

ted to be unhygieric,and likely to encourage the incidence of 

plague. The grain dealers were asked not to store grain in 

the open vera:r:rlahs or public roads. 1 9 This in a way was a 

symbolic attack an the Indian mode of marketing where grain 

was conveniently stored in public places or in open. A new 

urban innova tian was also introduced in this case as well. 

Gcxiowns were built, ani were made rat-proof by the use of 

burnt brick polluted with lime plaster and storing doors 
.. . 20 

which were made free from cracks or holes. This control 

over the bania 1 s practice by shutting his grain in the godown 

· enclosure reduced the visual importance of mandi as a centre 

of grain display and sale. 

Some of the marketing practices and economic activi

ties of the bazaar people were totally forbidden because of 

the sanitary considerations. Trade of thongmaking was regarded 

offensive from the point of view of health. 21 Allah Mir, a 

vtell-known thongmaker of the Sadar was asked to put a final 

18 CBP (CBO), October 1917, 3, p. 416. 

19 Ibid., 18 rvarch 1917, p. 486. 

20 Ibid., 3 r•ay 1~7, p. 48. 

21 Ibid., 12 August 1899, 5. 
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22 stop ito the making of thongs. Sale of tropical fruits and 

vegetables like guavas and cucumbers v.ras put to an end at 

the time of the recrudescence of the cholera. 23 The vegeta-

ble sellers were also asked not to set up their stalls on 

the road sides •24 

The alternative marketing structures introduced were 

European in character. Br'ead was to be baked only in the 

Central bakery which was established away from the Sadar in 

the heart of the cantonment. 25 The authorities strictly 

ordered that they would provide license to bake only Euro

pean bread and that too under European supervision. 26 It was 

also laid down by the urban authorities that only 'English' 

pork was to be sold in the cantonment. 27 All these measures 

do signify the importance of sanitation in the control and 

order of marketing practices. 

Such controls symbolised in the formation of specific 

urban changes in the 11 intermediate 11 environment (buildings 
28 

and rooms). Gradually the grain banias started adapting 

themselves to the use of gcxiow-ns for storing grain. The 

rich ones built pucca godowns while the poor ones built 

22 CBP (CBO), 3 May 1907, p. 48. 

23 Ibid., 25 September 1917, p. 513. 

24 Ibid~, 24 April 1907, 5, p. 37. 

25 Ibid., 15 April 1893, 5. 

26 Ibid., 28 July 1897, 5; 14 September 1900. 
,...., T1-.~-J 13 January 1913, 21, p. 83 • '-I ..L.U.J...U. • J 

28 King (1976), p. 1 04. 
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kutcha. ·rhe po..,er of the bania soon came to be recognized 

through his possession of pucca godown. Tension emerged 

between these two sections of banias. The social relations 

of the banias with the poor bazaar people also got distln:-

bed.29 ·The banias could new manipulate grain prices by 

hiding away the grain in the godowns. 

As a consequence of this policy, the Sadar did not 

truly change its urban landscape. Changes were limited to 

the use of enclosure type buildings rather than open veran

dahs for the marketing pUrposes. 

Non-extension and the Spatial Segregation of the Sadar 

Overcrowding in the Sadar Bazaar was regarded as dan

gerous by the military authorities. It can_be noticed that 

the Sadar continued to grow progressively in population. The 

Secretary of the cantonment Committee pointed out that accord

ing to the census of 1891 the population of Sadar Bazaar was 

22,612 and the number of houses was 5, 72'5 giving an average 

of 3.94 persons per house.30 By 1895 the number of houses 

rose to 6,335, a ten percent increase .in 4 years. It was 

found that the number of inhabitants had increased to nearly 

2,300 after the census of 1891. The number of cattle in this 

densely populated area was 2,749. In 1895, the Adjutant

General pointed out that ''the bazaars in Ambala Cantonment 

29 CBP (CBO), 18 February 1917, p •. 421. 

30 Ibid., 1 0 December 1_895, 5. 
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were 'overcrowded with natives' and 'unlimited number of 

cattle. .~,.3 1 'If this goes on', anticipated the authorities, 

'the supply of water won't be sufficient to meet the vast 

requirements of the people and epidemic disease will probab-

ly follow.' 32 

In such an alarming situation, the authorities declared 

in plain terms tmt the sadar area was not to be extended. 

They also considered any increase in houses as un:iesirable,. 

The authorities overruled the idea of constructing more 

wells since it was likely to lead to contamination. Insani

tary houses were to be demolished. To the utter disappoint

ment of ,the inhabitants, about twenty-five huts in the Hathi 

Khana and fifty-two in the Kabargalla which were found in 

11 insanitary clustered condition 11 were demolishect. 33 No 

compensation was given to the owners of these houses. 

Ov~rcrmvding within the houses was also be to avoided. 

This was done with the enforcement of the Cantonment Res o-

lution No. VII of 21 December 1895 which prohibited the in

crease in the number of persor~ living per house. This was 

enforced with the help of Kotwals who turned out the unautho-

rized persons from these houses. Moreover not more than 4 

persons were allowed to live in a single house. To make this 

rule more effective upper storeys of the buildings and the 

increase in the number of latrines were disallowed. Even 

31 CBP ( CBO), 1 0 December 1895 1 1 O. 

32 Ibid., 31 January 1856, 5. 

33 Ibid., 8 July 1899, 18; 8 June 1908, 8, p. 1 S6. 
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prcminent residents of Sadar were made to adhere to this 

regulation. Ahmed Bux, a leading watch-maker, was refused 

the construction of a second storey in his house no. 5469 

in the Sadar Bazaar because of sani ta.ry considerations •34 

Jeewan Ram of Sadar Pazaar was not allONed to rebuild his 

house as his proposal suggested the increase in the number 

of latrines from three to six. 35 Similarly Mohan Lall, a 

well-known grain-merchant was not permitted to make five 

rooms, a 'verandah and an upper purdah wall in his Sadar 

Bazaar house•. 36 This resulted in the nucleization -of family 

and kinship ties in Indian households of the area. The 

Indian structures of housing, i.e. purdah nash in walls, upper 

storeys, or more specifically havelli type buildings were 

replaced 'by closed enclosure type structures •37 

F&lr of disease due to overcrowding or contamination 

led the authorities to disallow the low class Hindus to bury 

their corpses in the exi$ting burial ground of the Sadar. 

Such a measure .was perceived as an economic disaster by 

poorer. classes of Hindus who were forced to adapt to expen

sive cre.mation practices of the upper caste Hindus.38 

In this manner, the problem of overcrowding \~S avoided 

by demolishing, dismantling and controlling the residential 

structures in the Sadar. No attempt was made to extend the 

34 CBP (CBO), 18 April 1896, 12. 

35 Ibid., 20 February 1897, 4. 

36 Ibid., 7 Aprj_l 1907, 45. 

37 Ibid., 19 J~nuary 1893, 4. 

38 Ibid., 10 September 1907, 21, p. 134 .• 
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lirrtits of the Sadar despite the population explosion. Are

sult of this was a constant disruption of family, kinship 

ties leading to social tension. 

'I'radi tional marketing and cultural habits of the indi

genous society were threatened. Noreover at the time of the 

incidence of disease, Sadar was made out of bounds with a 

view to avoid sickness among the troops •39 Two points 

explain, the reasons behind this policy: one was the idea of 

isolating Sadar and .controlling its living and econcmic 

practices, while the other was to maintain the colonial 

superiority through its neglect. The latter point becomes 

clear when one studies the extent bi' nature of control over 

the Sadar. 

Controls over Sadar were more preventive than innova

tive. It never acquired the pattern of colonial urbaniza

tion· similar to the Cantonment area. Let me briefly describe 

the state of urban planning in the Sadar. 

Drains in Sadar were almost kutcha. 
40 

The estimated 

expenditure for turning the kutcha drains of the bazaar into 

pucca was about Rs. 1430/- but this proposal was rejected by 

the authorities.41 There were hardly any drains in the 

Sadar. In 1893 Rs. 3,000/- were needed for digging drains 

in the Sadar Bazaar by the Sanitary Officer but this amount 

39 CMG. (NNT1L), 8 February 1900, p. 5. 

40 c:eP (CBO), 8 April 1908, ·14. 

41 Ibid., 30 October 1893, 4. 
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. . 42 f 
the Cantonment Committee refused to provJ.de. Because o 

the lack of drains, sewage water from'private houses in the 

Sadar Bazaar was stored in catch pits. 43 It was then carried 

off in sewage water carts which were very few in number. The 

medical authorities strongly recommended the use of drains 

rather than pits but this proposal involved the connection 

. t thr h b . d. d . 44 Th. of rrain draJ.ns wi h houses oug su Sl. J.ary raJ.ns. . l.S 

scheme involving an elaborate drainage system for the Sadar 

was not carried out by the authorities as it meant incurring 

"high expenii ture". Perhaps the economic stability and 

racial supremacy of the Empire would have been at stake if 

the Sadar had been trans formed, or ordered like the rest of 

the Cantonment area (see photograph of Kutcha Bazaar, p. 59). 

How did the Sadar populace perceive such a state of 

urban plaming? Seventy-two year old Jootia Chamar describes· 

in gory detail the narrow, tortuous lanes which were full of 

depressions that stank and stagnated in the rainy season. He 

laments: "There were kucha khuddas (puddle) about 1 ~ or 2 

feet deep. They were full of water and very dangerous for 

human beings • 1145 Jootia Chamar and others of his class did 

42 CBP (CBO), 30 October 1893, 3; AAR (CBO), 1928, K/42, 
r•Iisc., Following streets were without drains accoroing 
to AAR: I·Iochi mandi, Poranki Ba.nglia, Sarai Khaliq 
Buksh, Kali Din Compound, Shaha bit mandi, Chhapar Band 
mandi, Jhagroo mandi, Gadrian rrandi, Beef narket area, 
Mutton market area, M:lnsab Ali Street, Shahab mandi, 
.S~ Lashkari, Old Serai, Butcher Street, Kureshy 
I·1oha~la, Jo9i mand~, Jamla Din mandi, Ghas mandi, T.eli 
mandJ., KhalJ.q mandJ., Bengali nandi, Khatik mandi. 

43 CBP (CBO), 20 February 1897, 7. 

44 Ibid., 24 April 1907, 6. 
45 Oral History Interview, Ganga Prasad, Ambala Cantonment, 

December 1990. 



THE 'NATIVE' Z 

A view Of Kutcha Bazaar in dar. 

(Photograph by the author, 17 September 1939, Ambala 
Cantonment) • 

• 

The puddl.EG and state of drains in the Lal Kurt! 
Bazaar. 

(Photograph by the author, 17 March 1990, Ambala 
Cantonment). 



FLOUR M!LLS AND ICE FACl'CRY : THE EX5Nr OF 
URBANI %A TICN IN SADAR 

Flour Mill established 1n 1896. 

(Photograph, Courtesy a 'Rupa K1 Chi th:l •, 
Jal'Wlry 1990). 

The QUy Ie Factory Jn the 

(Photog ph by the uthor• 21 Mar~ 1990• 
Ambala Cantonment). 
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not have the privilege of latrines. "we used to excrete in 

the open space, where the garbage of the Sadar was thrown, 11 

he recalls. 

Did the Sadar residents protest against this coercive 

and discriminatory attitude of the authorities? From 1890-

1919 no such confrontation between authority and the resi

dents was manifest in the cantonment for reasons explained 

in third section of this chapter. 

a .1 • 2 . The cantonment Area 

The colonial indifference to the Sadar and the careful 

planning in the development of the cantonment reflected the 

colonial attitudes twards space. A striking difference in 

their attitudes towards the two is evident. 

Exclusive Space 

Cantonment area was the privileged space within the 

cantonment space. In 1900, there was a tremendous shortage 
. 46 

of water in Ambala. The Cantonment Committee decided to. 

provide water to the follCMing: 47 

i) Paget Park (where the present supply was maintained 

as 1 ong as possible). 

ii) St. Paul's Church (where ;>upply of 3,500 gallons was 

reduced by i for only ten days). 

iii) The Cemetery (supply was reduced by i of the pre-

46 CBP ( CBO), Iv'larch 1900, 20. 

47 Ibid, 
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sent allowance· for ten days). 

1 v) Sir hind Club (supply was reduced to 2,500 gallons 

per week). 

v) · Cricket ground (supply was temporarily reduced by 

~ the present allowance). 

The supply· of water to the post office was not reduced. In 

this year there was scarcity of water in the Sadar as well. 

Proposals were made by the medical officer to the Cantonment 

Committee for opening certain wells in the bazaar which were 

likely. to yield a valuable subsidiary water supply. The 
. • i 

Cantonment authority at once rejected any such move as these 

wells were liable to.be badly infected during the cholera 
. 48 

epidemic and would thus become 'intractable'. 

Cantonment area was made exclusive by the authari ties 

who preferred that thela carts should only use hill road 

(which \vas in the Sadar Bazaar) and carts be plied only bet-

ween the Sadar Bazar and city far sanitary reasons, as the 

excreta of animals was inimical to a healthy atmosphere.49 

Preferential treatment was given. to the cantonment at the 

time of disease. During such times the Sadar was always 

isolated.5_
0 

The cantonment was divided into eight areas for 

carrying out sanitary and anti-malarial measures. Each area 

was supervised by an officer of the R.A .M.c. or I .M. s.51 

48 CBP (CBO), 1 June 1900, 3. 

49 Ibid., 27 November 1897, 4; 18Decemb.er 1907, 20, p.142. 

50 Tuid., 28 January 1918, 'plague', 3, p. 547. 

51 DWR (DCO),_ 4 August 1914- 11 November 1918, p. 14. 
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Col.onial Innovations 

EXc-lusiveness of the cantonment area with phenomenal 

colonial urban innovations was maintained. Within the can-

tonment area more latrines were constructed with a view to 

eliminate foul smell and· diseal?e: British troops were pro

vided with more latrines during the winter season involving 

an expenditure of Rs. 560/8/9 in 1891.52 This motivation to 

build more latrines differed from the colomal policy of 

maintaining only few latrines in Sadar. 

Changes were also brought about in the sys tern of la t

rines. As early as 1870, dry earth system was adopted for 

the residents, officers, and servants living in the cantonment 

area, so as to guard against the 'defilement of the s~rface' .53 

It vras also decided by the Committee that the latrines were 

to be constructed on-a: unifar'm plan: the enclo~;;ure was to be 

a six feE!t square or 12 x 6 and the wall around it was to be 

. six feet high. Inside the l.a trine two open chatties were 

placed, and were to be filled with dry earth and wooden ashes. 

A large ghurrab was placed in each compa.rtment and the excreta 

was emptied into it until the arrival of the station conser

vancy carts. It was arranged that the roofs of the latrines 

were not to be thatched but tiled and they were to be cons

tructed in a way that "there vlill be a free current of air 

through the buildings. n54 In 1892 this latrine arrangement 

52 CBP (CBO), March 1892, 7. 

53 CRB (SPC), June 1870 - September 1875, II, p. 614. 

54 Ibid. 
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55 was replaced by the rernoval.system. The authorities, how-

ever;., showed regard through compensation for the pecuniary 

loss which the residents faced on account of this new system. 

It must be remembered that such considerations were missing 

in the colonial policy when it enforced demolition of 'native 

huts'. 

Burial of excreta in pits was considered 'scientifically 

unsound 1 by the military authorities. A plot of ground some 

few hundred yards away from the barra-cks was selected under 

the orders of commanding officers of the station.56 A 

tr,ench, one foot wide and nine inches deep was dug into which 

ordure to the depth of not more than three inches was depois

ted, and 'the trench was filled in at once. Additional tren-

ches were also dug at the interval of one foot. Urine was 

disposed of in the same manner but separate from the ordure. 

The trenches for the urine were about six inches in depth. 

It was found in this process that the soil was damaged.. Be

cause of the pollution of the soil, enteric and other kinde

l~ed dis~ase spread. A new method of disposal was discovered, 

namely, the incinerator, which was capable of effectively 

disposing both the liquid and solid matter from the latrines 

reducing the whole to a 'harmless ash' •57 The use of Henry 

incinerator during the winter months when British Infantry 

regiments from Dagshai and Subathu were in camp at Ambala 

55 CBP (CBO), 8 April 1892, 4. 

56 IMD (NAI), September 1897, A, 2512-2519, p. 3 .. 

57 Jbid,, para I. 
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proved to be of great help. The use of incinerator in the 

. l t . i l 58 
disposal of ordure among Indian troops was a mas m~n ma • 

Commanding officers were instructed to keep their 

latrines in a •state of complete cleanliness•.59 Chemicals 

were used for this purpose. Experimentation in this regard 

was common. The use of filacdougal 1 ~ powder in small 

qu~titie~ all about the latrine was found dissatisfactory 
' 

by the sanitary officer. Therefore the use of the freshly 

burnt lime was recommended as it proved 'effectual in avoid

ing certain amount ·of fouling in the latrines 1 • 
60 

Safety within the Cantonment 

Any animal that interfered with or endangered the health 

of the British soldier was .killed. Dog menace and poisoning 

due to snake bite were common concerns for the authorities. 

In 1890,. the CMG reported the attack on Mr' Stewart of 1Oth 

Bengal Lancers who was bitten severely by a mad dog. 61 The 

injured officer was disp:ttched to Faris for treatment by 

Monsieur Pasteur. In order to curb the occurrence of hydro-

phobia, the authorities recommended the killing of all the 

pariahs in the cantonment. 62 Rewaro of 2 annas was given to 

those who killed poisonous snakes • 63 Killing of dogs .was 

58 CBP (CBO), March 1507, 15, p. 18. 

59 Ibid., 20 February 1897, 20. 

60 Ibid. 

61 CMG (NfvUV[.,), 15 January 1850, p. 5. 

62 Ibid., 13 April 189), p. 4; 23 July 19::>0, 9. 

63 CBP (CBO ), 10 September 1892, 6. 
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resented by Hindus and Jains for cultural reasons and they 

requested the authorities to deport them to jungles instead 

t t '1 64 of killing, bu o·no ava~ • 

Role of Institutions 

Institutions like the church and the prison imbibed the 
\ 

colonial notions of health and sanitation. Within their 

institutional limits they attempted to ensure the health of 

the soldier and sanitation of the Cantonment. 

Cemetery and. Church 

It was the duty of the chaplain to ensure the sanitary 

condition in the cemetery and church. 

Roads in the cemetery were kept in order. 65 The chap

lain recommendEd the depos~t of bricks for the paths and 

roadways which "will save troops accompanying funerals in the 

rains from risks of cold and perhaps fever" •66 This measure, 

the chaplain regarded worthy of the attention of the autho

rities as it was 'connected with the health of the soldiers'. 

The cemetery v~s not extended on the western side to

wards the open space on grounds of its proximity to the Dhobi 

troughs and the 'native 1 cavalry bazaar. 67 The chaplain r':r 

Rotton.,was repeatedly told by the military authorities that 

the dhobis washing 'foul bazaar linen' were to be kept at a 

64 CMG (NIVliviL)~ 22 Febrwry 1890, p. 
1 914 , p •. 1 77 • 

5; CBP (CBO), 14 Narch 

65 ffiB (SPC ), 26 February 1917, III, p. 285. 

66 Ibid., June 1870-September }875, II, p. 1 o. 
67 Ibid., 29 March 1870, I, p. 602. .':Jee Fig. No. 2. 
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distance from the point of view of public health. The mili

tary authorities stated that the large open spaces on all the 

four sides were necessary to serve as a barrier from the 

del!lsely populated Sadar and Cavalry Bazaar which otherwise 
I 

. 68 
would .be just a hundred yards away. .Thus. spaces like ceme-

tery, etc. were healthy,demarcated from the'native' settle

ments, a policy based bn the colonial stereotype of the calu

mnious Indian living condition (f'ig. No. 2) • 

The epidemological danger caused by· the cemetery was 

particularly noticed by I"lr' Rotten, who reque$ted the planta

tion of rose trees and the filling up of holes due to soil 

subsidence by coolies in the cemetery, as these holes let 

oi'f 'obnoxious and d'eleterious 1 gases from the cholera-infec

ted. graves.69 The chaplain also pointed out that almost six 

hundred of garrison soldiers were only five feet bel<M the 

surface and some of these corpses were without coffins. 

Hence 'he recommended that the dead from his time onward be 

burned 7-8 feet belO\v the ground. Such a step, he thought, 

would lessen the risk of disease. Fear of disease among 

troops. made the chaplain disallow the use of 'open hackney 

carriages. to carry corpses 1 • 7° 

The church and its com pound too presented a heal thy 

environment. The roads in the church compound were quite 

wide and kept clean. The church compound was an extremely 

68 CRB(SPC), 12 April 1870, I, 6/72, p. 602. 

69 Ibid., 28 September 1870, II, p. 16-18. 

70 Ibi£~, 31 August 1883, III, p. 108. 
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important space of control for both the ecclesiastical and 

military authorities. The chaplain Rotton took steps to 

remove' 1maun:ls' of broken bricks in an area of 18 sq. acres 

in the church compound as it emitted foul smell injurious 

to public health.71 He also undertook measures to fill up 

recurring holes. due to subsidence of soil in the c ompo1.md. 

The en~ire compound was constantly dug up by the chaplains 

(from 1875 to 1920) with a view to rooting out the dense 

jungle and rank grass which were loathsome and apt to produce 

unhealthy gases. The compound was levelled and planted with 

. cork and other trees, shrubs and flowers (see the section 

on beauty). 

The chaplains were also much concerned about maintain

ing healthy atmosophere within the church (the intermediate 

environment). During hot weather., for the convenience of 

troops' punkhas were provided for the divine service. 72 Such 

measures would ensure ventilation and fresh air. The punk:ha 

coolies were constantly exhorted to wear neat clean clothes. 

Clerestory windows were also introduced for this purpose.73 

The chaplains also undertook stringent measures against the 

attacks of bees. The chaplain Spooner lamented in 1920: 

•s oldiers on parade service fled from ranks out of the 
74 

compound'. To avoid future occurrences of this kind, many 

71 CRB (SPC), June 1870 - September 1875, II, p. 18. 

72 Ibid., 3 May 1864, I, p. 2and 11 • 

73 Ibid., 1 0 April . 1 91 7, p. 287. 

74 ·Ibid . ' 1919-1947' IV, p • 326. 
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swarms were burnt down including those arourrl the church 

servants 1 god<Mn. Measures against such natural disasters 

symbolise the nature of colonial environmental controls. 

However, the notions of health and medicine alone did 

not define the .policy of environment control in the church 

ani cemetery. These spaces were consecrated; and impurity, 

disease and squalor in them would represent the very anti

thesis of Christian order. Thus any such threat to the 

maintenance of the sacrarium of these spaces would compro-

mise the authority of the chaplain in eyes of the British 

community. Another important point to note is that in his 

religious discourse the chaplain established a close nexus 

between disease and Christianity. Redemption from disease 

was seen as a "Gcxi 's act of kindness 11 • There were recurring 

attacks of cholera in Ambala. 'l'he chaplain rrade it his duty 

to urge the troops, officers and NCO's to come together to 

celebrate the 'local thanksgiving for deliverance frQn 

cholera' and to "thankfully c ornmemora te His recent mercy 

(1875) in sparing and shielding us from the pestilence just 

passed away from our midst, and which had a very threatening 

impact at Umballa'.75 

Prison 

Considerations of health manifested themselves in the 

prison as well. The penal authorities were greatly concerned 

that the prison and kitchen ought to be closely supervised. 

75 CRB (SPC), June 1870-3eptember 1875, II, p. 265. 
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The authorities emphasized the need of an adequate supply of 

' h · t 76 ·B h ""'sures the Br; water even w en ~ was scarce. y sue m~ ~-

tish officials legitimized the colonial authority over the 

prisoners who were Indians. The officials perhaps perceived 

that squalor or neglect would compromise their CMn moral 

legitimacy. 77 

The prisoners were classified on the basis of their 

disease. This was bound to strip them of their personal 

identity.· The prison had. its own jail dispensary and hos

pital. In 1933 according to Jail Quarterly report, about 

thirty. ·one indoor patients suffered from malaria. There 

occurred also cases of pneumonia and venereal disease. 78 

Gagan, son of Khilari, was a serious heart patient. 79 The 

reports indicate that the patients suffering from contagious 

diseases were not segregated from other patients. One Bishen 

Singh, suffering from T.B., fo~~d along with other patients 

in the ward was objected to by the other prisoners.80 But 

nothing was done in this case. Such an instance was not to 

be fo~d in hospitals, where the JB.tients suffering from the 

contagious disease were isolated. 

Mareover prison policy towards patients indicates the 

keenness ,of the penal authari ties to keep the cantonment free 

76 QIP (CRR), 24 March 1926, Misc., 1i2/13, p. 13. 

77 Ignatieff, ( 1981). 

78 QIP (CRR), 4 December 1933, 172/13, p. 241. 

79 Ibid,, 23 March. 1929, 172/13, p. 46. 

80 Ibid,, 1929. 
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from "diseased" Indians, as the diseased were kept within 

its precincts rather than the hospital. This was probably 

because of the nature of the discipline of prison which did 

not wish to isolate the diseased from the criminal. The 

policy based on the racial attitude towards the prison en

sured 'the safety of the. cantonment. 

a.2. Controls Beyond the Space 

Safety of the cantonment was depend erit on the controls 

beyond the ~ban space. These controls became pervasive at 

the tiine of the outbreak of disease. 

Two spaces beyond the cantonment were controlled: city 

and villages. The city qf Ambala situated at a distance of 

about three miles had relations with the cantonment only in 

the ev.ent of disease. 

Controls over the city were exercised in two ways: 

spatial and economic. The entire urban space came under colonia 

control. In 1925, at the time of cholera, wells in the city 

were inspected and cleansed. Institutions of the city and 

economic activities were supervised. The import of aerated 

water into the cantonment from Ambala city was prohibited. 81 

The assistant health officer vms requested to pay a special 

visit to all the aerated water factories in the city to see 

th3.t properly filtered water was used therein. He was also 

required to visit the vegetable markets and to prohibit the 

81 CBP (CBO), 27 May 1925, 81, p-. 21; AAR (CBO), 1929, 
K/42, Mise. 
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82 
sale of over-ripe or raw fruits. 

The cantonment authority exercised its influence over 

the adjoining villages. All connection with village Babiyal 

was cut off when cholera struck in June 1929.
83 

wring the 

plague years the residents of Babiyal were stopped from 

coming to the· cantonment for work, unless furnished with a 

certificate by the vi~lage plague authorities about inocula-. 

tions of themselves, . their family members and disinfection 

·84 of their houses. 

This supervision over the city represents the British 

inte.ntion ·of controlling 'native i settlements in order to 

ensure the health of their soldiers. 

This discussion has shown that the controls by the urban u· 

authority to guard against disease can be s.patially divided 

into two forms: within the cantonment and beyond the canton

ment. Within the cantonment, the bazaar was organized diffe- · 

rcntly from the cantonment area. Controls in the bazaar were 

enacted only to ensure the safety of the cantonment area. 

The controls in the cantonment area aimed at improving both 

the macro-space and the intermediate (building) environment. 
' 

Such measures made the cantonment exclusive. Its institu-

tions regula ted the environment to create a heal thy atmosphere. 

In this sphere innovations and sanitary measures were exten

sive. The bazaar was controlled through a regulation of 

82 oE.ci t. 

83 AAR (CBO), 1929, K/42; N!sc .. 

84 CBP (CBO), February 1917, 10, p. 404. 
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marketing practices. The displacement of some indigenous 

institutions and practices led to social tension within the 

Sadar. 

b. Beauty, Englishness and Colonial Aesthetics 

This was manifest iri the persistent effort to maintain 

the Enelishness and beauty of the cantonment and its insti

tutions. Thomas Netcalf has indicated that the urban land

scape of the cantoninent visibly represented the pov1er of 

. 85 the RaJ. : Beauty of the cantorunent symbolically asserted 

the superiority of the British culture. 

Excluding the Sadar Bazaar, Babiyal and the native 

Cavalry bazaar, roods in Ambala were quite attractive and 

metalled. 86 Almost in every cantonment the I~'lall, with trees 

planted on both pides, symbolised the British military and 

social authority and was the privileged sahib log area to 

be admired and feared by the 'native log'. 87 cacti on these 

roads \vere not to exceed 4' in height and 1 "k' in width88 

(photograph, p. 83). All stray growths in the compound were 

also removed. 

Ga'rdens in the cantonment were to enhance its beauty. 

Measures were taken to make the Paget park more presentable 

with water flow·ers and flowering shrubs. 89 The church 

85 1-'letcalf, (1989), p. so. 
86 CBP (CBO ), 21 December 1895. 

87 Ibid., 31 January 1896, 12. 

88 Ibid., 8 F'ebruar<J 1917' 18, p. 412. 

89 Ibid., 31 January 1896, 11. 

,. . 
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compound garden was also made visually attractive for the 

visitors. Cleaning up of the church compound was· quite a 

difficult experience for chaplain Rotton. He explained in 

vivid details that the church at its consecration in 1856 

stood amidst a narr<M expanse of jungle. He improved its 

appearance by trans planting trees like bigonias, cork, 

teak·, doons and gingers etc., in the 1870s •
90 

In 1890, 

chaplain Nitchell introduced the European variety of rose 

trees, especially of the 1 climbing marcochal type 1
• 
91 The 

compound was beautifully wooded and vms surrounded by an 

ornamental wall. Chaplain r1itchell demolished the tumble 

down hut, used by the church servants, from the garden as 
92 it interfered with the beauty of the compound. Gradually 

the church compound became exclusively British. The Civil 

and r'lili tary Gazette noted in 1893, •A few gardens in Punjab 

can ·show a finer display of all .kinds of roses and flowering 

annuals from most of the St. Paul's church, Ambala' •93 

Storms were seen as endangering the visual appearance 

of the compounds and gardens. Chaplain Mayhew deeply regret

ted, the uprootiri.g of about five trees in the church compound 

in the storm of lvay 16, 1901. Some of the trees had their 

branches stripped off which 'marred the beauty of the com

pound•.94 Such·natural disasters b~yond the controls of 

90 CRB (SFC), 1870-1875,. II, p. 271. 

91 Ibid t, April 1890, III, p. 132. 

92 Ibid., I"'arch 189:), III,· p. 132. 

93 Ibid,, 12 September · 1901, III, p. 177. 

94 ·ill~· 1870, II, 270. 
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colonial authorities were seen as a crmllenge to the visual 

representation of colonial culture in the urban environment. 

The cemetery also had to conform to the colonial 

notions of beauty. In the cemetery untidy trees w.ere gra

dually thinned out and were replaced by 'ornamental shrubs 
. ' . 95 

am cypresses'. Unsightly monuments in it were pulled 

down. 96 The chaplains saw to it that the cemetery remained 

'green' throughout the year, and in the words of chaplain 

Blease gave the ~isi tor "a visual experience of a meadow". 97 

Some of the sp3.ces were exclusively meant for the 

Europeans. No 'native' encroacrunent was allowed. 98 No stray 

aninals were perrni tted. Such spaces were the M:lll, the 

cemetery, the church compound, the·golf course and the Sir

hind Club. Thela carts were disallO#ed on the 1\'Iall, stray 

animals, wheeled carriages and non-Christians were not 

(except:for the servants) permitted in the church and ceme

tery compound. 99 They were further protected with the use 
100 of large padlock put on their four gates. . Such structures 

reflected the level and extent of controls exercised to 

maintain the exclusiveness of the colonial spaces and insti

tutions. Each colonial urban form reflected the British 

notion of environmental control. For example, the exclusive-

95 CRB (SPC), 1870, II, 270. 

95 Ibid., February 1923, IV, p. 382. 

97 Ibid., 19 May 1869, I, p. 472.· 

98 Ibid., 1915, III, 276. 

99 Ibid,, 1917, III, p. 292. 

100 Ibid., May 19 
' 

I, p. 72 •. 
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ness of the- cemetery provided the visual commemoration of the 

British ccmmuniiy's dead. 1 01 This idea of commemoration of 

dead was based on the Christian idea of environment control, 

where as A.D. King has indicated, the natural world was 

subordinated to man. This is well exhibited in their ceme

teries and this notion contrasts very well with the Hindu 

view where the religious expectations are adjusted to environ

ment, as_ is evident in their creamation s-ystem ar1d the 

signi~icance of Ganges, etc. 

Architecturally too, the cantonment had to be aesthe

tic- which is evident in the buildings connected with the 

cantonment. I shall briefly describe the importance of this 

issue to the ecclesiastical authorities • 

The St. Paul 1 s church in Ambala was built in 1856, at 

art expenditure of Rs. 9,000/-. The Chaplain Record Books 

from 1870-1947 describe the measures 'that were taken to 

represent the beauty of this urban institution. 

Pleasant appearance· of the church was maintained 

through measures like the frequent colour wash of the church 

walls. Grey colour was considered suitable to enhance the 

be':luty of the church.102 'Yellow' or 'blue' colour washing 

was perceived as 'unsightly' as the Archdeacon commented 

that it lowered the dignity of the church. 1 03 A sharp row 

occurred between the chaplain and the executive engineer 

1 01 King ( 1 976), p. 50. 

1 02 CRB (SPC ), 1917, III, p. 303. 

i 03 Ibid., ·1922, IV, p. 349. 
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over the colour of the church walls. The chaplain scoffed 

at 'hideous' sand plasters of dull white in the church walls. 

He lamented: 'The grarrl qothic building has, alas~ become a 

lau~,hing s.t ock of upper India. •
1 

0+ 

The symmetry of the church was maintained so as to 

make it 1 ook more 1 Ehglis h 1 and dignified • Improvements were 

made in the dorsal by chaplain Herbert England in 1915, which 

shut off almost two feet of the glass of the east window and 

threw the east end of the church into disproportion.
1 05 · Simi

larly he felt that the 'little altar' which was about 7' 1 0' 

long quite 'spoilt the appearance 1 of the church. He impro

ved it by adding two leaves to it. 1 New altar tables' began 

to be used as early as 1866 in place of the 'ugliest coorset 

ones' which were thought fit for a barrack room 1 •
1 06 The use 

of the traditional Indian window was discontinued after 1920. 

The chaplain remarked: Ugly rasharrlan, on the east of the 

church obtruded the outside view, hence the rose window was 

erected in its place.107 

Interestingly enough, the chaplain's -notion of main

taining the beauty and Englishness of the church at times 

made him overlook the question of health and sanitation. 

Rotten, the chaplain, refuted the superintendent engineer's 

attempt of making additional' windows in the nave which were 

meant to provide cross ventilation in the church. The chap-

1 ~ CRB (S PC), 1848-1870, I, p. 603. 

1Q5 Ibid., 11 August 1915, p. 248. 

106 Ibid., 1866, I, p. 20. 

107 Ibid., 1940, IV, p. 459. 

/ 
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lain disapproved of it on the ground that such additions would 

'inar 
. t ' 108 the architectural beauty and unifornu. y • 

concerted efforts were made to make the church look 

less unpleasant and 'more divine'. The chaplain recognized 

the need to make his boots and trousers look less conspi-

1 09 ll" cuous in the pulpit where he preached. YJood panne 1.ng 

110 was introduced for this purpose. The chaplain declared 

t.ha t it was not nice to have anything 'unreal in the Church' • 

A permanent and realistic look was provided by painting the 
111 kutcha floor to look like marble. Lamps were provided 

around 1906 in Place of candles to illuminate the nave.112 

· In 1946 the Bishop of Lahore on his visit to Ambala 

summed up the improvements and visual appeal of the church 

in the· following marmer: i I think it is almost the finest 

church I have seen in India and certainly very English in 
. 113 

its appearance' • The beauty of the Church reflected in 

its symmetry, ornamentation, ani Englishness was meant to 

"deepen the spirit of common fellOHship and devotion" among 

the British community.114 The church through its beauty and 

dignity attempted to cement community solidarity. 

108 CRB (SEC), 9 April 1875, II. 

109 Ibid., 6 September 1916, p. 147. 

110 Ibid., 1915, III, p. 278. 

111 Ibid., 1940, IV, p. 459. 

112 Ibid., 1880, III, p. 89. 

113 Ibid I, 1946, IV, p. 498. 

114 Ibid., 1922, IV, p. 349. 
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This dignity was also maintained to express the colonial 

cultural and political superiority over the institutional 

structures of the 'heathen' (like bazaar). As ThQllas Metcalf 

has stated, 'their (church) soaring spires spoke not only 

of· God but of the growing political po.ver of the English, as 

they set to mark their presence and the superiority of their·· 

faith, on the land of India. 1115 

Other parts of the cantonment exclusive of the church, 

the cemetery and the Mall, were also under colonial super

vision and md to be appealing. Steps were taken to stop 

the praGtice of .Pa.'S ting notices ani advertisements on trees 

and walls about the cantonment. The huts, hamlets and 

villages within the precincts of the cantonment area, away 

from the ba2P.ar, were seen as urmecessary encroachments by 

the authoriti~s, as they were perceived as interfering with 

the c.olonial norms of building and space. That is why several 

of gwalas 1 huts were dismantled or levelled down.116 ·The 

urban forms intrOduced for sanitary reasons like the dairy 

farms, . grass farms, bakery shops and general stores reinf or

ced the British idea of organi:za tion, neatness and visual 

appeal. · The same is true of the dismantling of the purdah 

nashin walls, the verandahs, and the stair ways which denoted 

the Indian living structures.117 The unsightly and loath

SQlle appearances of the latrines in the private compounds, 

115 · Ivlet calf ( 1 S6 9), p • 9. 

116 CBP (CBO), 8 July 1899, 12. 

117 Ibid,, 12 August 1899, 9. 
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within the cantonment were 'shut off' from public view in 
I. 

1897.118 Screens and walls were erected by the owners of 

the latrines. The British standards of aesthetics disappro

ved of thatched roofs of the buildings. The c:nntonrnent 

Corrun;Lttee gave permission to EJ.lahi Bux to construct Empress 

Hotel only if the roofs were not thatched.
119 

In this way, a culturally specific area was established 

in the. making of Ambala Cantonment. King's argument is plau

sible when he shows how the environment in the cantonment was 

modified not only according to cultural specific theories of 

'medicine':but also to accord vvith equally cultural- speci-
120 fie olfact.ory, aural, visual, recreational preferences. 

This explains the lease of land for skating rink to Mr Rivett 

and sons, to the Phoenix Cricket Club, the race course, the 

racquet courts, and a photo studio.121 Colonial innovations 

were also· introduced. to symbolise the po,ryer of the Raj - new 

122 police posts were created in the R.H.A. bazaar. The appea-

rance of the railway station was improved by enlarging it •123 

Military authorities around 1913 demanded the establishment 

of a school of military aeronautics in Ambala •124 · The urban 

118 CBP (CBO), 24 April 1897, 13. 

119 Ibid., 25 January 1897, 3. 

12 0 King ( 1 976 ) , p .. 1 2 0. 

121 

122 

123 ' 

124 

CBP 

IMD 

CBP 

IMD 

(CBO ), 

(NAI ), 

( CBO), 

(NAI), 

September 1912, 9, 

1917, B, 584-585. 

10 May 1912, 14, p. 

September 1913, B, 

p. 44. 

18. 

1 ?45-1752, para 3. 
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Wide, metallecl with trees on both ides. 

(Picture post card. Ambala Cl.lntCI'lment, early 
twentieth century, Courtesy& M.M.s. Gupta). · 

B. Infan.try Barracks, from Church Steeple, Ambah. 

Widell' s~cious, well denarca ted and segregated 
:tran lnilan bazaars and vlllages. 

(Pi. cture post card, Ambala cantonment, ar~y 
tw ntieth century, Courtesy& M.M.s. Gupta). 



C<l,ONXAL lNSTITtll'IONS t P J:R A CULME . 

It Sp1r s 
spok not only 
of God but Of 
~e gr ~g 
~~~ of th 
~t.sb. 
(. tcalf, 
1~} .. 

The Grand Gothic _ building ot st. · w.•s Chul"eh. 

(Picture post card, Am l ~tQnm n~ early 
tW n-ti th e-entury • Courtesy : f( · aS. G ) • 

id . View af: St. . Ul' Chl.lrCh. 

(P1C"blre post card·t Am Cantonm nt · rly 
twentieth entury, Courtesy a .M.s. upta). 
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spac·e was by then possessing dist:i,.nct institutions, planning 

and architecture, conforming to a specific pattern of colo-

nial urbanization. 

II 

Urban Institutions and Social control 

ln what ways, besides urban planning, did the authori:

ties order urban life and populace. The role of urban insti

tution,s is. important to study this. Its institutions bad to 
\ ' 

extirpate soci~l tensions \vithin the space in order to 

protect their authority and power. Crime, disobedierce and 

protest of any kind from both Indians and British had to 

be controiled. 

a.1 . Church 

St. Paul's Church of Ambala Cantonment was as old as 
• 

the cantonment itself. In the · everchanging cantonment life 

of India, one -wa.y by which the Christian community could be 
' 

brought together was thrQ.lg}1 ~ Church life. The Vicar of 

Gloucestershire while on his visit to Ambala painted a·very 

encouraging picture of a 'corporate church' life in Ambala. 

It was a matter of pride for him that 'Christ and religion 

have not been crowded out in the cantonment life •125 This 
I 

marked 1 earnestness' perceived am one the people reflected 

125 CRB (SFC), 1922, IV, p. 348. 
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the role of church in cementing and consolidating British 

society. A chaplain's religious discourse attempted to ease 

ten~ions due to social hierarchy within the British society. 

The chaplain recorded in 1929 that once a station rrns ter 

complain~d to r~m about the way he had been for seven years 

wrongly passed over for promotion. He was reported to have 

told the chaplain: "All the top dogs 1 oll in their fine 

houses and their motor cars and do not care a straw about us 
. 126 

poor devils'. The chaplain 'instructed• him to think 

'kindly' of his authority and sermonized that 'perfect 

supply will come to you from the spiritual world 1 •
127 After 

about a week the station master, (the chaplain recorded in 

his book) ran up to the ch:l.plain at a tennis court, so as 

to tell him about his promotion and confess his wrong per

cepti.on of his authorities. Elimination of such social 

tensions was necessary in order to ensure as well a~ to 

res tore faith of the British in Christianity. 

· The chaplain's role was crucial to the life of the 

troops ,on whom. the permanence of the Raj depended. Chaplains 

wer:·e concerned with the well-being, happiness and needs of 

the troops. They provided them with garments at half 

rates. 128 . The 'church services• were simplified for the 

'humbler 1 tastes of the troops •129 Evening Bible classes 

126 'CRB (SPC), 7 February 1929, IV, p. 376. 

127 Ibid 1 

128 Ibid., 1893, III, p. 132. 

129 Ibid. 
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were held exclusively for them. Methcxis of symbolic persua

sion 'to control sexual promiscuity among troops were employed; 

for example, it was compulsory for the V.D. patients on their 

release from the hospital to visit the chaplain wr~ch was 

different from the coercive meas~es adopted for •restrain-
. 130 

ing vagrant women•. Due regard was also paid to the 

s oldi ers who were 1 dedicated servants 1 of the anny. 1 Office 

of the dead', for example, was provided to Colonel I•1oir of 

R .H.A. who had served the army with dedication.
1

31 
On the 

other hand, defiance on the part of soldiers in any form or 

any opp.ooi tion to the discipline of the army, v/8.S not enter

tained by the chaplain. Mr Stafford of the 21st Hussars had 

committed suicide when he was considered by the authorities 

as a •sane person•·. 132 This suicide was seen as injurious 

to the army discipline by Mr Rotten - the chaplain. AS a 

result Jvtr- Stafford was interred in the burial ground after 

night fall, without any funeral rites or military honours. 

A chaplain's role assumed importance during war times. 

The chaplain started a 'War Intercession Service 1 which was 

to be held as Parade Service.133 'Peace celebrations' in 

Ambala were organized with great enthusiasm. Special ser

vices of 'praise and thanksgiving to Almighty God for this 

mighty deliverance' were held in St. Paul's Chu~ch. 1 34 

130 CRB (SPC), 13 March 1937, IV, p. 412. 

131 Ibid., February 1870, I, p. 598. 

132 Ibid., 9 l\'1arch 1866, I, p. 203. 

133 Ibid., 1.5 April 1918, III, p. 299. 

134 Ibid., 11 'November 1918, III, p. 303. 



Victory was celebrated in the church parade attended by the 

Commissioner in the levee dress.135 Michael E::lwardes right

ly points out that 'the church p:J.rade was more of a demons

trati~n by the rulers of secular power, a symbolic act 
1 6 rather than that of worship'. 3 The chaplain also expressed 

his loyalty to the monarchy. The station was congregated at 

the time of the death of the Oueen Empress Victoria and 

King Edward VIII and 'sympathetic loyalty to the royal family 

was expressed in the chaplain's prayers.• 137 

The chaplains participated in the process of cultural 

transformation of Indians. In 1867 the Chaplain Rotton 

remarked 'the b:l zaar church would save the poor population 

from clutches of paganism and I'iJoharnmedanism! 38 0n his visit 

to Ambala the Bishop of Lahore commented in 1892 that the 

'Bazaar Church is valuable and benefits a class which is 

rather too often overlooked •.139 The church people of St. 

Paul's Church gave Rs. 700/- for the poor of Sada r Church. 

The creation of the Sa dar ( sep3.rate from the St. Fa u1' s 

Church) represents the colonial policy of maintaining a 

social distance betw-een the Indians and the British. The 

social distance with the Indians can also be seen in the 

135 Op.cit, 

136 Edwardes (1988), p. 238. 

137 CRB (SPC), III, p. 173. 

138 Ibid., 1848-1875, I, p. 330. 

139 Ibid., 12 March 1892, p. 141. 
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chaplain's attitude of preferring a church orderly to a 

church servant. because the former was a 'Christian, a EUro

pean' ,and could perform sacred church duties during Holy 

Communion' •140 . Distrust of chuhras and low caste Hindus and 

the appointment of only brahmins as church servants indicate 

the influence of 'local caste prejudices' on the chaplain's 

psyche. Chaplain Prosby stated in 1917, 1 Soorju, the church 

chowkidar, is a Brahmin. It is a pleasure not to have the 

lowest class of Indian menials employed 1 •
141 Soorju was 

given an extra concession of~. 1/- for his services. 

Despite the powerful role of the church in controlling 

cantonment life, opposition to the chaplain and the churCh 

by both Indians and British took place. Among Indians the 

prominent forms Of owosi tion was stealing or deliberate 

damage of church property. Let me give a description of one 

burglary. On the night of 4 r~Iarch 1920, 1 thieves 1 broke into 

st. Paul's Church and stole from the ves,try,' altar frontals, 

one chaplain scarf, one chaplain cassock and one dozen altar 

clothes •
142 

The surplices of the choir were all thrown 

about the vestry and almost every cassock was torn very 

badly. They broke open the large wooden chest where the 

communion plate was kept, but 'they had not taken anything 

away', noted the chaplain. Commenting on the nature of the 

theft, the chaplain said that 'it must have been done to 

. ----~------------
140 CRB (SPC), 1920, III, pp. 329-331. 

141 Ibid,, 13 October 1917, III, p. 292. 

142 ~.!.' 4 March 1920, III, p. 326. 
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spite s orne one or other' •143 Sant Sing~, the church bearer, 

was being implicated in this case. There were occasions 

when dogs were let into the cemetery by Mohammadan chowkidars 

to symbolically defile it, 144 Smoking of cigarettes within 

the .church componnd was an act of defiance exhibited by the . . 

workers •145 The most symbolic form of Indian protest was by 

the 5th and 60 N.I. Sepoys in 1857, who surrotmded the 

church and turned mutinuous. On being taken to the civil 

jail they attempted to nee but were fired upon by the two 

companies of an English infantry regiment. About eighty of 

them got killed on the spot. The danger to 'sacred' autho-

146 rity was averted, 

Reactions of the British towards church authority came 

from both the believers and non-believers. Opposition to 

the church rules can be seen in the action of two British 

Sergants ·of the 2oth Hussars who arganized a ball in the 

station in 1870 during the lent season when such festivities 

were prohibited, The chaplain complained to the GOC: 'the 

ball was· meant to exercise a harmful influence in the sol-

diery, in diverting both old and younger minds from the more 

solemn duties of so important a season' •157 This was percei-

ved by the chaplain as a threat to his legitimate exercise 

143 CRB (SPC), 4 N::trch 1920, III, p. 326. 

144 Ibid., 1870,, I, p. 607. 

145 Ibid I, 22 April 1870, I, p. 6os. 

146 Ibid,, 1848-1875, I· June 1933, IV. , 
147 Ibid., 5 J'.·Iarch 1873, II, p. 409. 
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of his minis try, and also to his mode of social control. 

On another occasion the chaplain found Comet Greaves 

laughing at the solemn service of Holy Communion. Greaves 

was reprimanded for misbehaviour. "I felt the services 

becoming a mockery in the presence of the conduct of Cornet 

Greaves' , the chaplain told the GOc.148 
A conflict ensued 

between the military authorities and the chaplain, as the 

latter disapproved of the public insult meted out to an army

man by the chaplain. The conflict was more of a clash bet

ween, the chaplain and the military authority, each trying to 

protect his own status and image while criticizing the other. 

There are instances recorded in the Chaplain's Record Book 

stating that the military authorities saw the chaplain as 

an employee of the Raj, and criticized him for behaving un

like proper chaplains in Bri tain.149 

Non-military residents too were seen as defying the 

authority of the church. For example, placing of tin shed 

over, ;v:rrs Sarah 'l'heophilus'grave by her husband was seen as 

a defiance of the authority of the church. When this was 

reported to Mr Theophilus, he explicitly denied all belief 

; "" Chr . .t . . ty 1 50 
.L .. u l..S l..anl.. • 

But these protests remained mostly in non-institu

tional forms or at times at an individual level-. The pow-er 

of church in ordering urban life was maintained. 

148 CRB (SPC), 9 July 1870, I, p. 627-628. 

149 Ibid, 19 April 1873, II, p. 52. 

150 Ibid., 28 June 1933, v. 
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The prison controlled criminals and attempted to moral

ly transform the prisoner in order to ensure the safety of 

the cantonment life. 

For social control the prisoners were provided with 

vernacular and English books •151 Religious teachers of 

different communities particip3.ted in the moral transforma

tion of prisoners. Books were provided to the prisoners. By 

1927·, Ambala Jail. had a library consisting about 274 books; 

· · 98 books were in English, 87 in llr'du, 58 in Gurumukhi and 31 

in Bhasha. Most of these were religious books. By 1927 

cinema pictures and films were also shewn to •weaning pri

soners from unnatural vice' •152 In 1928 the jail had 6 re

creation rooms. 153 Personal reformation of these kinds 

meant succumbing to the benevolent logic of the captors. 

The authorities seemed to be concerned to some extent 

about the 'happiness' of the prisoners. Jethu and Hanif, 

for instance, were allovved to smoke cigarettes while the others 

received sweets.154 All these measures were important to 

seek consent from the prisoners and to ensure that they on 

their release did not become a menace to the cantonment. 

The dangers of mental pains and rebellions were further aver

ted by putting the patients dO\.vn to constructive work. Attar 

151 OlP ( CRR), 9 1'-'iarch 1928, l'1is c. 172/13, p. 23. 

152 Ibid., 17 N3.y 1927, I~lis c. 172/9A, p. 3. 

153 Ibid., 3 November 1927, I-Iis c., 172/9A' p. 15. 

154 Ibid., 1 1 Decernber 1928, p. 35; p. 13 January 1928. 
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Singh, a known lunatic and malingerer, was put down to sort

ing papers •155 

Yet the· reactions of Indians against the prison autho-

rities were manifest in malingering and use of scarlet 

scarves which were regarded as revolutionary symbols. The 
' 

terrorists confined in jail were reported to be very dangerous 

from the point of view of maintaining the discipline of the 

jail. A special ward was given to them so as to avoid any 

ir!teraction of the terrorists with other prisoners. Scme 

forms of protest were seen as extremely inimical to the 

prison atmosphere. Hussain Shah, a convict, was found to 

have scattered his grain all over the ground and torn his 

ticket up:. he was wearing red clothes.156 In reaction to 

this. symbolic act of defiance ta.vards jail discipline, the 

authorities isola ted the convict from others. Such protests 

symbolise a reaction against the institution of the prison 

and the imper ia 1 order. 

Thus the prison made the cantonment life 'safe' from 

any"native•encroachment. The 'vagabond', 'criminals' and 

1 diseased 1 \vere kept within its precincts •157 The prison 

authorities lamented trot the result of turning 'a number 

of vagabonds loose in the cantonment might be extremely in

convenient'. It has been argued that there were conscious 

155 QIP (CRR), March 1926, lVJ.isc. 172/131, p. 3-10. 

156 Ibid,., 3 November,. 1927, Nisc., 172/9A, p. 15. 

157 Ibid., p. 18. 
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efforts to make the prisoners mulazims both functionally and 

mentally. Functionally, the prisoners provided cheap labour 

service for the cutting of grass farms and making of 

durries. 158 

F'or urban authorities the •native. ' had to be brought 

under I COlOnial law 1 aS he WaS indulging in COld-blOcrled 

murders and thefts. The colonial press was extremely help

ful in the perpetuation of this stereotype. Graphic accounts 

were given about the occurrence of murder among'natives' in 

the Sadar and the city.15 9 I"lostly it was the 'native ser

vant' who was suspected in the killing of the European 

officers. 160 The role of the police was to make the 'native' 

consc~ous of the 'enormity of his crime'. The increase in 

the number of police ch~~is_ in the Sadar indicates the 

growing influence of police in urban life.161 

Na
1

rayani Gupta says that the people of Delhi had a 

hearty dislike for the police.162 Ambala was no different. 

Cases against police oppression were common. Punrru r'E.ll, a 

weal thy se.raf, whose house and shop were searched and was 

detained by the police for 'some reasons' filed a complaint 

against the Inspector of Police for his 'illegal confine

ment' •163 Sometimes protests against the police were more 

158 QIP (eRR), 16'M:irch 1929, 172/9A, p. 45. 

159 CMG (NI'-'DVJL), 15 August 1890. 

160 Ib~, 13 Novem.p~r 1890, p. 2. Lieutenant General 
Vl.B. Gott ~ ·· · __ was thought to have been 'poiso-
ned' by means of arsenic by the native servants. 

161 CBP (CBO), 1890, p. 80. 
162 .Gupta { 1 981), p. 135. 
163 CI'-IG '(NN'JIL), 6 October.1890, :p. 3. 
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pronounced. Kashi Ram, a prisoner, attacked the Superinten

dent' of _Police of the jail with a knife wounding him seve-

164 · f 1 · 1 li d most rely. ·. Defiance o the co on~a . po c e or er was 

pervasive among the lower orders of Indian society. For 

example·, all issues and conflicts within the mochi community 
165 were settled by the chowdlarY: of the community. . Eve-

teasing and drunkenness were recurring problems. But they 

were settled through the norms of justice of the community. 

In cases of eve-teasing the boy was forced to accept the 

girl as .his sister. Similar forms of silent protest against 

1 · l 1 · db th b' as we11.166 co on~a PO-~ce were expresse y e Eoor ~as 

In cases of 'murder' within the cQnmuni ty, the conflicting 

parties never even divulged the secret to the police. The 

recalcitrant party took revenge according to its mvn pattern 

of behaviour and notion of justice. 

III 

So far I have discussed the colonial considerations 

behind urban planning and the operation of urban ins ti tuti ons 

in orderi~g urban life. Another consideration that weighed 

with the authorities was the recognition of the community 

rights of the •natives•.167 The authorities legitimized 

t~eir power by providing the 'natives' with land grants on 

164 CI1G (NI'IlJVIL), 27 January 1890,. p. 5. 

165 Oral History Interview, Krishanlal, Ambala cantonment, 
December 1 989. 

166 Oral History Interview, Ram Asara, Ambala Cantonment, 
January 1990. 

167 The British perception of ccrilmunity "'rf§,f> based ·-on j;;h~ 



a commtmi ty basis. The potters were given 2. substantial 

piece of land in the Sadar B3.zaar for the construction of 

t · · ty 168 Th · llad · e houses for heir own communl. • e J.§l s were gl. v n 

permission to_sink wells near the Ghosi mardi and to acquire 

some more land to accommodate their community members.169 
! 

The cantonment Committee gave Rs. 540/- for the construction 

of a separate reservoir for the chuhr~70 Allah Bux and 

Ramzani, the kasais, were given land to construct beef market 

for the butchers of the Sadar.171 ·· By forging relations with 

thet'natiye> communities the authorities helped in creating 

muhallas i.e. Ghosi mandi, fv1ochi mandi, Kurnhar mandi, etc. 

(see photographs, p. 98). 

Religious sentiments of these communities were protec

ted by the urban authority. Permission was given to Fakir 

Shah for the erection of a mosque in the Sadar Bazaar. 172 

i~"iaya Singh ani Roar .Singh, tailors of the R.H.A. bazaar, 

were ·permitted to construct dharamshalas and a Sikh temple~ 73 

Sr~man Charan Hukherjee, a leading member of the Samtan 

Dharam Sabha, was given permission to build a garden in 1894. 

C ont 'd • • f • n. 1 6 7 
of 

168 

169 

170 

171. 

172 

173 

notionL caste, occupation and religion of an urban 
group, 

CBP (CBO), 23 February 1895, 11. 

Ibid., 27 July 1896., 7. 

Ibid., 13 August 1898, 8. 

Ibid., 1 0 September 1892, 3. 

Ibid., 29 }V/ay 1897, 8. 

Ibid., 27 June 1894, 11. 
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Interests of the low-caste Hindus were also protected: kahars 

v1ere'· g.i ven a piece of la:nd to build a temple in kahar lines'! 
74 

Devi Singh,· a low-caste Hindu also was given sanction to 

1 . · · t a+- his canmunity
1
•75 

cans true t a temple for the re J.gJ. ous rJ. es ~ 

In this way the authorities segr-egated the spaces on the 

basis of· caste and community. No cultural institution of the 

other community was allowed within or near the precincts of 

a particular tnUhalla. The Cantonment Committee, for instance, 

disallowed the Nuslims ·to build a mosque, 300 yards away from 

176 Gurudwara, Community and institutions became the defin-

ing features of the muhalla. As Krishanlal recalls, "During 

the time of my· grandfather the gwalas had built a Sanatan 

Dhar,am Ivi3.ndir within the precincts of a <:au Hata. Karis had 

a mas .]id in the Kor i I•1uhalla •••• 1 177 

To digress a little, I have noticed so far that permis

sion was given by the British. to the 1 natives' for building 

various structures in the Sadar, but the land made over for 

this purpose was practically of no use to the authorities. 

This point is corroborated by an oral account of a mochi of 

the bazaar: ''This whole place where we now reside was sham-

ha bh . 11 178 
L.....U oom~ • Moreover I have also in Section I explained 

174 CBP (CBO ), 17 January 1899, 7. 

175 IivD (NAI ), April 1927, B, 2043-45, F.N. 1927, 3. 
176 CBP (CBO), 13 May 1908, 16, p. 185. 

177 Oral History Interview, Krishanlal, OE.cit..:. 
178 Ibid 1 
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the discriminatory attitude of the authorities towards diffe

rent urban spaces, the Cantonment and the Sadar. Does this 

perception of grant of diseased-ridden land and the cons

ciousness of a discriminatory policy towards Sadar in terms 

of urban planning lead to any strong confrontation between 

the 'natives' and urban authority? Till 1919 this argument 

sounds almost implausible as the following discussion will 

show: 

Forms of l~'lentali ties and Struggle 

Four important forms of mentalities and protest can be 

identified among Sadar communi ties: 

a.1 Ivulazim mentality. 

a.2 Inter-community camaraderie. 

a.3 ~log, chotte 1£g_identities. 

a.4 coocr·rontation between communities: Hindu vs. Mus-

lim. 

a • 1 lVlula z.im 

The British were successful in seeking legitimacy and 

consent from the subjugated masses by recognizing their cul

tura 1 ani community sentiments • The creation of temples, 

and gurudwaras within the precincts of a particular muhalla 

inspir~d a sense of gratitude amoqg the communities for the 

British and their rule. The communities considered them

selves to be the 'mulazims of the Raj' • "We were given free 

land. We were under the parvarish of the Raj. It was a ill.§!.:: 
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bap Raj~ recalls Krishanlal mochi.179 Grant of free land 

was perceived as an honour, izzat or samaan, conferred by the 

British. 

Iv'ien of affluence representing the in'terests of their 

communities came forward and bowed to the imperial order. 

The l!loharrunadans of Ambala expressed their loyalty to the 

British in the Anglo-Turkish conflict •180 The rich Sikhs 

of Ambala reposed complete faith in the urban authority in 

1913 for the establishment of Khalsa College in Ambala.
181 

Prayers v1ere offer red at a meeting of about 5, 000 Sikhs, for 

the 'long life of the emperor and the prosperity of the 

t:'- • ' ' 182 
J.:.Oup~re • These feelings expressed by the Sikhs were 

stru,c"tured by British recognition of their cultural rights 

and solidarity. The Hindu banias too expressed their loyalty 

during war year$. by subscribing huge sums for the war funds~ 83 

This policy of the cantonment authority did not only aim to 

satisfy the religious sentiments of the communities but w-o.s 

also intended to avoid any communal tension within the Sadar. 

· TJ:1e authorities were successful in doing so. 

a.2 Inter-Community C3maraderie 

Bonds of c omrnon economic interests and grievances bound 

men of wealth together. Ec on ernie interests and grievances 

179 RR (CRR), p. 44. 

180 .CMG (NlVNL), 13 November 1915, p. 8. 

181 lbid., 2 July 1890, p. 4. 
182 Ibid., p. 3. 

183 DWR (DCO), 4 August 1914-11 November 1918, p. 16. 
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among the merchants, ~Ij_ndu and i11uslitr, were due to the urban 

policy of levying a common license fee on these classes. The 

imposition of a common license fee created a sense of .common 

interest between Hindus and Iv1uslims of the same occupation 

(see Chart I). As a result of this Hindus and Huslims 

especially the kabaris, pansaris and grain dealers came to

gether to object to the imposition of fees of Rs. 2/-.
184 

Common representation was made by shopkeepers in their objec

tions to the establishment of a shop of ham and becon in 

Sadar. 185 Hindu and r'1uslim merchants participated together 

in expressing their disappointment at the erection of a cart-

186 weighing macr...ine in their grain market. These grievances 

were by no means anti -imperial. 'rhey can be seen as c ornmon 

representations by men of wealth to guard and satisfy their 

own economic interests. For the mulazims of the Raj, the 

expressions of their grievances v1ere legitimate. Host of the 

times their danands were conceded. 187 

T.he urban authorities were scared of corrununal tension. 

The above policy indicates the sense of the dilution of 

corrununity feeling among men with the same economic interests 

and danands. But what about the cultural identities which 

the British had consciously created within the muh:lllas. 

It could be argued that the penetration of common economic 

interests diluted the sense of cultural ar:d community iden-

184 CBP (CEO), 20 September 1909, 18. 

185 Ibid., 23 October 1895, 13. 

186 Ibid., 27 I"lay 1896, 13. 

187 'l'he ·ham and bacon shop was removed from the Sadar. 
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167 (a) 

167(b) 

167 (c) 

167( d) 

167(e) 

167(f) 

167(g) 
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CHART - I 

Schedule of License Fees -
Details 

1. Butchers 

2. Sellers of poultry 

4. 

1 • 

2. 

1 .• 

" eggs 

" game 

II fish 

Keepers of pigs 

Keepers of milk cattle 

" goats 

Keepers of any animals other 
than pigs, milk cattle or 
milk goats 

Dairymen and Buttermen 

2. Makers of ghee 

3. Sellers of ghee 

1. Makers of bread, biscuit, 
cake or sweetmeats 

2. Sellers of above 

1. Wholesale sellers, fruit and 
vegetables 

2. Retail sellers of fruit and 
vegetables 

167(h) . 1. Manufacturers ani sellers of 
aerated water 

2. Sellers of aerated waters in 
shops without factory 

3. 1''\:.inufacturers of ice 

4. Sellers of Ice at stall or shop 

License Fees 

~ II;. 2/- a year 

Re.1/

l\}. 2/

Re.1/-

fl 

, II 

II 

Rs. 100/- " 

~ Re.1/ II 

) 

Rs • . 2/

Rs. 2/

Re.1/

Re.1/-

Rs. 2/

Re.1/-

Re.1/-

II 

" 
II 

II 

" 
II 

* 

Re. -/8/ -" 

Rs.10/-

Rs. 2/

Rs~ 10/

Rs. 2/-

fl 

II 

II 

II 



167(j) 

167(k) 

167(1) 

167(m) 

167(n) 

167(o) 

167(p) 

167(q) 
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5. Sellers of ice and aerated water Rs. 21- a year 

Sellers of medicines, drugs, or 
articles of food • 

1 • Chemist shops on European 
system 

2. Sellers drugs on Indian system 

Sellers of water for drinking purpo-
ses 

Was herman 

1. Dealers in hay, straw and 
kabaries 

2. Dealers in woa:l 

3. Dealers in charcoal 

1. Dealers in fireworks 

2. Wholesale in fireworks, kerosene 
petroleum, or any other in-

Rs. 1 Ol-

Rs. 41-

Nil 

Rs. -181-

Rs. 61-.a 

P"• 31-
t\· 31-..... 
R.s. 31-

Re. 11-

II 

II 

monthly 

year 

flammable. Rs. 41-

3. Retail dealers in 2 Re. 11-

1. Tanners 

2. Dyers 

Persons carrying on offensive 
smell trade 

1. 1'1ochis and skin 

Sellers of wheat, rice, grain 
or flour 

:. Grain sellers 

2. Flour and parchoon sellers, 
including dal, salt. 

3. Benarsee Dass mills 

4. Other smaller mills 

5. Upper India Mills 

Rs. 21-

Re.1 I-

fs. 21-

R:. 21-

Rs. 21- a year 

Re.11- " 

Rs. 101- II 

Re .1 I- 11 

P.s. 51- II 
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167 (r) I'1akers or sellers of sugar or 
sweetmeats 

167(s) Hawkers and Pedlars 

1. Hawkers of eatable or peri
shable goods 

2. Cloth sellers, mutton sellers, 
gold sellers, sellers of silver 
orne. mente: 2nd fancy goods and 
broideries etc. 

- Qtarterly for (1) 

- Bi-annually for (1) 

Quarterly for (2) 

Bi-annually for (2) 

Annual for (1) 

Annual for (2) 

Source : CBP ( CBO), 18 January 1 S09, p. 247. 

R s • 1 I- a year 

Re. -/8/- a month 

Rs. 2/- II 

Rs.1/4/- II 

Rs. 2/4/- II 

Rs. 5/8/- II 

Rs. 10/- II 

Rs. 4/-

Rs. 18/-



tit~es among: weal thy communi ties. But the dan~er remained. 

The '1890s were not the years of cordial relations betVJeen 

Hindus ann_ H1.1Slims in North Inr.Ua. As early as 1885 riots 

between Huslirns and Hindus had occurred in Ambala city and 

Ludhiana, probably as a result of the intro::luction of the 

188 local self-government. The cantonment authorities of 

Ambala immediately set upon the policy of encouragtng the 

weal thy IVJuslims and Hind.us to start a school. Thus was 

created the Hirrlu-fv1ohammadan school in 1893 in which a subs

tantial grant:-in-aid was provided by the Cantonment Committee~E 

This step epitomizes t~e process of harmonious participation 

of communities in the process of establishing educational 

institutions encouraged by the authorities. 

Unlike the camaradiere between the rich Hindus and 

r1us lims, which was based on common economic grievances, 

interests al'l.d aspirations, the affiliations of the lovi orders 

of society were dependent on other factors like leisure, worl<:. 

and neighbourhood. The following narrative by Krishanlal 

will illusti':lte this point: 

188 

189 

190 

our main festivals were, ·the Id, Bada 
Din, Hamlila. On~ Din we had s'i1a!Bb, 
fr1:i t, ahmiyat, meat and poolau. Cash 
was collE·cted and with a fruit basket 
and band the mochis rna rched. to.·:a rds t'ne 
house of their chowdhurY to celebrate 
Bada Din along with tl-1e isais (Christians) 
or-D~her ~uhalla. 190 

Gupta (1981 ), p. 129. 

CBP ( CBO), 28 Aug-ust 1893, 4. 

~~:,_~!~~~ory !nte:r:-view, Krishanlal, op.cit, Bada Din 
':''"-'-c:ulctL-lon snoula be seen as an expression oL' indivi
aual choic~s ma~e by mochis, b eca use to this day moe his 
eel ebra te Hadad, n. 
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Describing the importance of Holi in the life of a moclli, 

Yu-isbanlal sta.tes: 

H oli was the great festival of our 
community. It was pl<:yed for seven 
days. Kbaasi~ (importance) was 
that musalman bhai joined us and we 
indulged in naSU: · 

This narrative suggests that masti, sharab and·ahrniyat were 

central to his notion of festivity and these notions crossed 

bounds of his own community. It was through collectivities 

that he entertained himself. It is also to be noticed that 

the id<::3. o.:. collectivities or collective identity is also 

conveyed tr£ough linguistic ccxies: i.e. ahmiya t, khasiya t 

and masti. 

The nature of relationships between these communi ties 

conformed to the notion of order of the cantonment authori-

ties. 

a.3 Bade Log, Chotte Log Identities 

It is true that conflict in urban society is manifested 

at various levels. But how was the conflict embedded in the 

specific context of inter and intra cormnunities identities? 

What were the specific forms in which it was expressed? 

Till 1919~ t."le conflict within the Indian society was ref-

lected in the Bade log, Chotte log identities. These iden

tities were pervasive in the cultural and social practices 

of the various social groups. Krisr..c.·mlal states: 

The bania used to exploit us ( kh1~.-iu:::--c ·1:ts i. 
For monthly khoorak (fo<Xi ), our aurtee 
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1 ). 

• 



c l • 

( •• ch 1 ) 



(females) used to go to buy flour and were 
alvmys accompanied by two or thr~e others. 
If money was to be returned, 'ban1as took 
coins in an iron spoon and later threw 
them into a vessel filled with holy water. 

JVaulvi Hassinnudin, a 70 year old Naqshbandi, descri

bes the natu.re of social relationships. Bo.de and chotte 

kaum were the two groups of r•Iuslims in Ambala. Participa

tion in l'1oharram an::l Urs of Lakhi Shah symbolized the common 

identity of chotte log. The l'13.ulvi recalls that the mazar 

of Tawaqul Shah symbolized the sophistio-'J.ted use of religious 

sermon and teaching while in the Urs of Lakhi Shah general 

singing, raunak and tamasha were the distinguishing features. 

The latter ace ording to the 1'·1aulvi rep res en ted a cheap enter-

ta . t ' d h' 191 1nmen or oa mas" l. Thus we can trace two dis tine ti ve 

identities in the mazars, i.e. elite and subaltern. 

a .4 Confrontation between C anmuni ties 

The intra-community identities or the ~ log - chotte 

confrontation was overshadowed b~'{ the confrontation between 

communities. The absence of canmunal separation could no 

longer hold true for Ambala. There was a sense of dilution 

of common interest and camaradiere between the communities. 

Three factors were responsible for this. 

1. The strain of spatial congestion in the Sadar. The 

Sadar '>vas built on a comp:J.ct area of appro-.~.:ima tely 262 acres~ 92 

1 91 Oral His tory Interview, Y,Iaul vi Has sinnudin, Ambala 
Cantonment, November 1989. 

192 RH (CRR), 12 :September 1910, 212/1313, p. 6. 
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Over-crowding, as I h1.ve already explained, was a recurring 

problem. The total population of Sadar in 1921 was 23,700 

ani the powlati on of the cantonment was 23, 720 which was 

dispersed on a substantial area of 9, 014.98 acres 
193

(Ivap No.7) 

2. The nomination of the non-official members in the Can

tonment Board after the Cantonment Reform Act of 1919, where 

two Hindus and two ~uslims got the chance of representing 

the interests of their communities.194 

3. The association of nationalists with banias. There 

was a complete hartal in the Sadar on 13 April 1919, probably 

due to the corrunercial pressure of Delhi ani lahore banias 

against the Rowlatt Bills which, as LO'W has indicated, marked 

a 'major breach in the hitherto long standing nexus between 

so many of the commercial classes and the British.' 1 95 

Under these three circumstances, conflicts over land 

became pervasive in the Sadar.196 NCM that the community 

interest could get reflected in the cantonment board, the 

notion of remaining a mulazim of the Raj was slowly giving 

way t6 asserting one's own conununity rights and identity 

against those of others. The urban authorities perceived 

the conflicts over issues like the encroachment of the mosque 

land by Hindus, or the neglect of Hindu spaces over f•ttslim, 

as inimical to the naintenance of urban order. From the very 

193 ESB (CRR), 1925, Misc., I, 169/2, p. 51. 

194 Hittal, (1986), Ch. I. 

195 Memorandum on the Disturbances in the Punjab, (DCO), 
April 1919 (Lahore 1920), p. 75; Low, (1%8), p. 149. 

1 96 CBP ( CBO ), 1 December 1927. 
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! . 

start I have indicated the concerns of· the authorities with 

regard to the maintenance of superior cultural hegemony and 

controls over 'native' settlements. The conununal tension, to

gether with the representation of Sadar members in the Canton

ment Ccmmittee, were perceived as detrimental to the interests 

of the cantonment, 'as Cantonment Committee would be swamped 

by Sudder Bazar representatives:· ace ording to the cantonment 

authorities •197 On 3rd February 1923, the Colonel Commandant, 

D. Deane, demanded the separation of the Sadar municipality 

from that of the.Arnbala Cantonrnent. 198 The argument he 

provided, was that in the event of disease the Sadar was in 

any case isolated an~ the existing political and communal 

crisis had necessitated the municipal isolation. It was 

again a question of order and discipline of the cantonment. 

Conclusion 

It has been shown 'in this chapter that to the canton

ment authorities the problem of the maintenance of urban 

order was 'of primary importance. Disease, protest and 

ccmmunal tension were regarded as recurring threats by the 

colonial authorities who took stringent measures to ensure 

a healthy environment within the cantonment area. The colo

nial authorities introduced other urban changes in order to 

make the cantonment a cultural specific area o:f their pawer. 

Institut~ons like prison ensured safety from 'native pro-

197 ESB (CRR), 1925, !usc., I, 169/2, p. 217. 

198 Ibid"'" 
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test'. Crime, protest or dissent by the members of the 

British community was also regarde:i as a threat by the colo

nial authorities. The church helped in cementing the British 

comm.Wli ty by promoting commural lifee 

Finally I have tried to sho,..r how the British authori

ties tried to tackle the problem of anti-colonial attitude 

and colonial conflict f oo tered by the Indians. 



CHAPTER - 3 

PROSTITUTES, J OLDIEii.S ANTI THE URBAN AUTHORITY 

The military aut..~ori ties in Ambala C3.ntonment were 

deeply concerned about the problem of prostitution. The 

Quarter-VJaster General in a circular to the Commanding Officer 

in 1881 wrote that "attractive and young women were needed 

for 2nd Derbyshire Regiment in Ambala' •1 A statement rrade by 

Surgeon r-13. jor Wardrop in charge of the Ambala Gantonment 

hospital is equally significant: "it is not merely so impor

tant to keep a man affected with venereal disease in hospi

tal, as it is a woman, as the latter is infinetely more 

likely to spread disease than the former whose affectation 

would prevent him from indulging in sexual intercourse. 112 

These two notions reinforced each other, and formed a 

sufficient basis for military policy towards prostitutes. 

In other words, prostitutes were seen as both necessary and 

dangerous for the maintemnce of the structure of the Raj. 

The various levels of controls exercized by the military 

authorities were reflected in the cantorunent acts and urban 

institutions. 

I 

a. Levels of Control 

Within the military system the prostitutes were thus 

1 IMD (NAI), August 1893, A, I, 1407-1411, para 45. 

2 Ibid., para.63, p. 462. 
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subjected to controls over their residence, their body, their 

movements and their social relationship. This threatened 

the ir.dependence, identity and relc.;tionships of the prosti

tutes. The prostitutes reacted to this repressive encroach-

ment. 

a.1 Controls over Residential Area 

In Ambala the brothel was as old an institution as the 

cantonment itself. Recalling in 1893, Boo.li Baksh Kanchan, 

a pimp, who was a resident of Ambala C3.ntonment for about 50 

years, states 'since the Cantonment has been here, this 

(place) has been a chakla (since 1843). The kanchans includ-

ing my father built this place when we came from Karnal at 

our ·· o.vn expense.' 3 All in all there flourished five chaklas 

in the cantonment. Two were in the Sadar Bazaar which were 

racially segregated into two parts: British and 'native' -

chaklas called in the vernacular as ~ and ~ chakla. 

Three were in the regimental bazaars, namely in the British 

infantry, British cavalry, and the Royal Artillery bazaars. 4 

The Gora chakla of the Sadar Bazaar situated in the 

Nanbai (baker) bazaar as explained by the kanchan was as 

follCMS: 

It consists of a large enclosure with 
46 small quarters ranged aro~nd in small 
numbers, 2832 to 2877, and in large 
numbers, 1 to 46. It is surrounded on 

3 IMD (NAI ), August 1893, A, II, p. 4%. 

4 Ibid., I, p. 447; II, p. 493. 
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all four sides by bazaars. The quarters 
were originally two rooms deep, when the 
ace omodation was needed in 1888, \the_ · 
communications between the two were en
closed and the doors opened from the 
inner room into the outer bazaars, thus 
giving a double row of quarters, back to 
back; the inner ones opening into the 
enclosure, the outer ones into the 
bazaar.5 

The forty..;.six rooms within the enclosure were exclusi

vely oCcupied by the prostitutes. Some of the outer rooms 

of the chakla were occupied by the shopkeepers, some by the 

prostitu'ces.6 Some prostitutes occupied other houses, some-

what sep3.rated from the chakla, but all within the area of 

100 yaros, forming a part of the chakla. Quite a few of 

them were said to be living independently at a distance. A 

wooden gate to the enclosure stoo:i open the whole night. 

In order to make it possible for the soldier to ,iden

tify the diseased woman all the houses were numbered, runn

ing upto 112. 7 This was done at the recommenda-tion of the 

medical officer in 1890 who discovered that many women had 

identi-cal names, and therefore numbering was necessary for 

the purpose of true identification.8 

There was also a Kala chakla meant exclusively for the 

•native troops 1 • Its segregation from the British chakla 

was made on sanitary and on racial consideration.9 It was a 

5 ill[) (NAI), August 1893, A, I, pp. 495-97. 

6 Ibid. 

7 Ibid., p. 498. 

8 Ibid. 

9 Ibid., II, p. 501. 
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building on precisely the same pattern as that for British 

troops but smaller. The women huddled in the same manner, 

both inside and outside the enclosure, which was surrounded 

by a high wall.and the gate was a 'strong' wooden one in 

good order, \vith spikes on the top. It used to be locked 

at night to prevent the entry of British soldiers. 

The British chakla was 'clro.n and in good order' and 

the Kala chakla was 'dirty and untidy' with the strict rules 

enforced therein .. 1 0 The quarters occupied by the women in 

~ chakla were also numbered in large and small letters, 

as in the chakla for British troops. The shopkeepers as 

late as 1916 eagerly wanted to gain access to '~ chakla' 

but were prevented from doing so.11 

The chaklas of the regiment bazaars were sna.ller than 

the Sadar chaklas and were :frequented mostly by regiments to 

which the bazaar was .attached.12 The Royal Artillery chakla 

was a small enclooure with high walls and strong doors. and. 

eight houses.. In 1888, after the Act supporting the regis

tration and legalization of prostitutes was repeal.ed, the 

chakla was pure has ed from the Government by Karim Baks h,. a 

'darji' •13 The British cavalry chakla was an enclosure like 

the re,sf, with twenty quarters. 

These regimental chaklas unlike the Sadar chaklas were 

the property of the government. Till 1888 the prostitutes 

1.0 JMD (NA I), August 1893, A, II, p .. 501 .. 

11 CBP (CBO), 8 July 1916, 20. 

12 IMD (NAI), August 1893, A, II, p. 503. 

13 Ibid. 
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living in both the chaklas were legalized. The prostitutes 

were no longer registered after 1888. One can notice that 

the earlier policy was not entirely given up. Even though 

the prostitutes were no longer subjected to compulsory medi

cal check-ups, re,gisters v.fere kept in both areas to identify 

the prostitutes even after 1888. The registers documented 

the following details: (a) Serial No.; (b) Name of occupier; 

(c) Parentage and caste; (d) Occupation; (e) Name of the 

owner of the house; (f) No. of residents; (g) Name of Quarter 

and locality; (h) Remarks.14 So the residence of each pros

titute was specified even after 1888. The Punjab Gazette. 

Notification No. 1148 dated 15 October 1897 stated that no 

· brothels v-.rer e in future to be allowed nor prostitutes were 

to be permitted to reside in any part of the cantonment other 

than those mentioned bel0\v:15 

1. Chowk Gora Chakla 

2 • Ch a.,;rk _ Saraj North side 

3. Chowk Abkari East side 

4. ChO\vk l'"andi Bald eo 

5. Chowk Luma ·;vest side 

6. Chowk Kala Chakla 

7. Chowk Jvlandi old Saraj east. 

8. The bungalONs situated on the Tank known as Gune 

S:lhib 's Diggy. 

Clandestine prostitution was strictly prohibited in 1909. 16 

14 XMD. (NAI), August 1893, A, I, p. 493. 

15 CBP (CBO), October 1897, 12,. p. 30. 

16 Ibid,, 18 January 1909, 3. 
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This a:t;'rangement was made due to the official regard shown 

for "public decency 11 , sanitary considerations, and the main

tenance of "public order- 11 •
17 By enclosing and specifying 

the houses of these prostitutes the absentee soldiers from 

their barTacks could be easily apprehended. 

·The structural peculiarity represented by this enclo

sure t]pe chakla was deliberately created by colonial autho

rities. The chaklas were also on purely racial grounds. 

When the members of the 1i/Orld Christian Temperance Movement, 

Dr Kate Bushnell and fvlrs An:irews visited Ambala, they were 

struck by this new urban formation. 'The harlots were cooped 

up for the tise of the British soldiers in an enclosure 

surrounded by high walls with strong gates latched over', 

ii'hey said.18 The military officials defended their policy 

by stating tha.t such lodgings were absolutely necessary in 

a country where11purdah -was the rule of respectability • 1119 

It is significant to note· that in the North Indian 

to.vns the traditional kotha associated with the residence of 

a prostitute was strikingly different from this colonial 

innovation. In the former, window-peeping, ogling and open

ness were vital for the survival of public prostitutes. No

where in Norfu Indian towns, with the exception of Amritsar, 

did prostitutes live in the katras where such enclosures 

17 _It!Q ( NAI ), August 1893, I, para 22, p. 445. 

18 Ibid., A, I, para 37, p. 451. 

19 Ibid. 
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were built. 20 They could not afford to hide themselves with

in the four \valls of an enclosure. The essence of their 

trade was publicity. 

Another form of prostitution was non-residential. It 

was practised within regiments on their march and in the 

standing camps. Like cooks, washermen and barbers, the 

prostitutes attached themselves to one particular regiment 

and accompanied it from place to place wherever the regiment 
. 21 

travelled by read. On the line of their march these women 

pitched their tents in the immediate vicinity of the 'regi-

mental lines', and together with paid regimental followers, 

they collectively constituted 'the Pa zaar. •22 

The movement of these pros ti tut es was dependent on the 

movement of the regiments. The British Infantry Regiment 

which was stationed in the hills came down to Ambala for 

winter concentration. 23 They lived in tents to form a 

standing camp. Despite the 1888 Cantonment Act which emp.ta

sised the abolition of public prostitution, the Commanding 

Officer violated the orders by directing the kotvJa.l at 

.Ambala in 1892 that an enclosure of rna tting for the prosti

tutes be pitched near the tent of Gordon Highlanders. This 

was done at a distance of about 10) yards i'rom the soldiers' 

tents. 24 

20 Ir1J (NAI), August 1893, A, I,· para 27, p. 447; Oldenberg, 
~ 1 984 ) ' p • 1 3 • 

21 Ibid., plra 43, p. 454. 

22 Ibid. 

23 Ibid. 

24 Ibid., para 360, p. 273. 
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The foregoing narrative shows how the military a utho

rities exercized their control over the habitations of pros

titutes for the purpose of hygiene, sanitation and t~e main-

tenance of order. 

In the context of urban space there was another consi

deration that weighed with the military authorities. As 

early as 1876, the lock hospital committee was formed at 

Ambala which took measures to apply lock hospital rules not 

only to the prostitutes within the cantonment area but also 

to those living within a four mile radius. This area inclu-

ded the old Ambala city and some villages adjoining it·. The 

expendi tut"e incurred on this deal \'las supposedly high. The 

sub-committee anticipated that the prostitutes living in 

these villages and city might make a plea that they were not 

frequented by Europeans. 25 That is why the sub-committee 

decided not to recommend the extension of rules to the city 

and vi'llages. 

The Deputy CQnmissioner of Ambala, Captain Parsons was 

approached by the military authorities in 1899 on this sub

ject of the extension of contagious and infectious disease 

rules to the municipality and the rural rin~s around the 
r · 26 

cantonment. The Deputy Commissioner thought that such 

regulations would cause friction and inconvenience to the 

civil authority. l\'Joreover, the Nt.micipal town was about 

three miles away from the cantonment and military aUlthori ties 

25 _JM)? (NAI), I··1ay 1876, !). ~ p. 34. 

26 Ibid.,. December 1899, A, 1103-1106, p. 33. 
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could not enter the civil area. The Deputy Commissioner felt 

that the area to which the rules could be extended was the 

land situated within the limits of villages such as Babiyal, 

Chabihana, Nanhera, Tund.la, Kaorlla, Ja,ndli, .B3.harala, Barnala ,

Garnala, etc. 2? Even within these villages the cantonment 

authority could exercize control with difficulty. Chly 

through the influence of the lambardars and headmen of vil

lages, the prostitutes and 'immoral' women could be 'brought 

to book 1 • 
28 The Deputy C anmissioner added: 1 I very much 

doubt whether they (lambardars) would give the same assis

tance to the cantOnment authorities as to the District 

Ivlagistrate or his officers'. 29 This conflict between civil 

and mili ta.ry officials expressed ea.ch groups' effort to define 

the limits of the others' authority. This effort of the 

military elite to control prostitutes in the city -and vil

lages was motivated not only by a desire to assert their 

rights in the vicinity of the cantonment and to confront 

the civil authorities. There was also a "recurrent fear of 

the mysterious dangers that lay beyond the ordered life of 

the military cantonment and the enduring wish 

soldie·rs under control. "30 

a .2 Discipline and Order 

The old chaukidari system which had vanished in Luck-

27 Ir1P (NAI), December 1899, A, 1103-1106, p. 34. 
28 Ibid. 
29 Ibid, 

30 B?llha tchet (1980), p. 75. 
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nm'l and Delhi still continued to exist in Ambala in 1880s~1 

Section II (Venereal) of the hospital lay adjoining the mili

tarY police station and the police sentry on duty looked 

after it. The sentry brought the prostitutes for peshtar, 

and patrolled the chaklas for apprehending the 'diseased 1 

.• 32 women. 

The Garris on police replaced the 'native' policemen on 

duty because it was found that the latter on duty in British 

chakla failed to stop the natives' entry into the chaklas. 33 

In 1893 it was Sergeant T .G. George of 2nd Derbyshire Regi

ment who controlled all the chaklas. 34 He took stern mea-

sures to stop the fight between the native and British 

soldier by disallowing the former from entering into the 

British chakla. Even male cooks and t:l.ilors were not allowed 

inside the chakla after 7 p.m. 35 The Sergeant ca!lle to the 

British chakla almost every !light and stayed there for a few 

hours for a close supervision. The'natives' complained that 

the British soldiers who found them in British chakla abused 

and beat them. The Sergeant also checked women consorting 

with 'natives•. 36 

31 

-· 
32 

33 

34 

If a woman was found accompanying a soldier she was 

Il\ID (NAI), August 1893, A, I, para 100, p. 476r Gupta 
(1981 ), p. 80; Oldenberg (1984), p. 66. 

IMP (NAI), August 1893, A, I, ·para Wand 98, p. 475. 

IrviD (NAI), August 1893, A, II, p. 540. 

Ibid., p. 496. 

35 Ibid., p. 499. 

36 Ibid. 
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stopped and sent back to her place. The police attempted 

to resolve common complaints like the British,men ill

treating the women, getting drunk and be:t ting up the women 

especially on the Christmas and Fay -<.lay. The prostitutes 

expressed their faith in the police: "they protect us and 

we welcome the presence of ~ Dandawalas as we are alone 

in rooms with the men and might be killed if it were not 

for the police. u37 Often British soldiers refused to IEY 

the prostitutes. The prostitutes complained to the Ser

geant on rrnny occasions. 38 The Sergeant fixed the ra. tes. 

The minimum amount fixed for the non-soldier was four annas. 

The Sergeants were asked to pay one rupee, a Corporal eight 

annas and a Lance Corporal six annas •39 The police also 

patrolled the cantonment area including the standing camps 

at night. The soldiers occasionally met the prostitutes in 

the Serai near the railvvay station, it was here that they 

were usually apprehended by the police.40 There were other 

forms of control: prostitutes were disall Oiled fron: gazing 

out of their windows. The 1 ~ I.a.ndgalas 1 acc-ompanie(i 

the soldier in the bazaar to identify the wonan who had 

diseased them. 41 

37 IMP (NAI ), August 1893, A, I, p. sao. 
38 Ibid. 

39 Ibid., p. 499. 

40 Ibid., p. 500. 

41 Ibid., p. 4SB. 
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a.3 Hospital and Control 

The Cantonment General Hospital consisted of three 

_parts. The main building lay in the bazaar, and was open 

to the patients suffering from general disease, It had a 

separate building for women. 

The branch for infectious diseases v.ras called Section 

I. This consisted of a brick building with a rocm for 

sixteen beds generally used for srrall-pox cases and a .tempo

rary structure of grass and mat-hut for cholera patients 

\·Thich 'could be enlarged for convenience and burnt down after 

use. 

Contagious venereal diseases were treated in Section 

II which lay situated in the bazaar, s orne 300 to 400 yards 

from the main building •42 It was conveniently situated near 

the two chaklas, Before 1888, this was the lock hospital, 

The branch for venereal disease was not structurally diffe

rent from the main building. It contained three wards with 

four beds each. The patients applying for admission or 

suspected of disease were examined in a room in the upper 

storey. The hospital was meant exclusively for 1 female 

patients•. Curiously enough, almost all the cases doolt 

with were of venereal nature. One wonders hmv was it in 

any vlB.y different from the old lock hospital system. All 

these three p3.rts of the hospital were supervised. over by 

the same medical officer with a separate hospital assistant 

in charge of each. 

42 I.MD (NAI), August 1893, A, I, pp. 491-492. 
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There were about four books in the hospital used for 

identifying the patients.43 In Book No. 1 was entered the 

serial No. of the patient, the place of residence, the name, 
. 44 

the date of admission and discharge, the disease, etc. 

One register covered the account of the patient up to 1 ~· 

years. From the beginning of 8 July 1888, the original 

residence from which the prostitutes hailed was noted as the 

~ chakla (the Royal House Artillery, British Cavalry, 

British Infantry) and Kala chakla. Between 8 July 1888 to 

29 June 1889, the prostitutes were admitted from the ~ 
\ 

and Kala chaklas as the regimental chaklas had been aboli-

shed. Until 23rd July no prostitutes were admitted.45 

Thereafter till 10 November 1891 prostitutes were admitted 

from 7th Dragoon Guards, ii.oyal House Artillery, West York

shire Regiment, King's own Scottish Borderer's and 2nd 

Queen's. Again from 30 November 1891 to 15 January 1892, 

the prostitutes came for treatment from the Sadar Bazaar 

chaklas; and from 19 January 1892 to 25 November 1892 from 

18 Hussars, R.H.A., Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders and 

Gordon Highlanders, and from 5th December 1892 to 11 Ivay 

1892 ~rom Sadar chaklas and from Royal Horse Artillery and 

one from 18th Hussars •46 Thus the prostitutes were identi

fied in terms of the regiments to which they were attached 

43 

44 

45 

46 

II•D (NAI), 

IMP (NAI), 

Ibid. 

Ibid. 

August 

August 

1893, A, I, p. 492. 

1893, A, I, p. 492. 
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rather than on the basis of the nature of their disease. 

The Book two vms also an important docwnent for medi-

47 cal service. It contained the name of prostitutes and 

the treatment prescribed to each patient. All these prosti-

tutes were admitted for venereal diseases - mainly for 

leucorrhoea and other 'non-specific' complaints. 

Against the names of several p:ttients the letter N 

(menstruation) was prominently marked. According to Dr 

Cleghorn, the surgeon of the hospital, the letter !:1 ,.;as used 

for recording that a particular patient had had her monthly 

tr f th d . 48 illness in the course of her eatment or some o er ~sease. 

Dr Kate, Bushnell and I'1rs Andrews, while speaking critically 

of the rnedical policy at Ambala, recorded that the prostitu

tes were kept only for their •monthly disease' and for no 

other purpose. Their argwnent seems plausible as the evidence 

suggests that in s orne cases menstruation was mistaken for 

gonorrhoea •49 It is also to be noted that during the time 

of their monthly illness, the prostitutes were not given any 

medicine. Such confinements, when the prostitutes were not 

medically fit to be examined, indicate the coercive attempts 

of the military and medical authorities to segregate the women 

physically and emotionally •. This created discontent among 

the prostitutes .5° 
4 7 IIviP (NA I ) , August 1 8 93, A , I, p • 4 92 • 

48 Ibid. 

49 Ibid., May 1876, A, p. 34. 

50 Ibid. 
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The Third Book contained details about the surgical 

instruments, and Book Four recorded several memorandums to 

the cantonment magistrate regarding the examination of 

women supposed to be diseased. 51 On September 1891, the 

officer in charge of the cantonment hospital reported to 

the cantonment magistrate that four women of regimental 

bazaars had not reported themselves for examination.52 The 

Cantonment I'lla.gistrate replied, 11Are these women diseased or 

supposed to be diseased, unless ti1is is certified I have no 

power to interfere."53 But in actual practice, the line 

betv1een the diseased. and non-diseased was actually very 

thin for the medical authorities as the records in Book-I 

shov;, and the medical officer usually got them ad.mi tted in

to the hospital for •non-specific' complaints.54 

According to the new system of regulations introduced, 

after T•ay 1888, it was the soldier and the police who iden

tified the diseased woman. The old policy of compulsory 

and periodical exarnina tions -.was abandoned. Gone was the 

threat of imprisonment and fine to those prostitutes who 

did not qome for their examination,. The new system nade it 

clte.r that if ti1e diseased woman refused to report to the 

medical authorities she would be thrown out from the canton-

rnent. JI'Iost of them were given the option of medical exami-

51 INP (NAI), August 1893, A, I, p. 492 • 

52 Ibid. 

53 Ibid • , para 11 0. 

54 Here confinement during menstruation is important to 
notice. 
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nation or expulSion and they preferred to be expelled; for 

example, a British prostitute left the cantonment in 1892 

after refusing medical examination. Three Japanese \vomen 

who were supposed to have gonorrhoea lef't the cantonment 

instead"of coming to the hospital for a·pedical confine-

. t 55 men •. 

Were the prostitutes opposed to the medical system? 

Evidence suggests that the use of speculum used by the 

Surgeon-r1~jor or Head-Matron v.e.s objected to by the pros ti

tutes •56 AccordiP.g to Dr Busl-J!lell and I'•'Irs Andrews the 

prostitutes when interviewed expressed 'particular shame of 

it. r57 The mahaldarani ]:t_ad deep sympathy with the women 

concerned. I·,!o.re painful v.ras the experience of detention 

during menstruation as witnessed by these missionaries and 

the prosti tu-c.es reacted t~ i t. 58 

On the whole the prostitutes were .forced into accepting 

the medical sys tern .for reasons explained in the next sec

tion. Furthermore the .hospital diq not always work as a 

coercive institution. Subsistence allowances of 2 annas 

and 6 pies were given to the prostitutes each day during 

their detention in the hospita1.59 But this does not in any 

c~se mitigate the coercive nature of policies pursued by the 

55 IMD (NAI), August 1893, A, II, p. 539 .. 

56 Ibid. 

57 Ibid .. , n., l, para 679, p .. 305. 
58 Ibid I' per a 696, p. 306. 

59 Ibid .. , II, p .. 538. 
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Bri tis b. authorities which deprived the patient of her iden

tity and made her subservient to strict medical order. 

The role of hospital was important in providing oppor-
60 

tunities for 'isolation, observation and control'. The 

disease of the prostitutes could be cured by removing her 

from her customary environment and placing her within a 

•rational' and 'orderly' hospital. But did this hospitaliza

tion and segre6~tion of the prostitutes lead to a decline in 

the venereal disease among the prostitute:s and troops? 

A brief analysis of the incidence of the venereal 

disease among the 'native' and British troops would be 

important and would provide explanations for the na tu.re of 

incidence itself. In this context the role of the hospital 

and urban policy assume importance• 

The incidence of venereal disease among troops in 

Ambala cantonment was as follows in the years 1866 and 1884: 

The impact of lock hospital on British troops was not 

positive in 1866. The explanation given by the military 

authorities regarding the increase in V.D. among British 

troops from 238.1 per mille in 1866 to 399.2 per mille in 

1884 occurred due to the proximity of the cantonment to tl-}e 

'nat; e' · t of AIJTibala. 61 
r-. • .v c~ y ~ uuch an ~ncreasing phenomenon 

also occurred in most of the cantonments of analogus types 

such as Fort William where the V.D. rose from 497.7 per 

mille in 1866 to 560.3 per mille in 1884. 

60 IMP (NAI), August 1893, A, II, p. 499; Arnold~(1987), 
v. 6·j. 

61 Il'·'D (NAI), February 1891, A, 1973-86, p. 3. 
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Another striking feature was the lov.rer average of V .D. 

among the Indian troops in Ambala cantonment, dEspite the 

fact that the health measures and restrictions were more 

stringent in the case of the British soldiers. 
62 

This 

decrease in the cases of venereal disease among Indians was 

not a. peculiarity of Ambala cantonment. 'fhe Surge on-General 

suggested this feature was because the 'native soldiers were 

older and mostly married; they were also in their OW"n 

country and knew how to 'conduct' themselves~3 The British 

soldiers were just s tranc;ers placed in a 1 together a new 
. . 64 

env1ronment. cr T!1omps on doubted whether the Indian sol-

dier was more self-restrained than the British. 

The statistics indicate that the impo;:oition and subse-

quent abolition oi' the lock hospital system produced an 

effect on the Indian troops. V .D. was most prevalent in 

1866 before the lock hospital system was introduced; that 

it fell from 54.4 per mille to 34.6 per mille in 1-384 when 

the system vras in full force, shCNring the general efficiency 

of the 'restrictive system' which 1t1as s~ictly enforced. 65 

After the aboli t:i,.on of the hospital it had again risen to 

42.1 per mille in 1889. This feature persisted after the 

introduction of Ca.YJ.tonment General Hospitals in 1888 as the 

62 Il\1D (NAI ), February 1891, A, 1 973-86, p. 4. 

63 Ibid. 

64 Ibid., 1973-81, p. 5. 

65 Ibid. 
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v .D. among Indians increased, while: it decreased in the case 

of the British soldiers. 
66 

In the post-1900 pericxl there vlaS an increase of di

sease among the British soldiers from 165 per mille in 1901 

to 177 per mille in 1S02. The mili""thry authorities empha

sized the need for raising the 'moral tone' of barrack life 

and introducing simple entertainments like 2-.p.mes, concerts, 

theatricles, popular lectures and drama tic exhibitions, etc. 

which would keep the s cldier at heme and to that extent 

save him frorn disease. 67 Further, the diseased soldiers 

were debarred from regimental privileges like entering the 

recreational rooms. In other words, the object was to 

provide them outdoor entertainment in order to deflect them 

from the temptation of prostitution. 

In 1904 the venereal ratio per 1, 000 of average annual 

strength among the 'no.tives' was 7 .o and among the European 

troops \•:as 217.1. 
68 In 1 9J5 the ratio was 152.1 per mille 

among the Eur opearJS while there vtas an increase of 26.2 per 

. 11 . th f I . . I 
6 9 T . f 11 f m1 e 1n e case o_ na~lves • he rat1o e rom 

52.0 per mille in 1910 to 37.8 per mille in 1911. 70 Accord-

ing to the military authorities, the decline in venereal 

disease from 1901-1910 was due to the follov,ring reasons; a) 

66 IHD. ~NAI ), February 1$91, A .. , 1973-81, p. 5. 
' 

67 Ibid., Oct·ober 1906, A, 1281-12(32 •. 

68 Ibid., January 1913, B, 1927-31' p. 9. 

69 Ibid. 

70 Ibid 1 
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Tht: p:r·sowl influence of the Commanding Officer; b) the 

spread of temperance movement; c) the variety of games and 

entertainments were provided which helped to fill up the 

soldiers 1 time; d) a more thorough trea tmt::nt of the disease 

at its relapse; and e) the 'deterrent' influence of the loss 

of service pay which those contracting the disease md to 

71 suffer. 

In 1911 the military department explained to the Secre-

tary of the State that the reduction in venereal disease 

occurred due to the advancement in 'education, sobriety and 

72 
greater care of the soldiers'. 

It can be argued that to the colonial authorities in 

the post-1902 period the prostitutes were no longer consi-

dered necessary for the gratification of the soldiers' 

physical needs. 

II 

. b • PR CB TIT ur l:S AND Tl:llii R RELA TI ONS HI FS 

The prostitution encourac;ed and controlled by the 

British exiGted exclusively in cantonments. Unlike the 

urbane, polisheq Urdu speaking tawaif of North Indian cities 

this w-as more of a common form of prostitution \'lhich was 

practised by '~n~i~' and '~l~ngis'. It replaced the impor

tance of Urdu as a medium of communication, etiquette and 

-----·--------------
71 IND (NAI), January 1913, 3; 1927-31, para 2, p. 3. 

72 Ibid., August 1 901, A, p. 1 O. 
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tehzib. The relationship of the prostitutes ·with the Bri

tish soldier was based on sparser use of words. 
73 

It was 

this loss of tehzib which r:B.de Ghalib lament in his anguish 

tha~, 'Delhi has 1 os t its soul and has bee orne only a canton

ment.' 74 Thus the prostitutes in the cantonments were the 

very antithesis of the tawaif-e-tehzib which ~~d been gene

rously patronized by the indulgent nawabs and extolled by 

poets. 

These new types of prostitutes, L<nlike the old here-

di tary ones of the North Indian towns were mainly widows or 

unhappy house-wives. 75 They were mostly recruited from the 

two 'notorious' villages, few miles from lahore. Pimps 

dispatched them to Sindh, chiefly by train as wives, con-

cubines or as prostitutes to a rich category of people. 

After a few days they returned to their original employers 

along with scme jewellery given to them by persons with 

whom they had been placed • Thereafter they were sold off 

in various cantonments.76 

The average age of the prostitutes in Ambala canton-

ment \'t'aS about sixteen years, though there \-J3.S one in the 

Sadar Cora chalda, as recorded by Dr Andrews who was only 

12 years of age. 77 According to the missionary evidence, 

the youngest prostitute vms a child of about four who was 

73 Oldenberg, ( 1984)' p. 134. 
74 Gupta, (-1 931 ', 

\ ' . ) , p. 30. 

75 IfviD (NA I), August 1892, A, I, para- 14, p. 442. 
76 Ibid. 

77 IMP (NAI ), August 1893, A 
' I, p.444. 
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staying with her mother and one was about 8 years old living 

in the Indian chakla. 

The prostitutes perceived their rel:ttionship with the 

British soldier as based on quite gocxi terms. They in fact 

preferred ·~ kamana' as it v.e.s more paying and that is 

why they were fairly well-off.
78

0ne woman possessed 9-10 

medals of real silver which had been given to her by diffe

rent customers. 79 The Indian customers, according to them, 
80 

were stingy in paying them and never gave more than 6 annas. 

Horeover, they often complained tb.at the Indians expected 

them to 11 sit for long 11 talk to t"lem for hours and give them 

'pipes and pan'. The British soldier, on the other h":tnd, 

81 'comes, does his business and is gone~ In.fact one woman 

_I:6. tien t in Ambala cantonment had disclosed that she had left 

lahore to come to Ambala, because there was nO' longer any 

'Gora chakla' at Lahore. 82 

'l'he presence of the colonial police was also convenient-

ly welcc.med by the prostitutes for security reasons. The 

police brought a distinct change in the social relationship 

uf the prostitutes, especially with the traditional rrahalda-

rani. The maha.ldarani was no longer rco"quired by tr1e medical 

officer for taking the infected women to the.11 and thereby 

78 D1D (l'JAI), A1.1,c::;ust 1893, A; I, para 15, p. 442. 

79 Ibid., II, p. 541. 

80 lb id • , p. 5 00. 

81 Ibid. 

82 Jl?id., J-'Etra 52, pp. 458-62. 
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lost her status as a paid servant of the government. In 

the pos i:;-1888 years she survived only in the capac i "t-J of a 

. 1- I f •1 83 .. • th } mere member of the prostitu~.,e s am1. y. Wl. 1er lE-Y 

gone, she extorted a larger share from the prostitute which 

often led to strained relationship between the two. The 

hospital and the Garrison Police trenched upon the privacy 

of the prostitutes by eliminating another traditional inter

mediary, the chaukidar, 

The prostitutes accepted the medical intervention, 

despite cthe painful consequences that followed. At times 

when they were not diseased they offered themselves for a 

check-up. The reasons for this attitude were that some of 

them had been taunted by the soldiers as being diseased and 

they wanted to show them that their taunts were unfoun-
84. 

ded. · They at times also wanted to show to the medical 

authorities that they \vere free from any disease whatever. 

They wanted to gain respectabili "ty from the colonial autho-

ri ties and their customers. 

By accepting the authority of medicine, police and 

the British soldier, the prostitutes became the 1 rrn1lajims 1 

of the Raj. Still they asserted their izzat by bringing 

their own bedding, small luxuries like pan, tobacco and 

opium, when they came to the hospital. 85 They refused to 

take hospital food. 
86 

They carved out their ov1n areas 

83 

84 

85 

86 

n.m (NAI), 

Ibid., para 

Ibid., para 

Ibid·., :r:ara 

August 1892, A, I, para 15, p. 540. 

75, p. 467. 

16· , Also II, p. 537. 

37, p. 451. 



of .freedom by the continuation of the practice of sitting in 

the street outs ide the chakla to 'wrangle for the custom of 

the soldier' despite the attempts of the: colonial authori

ties to prohibit this practice.87 The prostitutes also 

resented the strictness Vlith which the 'natives' ';;ere ex-

88 
eluded from the British chakla. 

Conclusion 

lVIy discussion has shovm the importance of prostitutes 

for the maintenance of the structure of colonial power. The 

issue of sexual frustration of British soldiers, who main-

tained the colonial power, deeply concerned the_ official 

mini. The neglect of this vital matter was, the authorities 

thought, bou..."ld to affect the discipline of the army lead:ing 

to the perversion of homosexuality and masturbation. Far 

these reasons prostitutes were brought to the cantonments 

and made to stay there; this ins ti tut ion also prevented the 

possibility of soldiers' movement beyond the urban space for 

sexual gratification. 

But the controls over prostitutes were extremely 

important from the British s oldi er s ' health point of view. 

In this context the setting up of hospitals and elaborate 

medical facilities served as coercive measures for protect

ing the soldiers :from the infection of venereal diseases. 

87 IIvD (NAI ), August 1893, II, p. 495. 

88 Ibid. 
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The prostitutes responded to the medical trea trnent not only 

because it freed them from disease, but also because of 

cultural considerations i.e., the idre of gaining respecta

bility within the colonial environment. The police control

led the activity of the prostitutes' by enforcing discipline 

and thereby protected them from the t"lreat of natives in 

British chakla • .Such measures vfere motivated by the spirit 

of seeking consent and acquiescence from the prostitutes 

tO\,rards colonial institutions. 

The colonial authorities continued to encourage and 

con-crol the institution of prostitutionas long as they were 

important for the soldiers both from sexual and health 

point of view. With the passage of time, to the colonial 

mj.nd, +.be importance of prostitution in cantonment diminished. 

The British authorities began to lay more stress on recrea

tional activities and uplifting the moral tone of the sol

diers · (see chapter - 4). Stringent measures were thus 

taken in Ambala cantonment betvreen 1902-1911 to eliminate 

prostitution, and tl:wir impact can be seen from the decline 

in the incidence of ve~creal among the British soldiers. 



CHAPTt.R - 4 

NOTIONS OF SOCii~L HiCft;:j\TION 

Life in the cantonment has quite often been described 

by the survivors of the Raj as 'dull', 'trivial', 'claustro

phobic', 'confined' and totally 'male-oriented' •
1 

The spatial 

segregation of the cantonment fran the bazaar and towns made 

the cantonment a completely self-enclosed unit. 

The British authorities were much concerned about this 

drab, colourless and monotonous life which the soldier vms 

leading under trying circumstances. The schedule of the 

soldi'er has been vividly described by tl-J.e report of the Royal. 

Commission of 1863 as follows: 

The soldier rises at gunfire, at-tends 
his pa.rad e or drill \·Jhich i~> over after 
sunrise. He the:£1 returns to his barrack 
an.d c:h.J.rir(:; ··:.~~~ hot ~jc.J.son, :ne is not 
all owed to leave till the lc• te afte:rr~oor1. At 
one 1 o clock, he consumes a large amcunt 
of animal focxi and vegetables, porter 
(perhaps a quart) and spirits. He l"BS 
few or .no means of occupying himself 
rationally. He lies on nls bed and 
sleeps most of the day. He has his 
evening parade or drilJ and his turn o;; 
guard duty once ever~r 5·'/i 7 or 10 days~<:: 

In this round of monotonous life, the soldier .... vas tem-

pted to indulge in prostitution and 'intemperance'. The 

authorities were worried a bout these social ills. Accordintr . u 

to the authorities, the solution of the problem lay in in-

1 Allen, (1975), p. 183. 

2 King, (1976), p. 116. 
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creasing recreations. 

a.ecrE·a tions and Space 

With a view,to rraintaining the moral discipline in the 

army, recreation v.ras institutionalized in the urban space. 

The Protestant Church, the Sirhind Club, the library, the 

theatre, I·hs onic .l<Xige, parks, race-course ar:d golf-links 

\vere the settings provided for the purpose of recreation in 

Ambala Cantonment. 3 These institutions were almost the 

replica of the ones popular in the 'home country' and consti

tuted mainly the epitome of an industrial society reuresent

ing British elite culture.4 Ambala Cantonment also red work-

ing class institutions such as the canteen, the barFdcks, 

temperance rooms, Presbytarian or wesleyan Chapel. These 

were meant exclusively for the soldiers or 1 other ranks 1 of 

the army. 

~des of Entertainment 

The Colonial forms of entertainment can be largely 

divided into two forms: i) hierarchical and ii) non-hierar-

. chical. 

The Samurai class of the army cons is ted of the commis-

sioned and other army officers. Sirhind Club represented an 

exclusive 'elite• segment. Its spatial limits isolated the 

'Tommy'. Its irrloor setting surrounded by huge lawns gave 

3 History Lard Charity; f•1asonic l<Xige 

4 King , ( 1 976 ) , p • 36 • 
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it an idyllic and exclusive appearance. The festivities of 

the -~lub included fancy dress competitions where the 'fair 

sex'particir:ated with gusto. Bachelor dances, merry-suppers 

od . t• •t 5 
and at homes were important m es of soc1al ac lVl y. 

Social activities in the club were mc.rked by elaborate dec o

-ration, dance and music. The band of '13 pioneers' that 

entertained the officers \vdS considered an asset for club 

life.6 . 

For a canmissioned officer, a v,redding constituted an 

important social festivity. On such occasions the church 

provided an important setting. On 12 January 1914, Captain 

'ililford of 30th lancers was married to Rachel Srorpe daughter' 

of l"lr Sharpe, Baron's court. The bride was given away by her 

cousin Captain Gibbon, 4th King's ovm regiment. 7 This was 

an occasion when the officers of various regiments could 

ffi(:>et toGether and collectively celebrate. 'I' he r;,arried pair 

was later escorted by men of the bridegroom's squadron., 

The sOldier's exclusion f'rom this hubbub of club life 

could become a threat to the authorities. While s orne forms 

of recreation emphasized the difference between the ranks 

of officers and soldiers, there were others which sought to 

bind the Europeans of different ranks together. Comr:J.On 

participation o.f officers and soldiers in the· theatrical 

5 Cl'D (Nf'ill1lL)1 24 January 1900, p. 5. 

6 ~.!.' 30 November 1900, p. 4; 25 December 1900, p. 5. 

7 · Ibidt., 18 January 1914, p. 10. 
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performances was encouraged by the authorities in all pos-

Sible ways. 

A description of a specific theatrical performance is 

essential to ill1derstand the nature of sucL entertainments 

which is based on the study of the files of Civil ani I•1ili-

tary Gazette: Consider the play Burlesque Fazepppa per

formed in the Ambala Cantonment in 18Si0. 
8 

The play attempted to sustain the interestS of the 

public by focusj.ng on several issues 'seriouS and 'non-

seriou~'. 'I'here vJas abduction, elopement, and passion 

symbolizing the po.,..,;er of manhood and romance. The hero 1.-ras 

tllro:m in a strange land, thereby indicating the vicissitu-

cies of life he was subjected to. The play ended with the 

victory of valour and the repression of vice. Such chiyal- · 

rous experiences of the hero greatly appealed to the mule

oriented audience. By highlighting the importance of beauty, 

clothes· and dare ing the play reportedly thrilled the 'sore 

eye of the soldier'. 9 This does not in any ':ray mean that 

the histrionic skills of the actors were not appreci2ted. 

In fact, the Civil and l·~ili tary Gazette inclic;·:ttes that t£~~e 

parts played by various performers were not only scrutj_nized 

minutely by the audience but were widely 'encored' as well. 

So popular ·v:ere tl:.es e performances that the people of Ambala 

vrere reported to be perpetually 'asldng for more' •1 0 

8 CIIJG (Nl'1i•J:..), 8 February 1890, p. 5. 

9 Ibid. 

10 Ibid., 19 February 1915, .p. 7. 
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Theatre t1~us ··t.ras a popular mode of entertainment invol

ving a wide participation of the armed forces. This was one 

form of recreation in which t.l-}E: hierarchical distinction 

v1ithin the army got blurred as both the officers and sol

diers particips. ted in the function as audience and perfor

mers. Despite the penchant for hierarchical order, encourage

ment to theatrical activities was given to remove the striking 

psych9logical and social tensions among soldiers. 

'l'hese hierarchical and non-hierarchical modes of enter-

ta inment were exclusively European affairs. The 1 natives' 

11 were not allo,,ed to participate in them. 

Spectator S£.2!1 

Other forms of non-hierarcl"U.cal mo::i e of entertain:nent 

were spectator sports like football, cricket, Folo and Gym

khana •12 An important aspect of colonial sport was tba t 

individuals segregated by sex and social ran:( could interact 

and communicate without compromising their individual posi-

tion in a rigid system of startification. 

Rewards were i.JrovLlcci in ~.lle ::3porting events in order 

to encourage them. Hacing at iqnbala C~ntonmen t vrc1.s an 

important event. In 1914 this event was commemorated by an 

elaborate 1 card of seven events 1 • Equal re·:,:ards were given 

for all the events: Rs. 500/- to the winner, Rs. 1 00/- to the 

11 King, ( 1 976), p. 1 '73. 

12 CI'IG (Nl·il·iL), 2"' November 1 n SO 3 / ()~ ' p. • 
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runners-up, and Rs. 50/- for the third place.
13 

By and large Indians were not allov,red to p:lrticipate in 

these events. But it is interesting to note the participa

tion o.f some aristocratic Indians in the racing events. Pro-

minent among them were Sardar Jeevan Singh and Thakur 

Raje:nder Singh of the I-Tincely state of Patiala. ·Indian 

elites came to accept British sport culture as a mark of a 

new social status. Not only did the Indian aristocracy 

accept· the colonial sport but they patronized it as well. In 

the boxing championship beuveen the British regiments in 

1914, the 1st Lancashire Fusilier was awarded trophies which 

were provided by the I'1lahara ja of Patiala, Hajender Singh. 14 

It is to be noted that he invited the soldiers of Ambala 

garrison, their children and their mothers to a picnic follov,r

ing the 'Viceroy's visit.15 The Patiala woods were set ap3.rt 

for their recreation and sport. The cantonment authorities 

encouraged such jaunts organised by the i'Iaharaja. When the 

.t>'laharaja died, they lamented his death .for h.e had patronized 

various types of entertainment.16 

Colonial sports also brought ,the .rrale and female sexes 

together. The arrangement of 'mixed .foursome' aroused a 

great .d Efl.l of interest in the game of golf among wan en. 17 

13 CMG (NH!,lL),· 2 January 1914, p. 8. 

14 Ibid., 1 January 1914, p. 8. --
15 Ibid., 4 September 1850, p. 3. 

16 Ibi~, 16 November 1900, p. 5. 

17 Ibid., 12 December 19JO, p. 5. 
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Sport was an occasion for social and cultural festivity. The 

races were usually inaugurated with a lavish tea and music, 

the band was played mostly by northern fusillers. In t~1e 

final racing event, the 8th Hussars organized an . at homE • 

Cricket matches which were always in full swing in winter 

months at Ambala v1ere cultural events. The matches were 

accomP,.nied by ban:is and a large attendence of ladies.18 

The army preferred specific forms of colonial sport. 

Football, polo, pigsticking, cricket and gymkrona were the 

most popular! 9 Golf and boxing were not popular. 20 

The above mentioned events, sports competitions, the 

plays, the ceremonial band, the rewards ani applause -

contributed to fostering a sense of community. As a surviver 

puts it, "You never feel it again .after you leave a regi

ment. u21 

Social 1 if e was not structured around 'spectator 

sports' alone. There were love affairs going on in every 

station declares, F'rances Smyth. 22 The general maxim was: 

"you must not be discovered". Such rel· tions were established 

\'lith the ·''wives of other regiments, but ''to do so with a 

wife of your ovm regiment was much frO\vned upon, 11 recalls 

Vere. Birdwood. Fes ti vi ties were vi tal for the imperial exe-

18 qvrG (NJvil'-'IL ) 12 December 1900, p. 5. 

19 Ibid., 25 November 18SD, p. 3. 

20 Ibid., 6 f~"larch 19CO, · p. 5. 

21 Allen, ( 1975)' p. 183. 

22 Ibid., pp. 182-83. 
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gencies • Qne. Mrs Ig gulden arranged entertainments and a 

skating ·competition in Ambala, in aid of the war fund in 

1915.23 

My discussion has shov,rn the signific<lnce of recreation 

in improving the 1 moral tone 1 , health and discipline of the 

army. '-The recreational activities developed a spirit of 

community within the army without diluting the sense of 

statvs or rank of the officials. 

There is also another important point to be noted. 

These notions of colonial recreation differed sharply from 

the Indian notions of entertainment. In the former, recrea-

tional features were expressed through specialized buildings 

and spatial structures. In the specific context of canton-

ments they provided a visual commemoration of recreatioml 

institutions (photographs, p.146). 

Within Indian social life, recreation is considered a 

largely kin-centred activity and is generally associated 

. th t . ~ t . 1 . th 1 . . d 24 s h Wl cer a1n I es· 1va s 1n e re 1g1ous cal en er. uc a 

notion of entertair.Jnent does not manifest itself in specific 

urban forms. This differentiation is crucial to the under

standing of colonial ideology of maintaining the superiority 

and exclusiveness of British culture and life. vlithin the 

colonial urban recre~ tional institution, argues Chandavarkar, 

the mystique of colonial po.ver was created through various 

23 

24 

CHG (NMl'~'IL), 19 February 191r;:; 7 ...~, p. • 

King, (1976), p. 45. 
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th th tr 'l't .,....... rr-'rades, the regimental-bands rituals; e ea e, m~ ~ a.~.y 1~' 

· ta · th 1 b t 25 It ·vvas an exotic and the cho peg lD e c u , e c. 

spectacle for the 'natives', an object of envy and desire. 

The spatial segreg--d.tion of the cantonment from the 'n2.tive 

bazaar' helped in generating the aura of colonial elusiveness. 

'The colonial mcx:i es of entertainment were introduced for 

financial, political and social reasons. Imperia 1 needs were 

sustained. fw1enbers of all ranks of sexes were given the 

opportunity to participate and celebrate these occasions. 

Frolic and fun filled, though tenporarily, the vacuum, the· Bri-

tish felt in an alien society situated far from their home

lCJJld. Ihtertainments, manifest in hierarchical and non-

hierarchical fonns, were vital for softening social tensions 

and maintaining the discipline within the army c cmmuni ty. 

The armymen in station responded to these occasions enthu-

sias tically as an escape from the tedium of a long Indian 

evening. 26 The possibility of meeting women \vas an added 

incentive to participate in these festivities. 

While recreational activities forged bonds within the 

British cornmlJnity in the cantonment, these activities empha

sized the distance between the whites and the •natives'. The 

cantonment authorities did not encourage Indian partie ipa

tion in these recreational events. The considerations of 

racial segregation weighed greatly with the cantonment officials. 

25 Chandavarkar (1990), pp. 10-11. 

26 Allen (1975), ch. 10; C~iJG (NJ\1ML),19 February 1915, p. 7. 



EPILOGUE 

In this \·lork, I have identified the circurrt:>tances lead

ing to the formation of M1bala Cantonment. The primary con

siderations which weighed vii th the British authori tics for 

creating Ambala Cantonment vv-ere strategic. The cantonment 

acted unquestionably as a fortress for the survival and 

security of British empire ani it provided. a mooel of 'orderly 

development' achieved through various colonial regulations. 

Ambala Cantonment assumed much importance in British eyes as 

it was on the way to Simla from Calcutta. It was here that 

Lord Fayo, the Viceroy, met Amir Shere.:Ali of Afghanistan 
"1 

on 27 I··fu.rch 1869 to forge an alliance. • 

I have seen the emergence of Ambala Cantonment in the 

context of demographic changes occurring in some of the 

important towns of Punjab. From an area where there was 

practically no habitation there grew and developed a full

fledged cantonment in the span of about forty-seven ,years 

(1843-1890). It has been shown in this study that the pat-

terri of urbanization of the cantonment was different from 

Ambala town and the rest of Punjab towns during the pericxi 

1890 to 1931. I think it is reasonable to argue that the 

calculated off~cial policy of discouraging corrunercial and 

industrial activity in the cantonment checked the inflo.v of 

migrants between 1921 and 1931 which contrasts sharply with 

the brisk and flouriGhing trading vEntures in Ambala town 

(situated barely a few miles from the cantonment) vrhere there 

was an increasing swell of population. 

1 Chaplain Record Book No. 1, 1848-1875, p. 448. 
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The mobility of troops and their transfers, the colo

nial control exercised over the local population, the rise 

and functional role of Sadar bazaar in the life of the 

soldiers, and the striking demographic changes deeply al te

red the style of life in the cantonment. 

While discussing the formation of the cantonment through 

the acquisition of eighteen villages I have shown hotl the 

cantonment authorities asserted their rights over this area 

through their official strategy. By 1920 they claimed owner

ship rights over these lams. This assertion of power meant 

a subordination of the rights of villagers. In this context 

I hav.e shown the kind of relationship which subs is ted between 

the cantonment authorities and villagers and the impact the 

cantonment had on these rural tracts. 

Once t~e cantonment came up, the British devised vdrious 

ways and means to.plan and develop it according to their 

colonial notions, giving priority to their 01·m rnili tary needs 

and their cultural preferences in the urban setting. I have 

highlighted the motivation behind these developments. Ambala 

Cantonment achieved an 'orderly' development through various 

r·egula tions. I have shown in this study how the British 

relied on some institutions like the prison and church to 

·order urban life, and to dominate and seek consent fran the 

populace. The reactions of people tovmrds these institutions 

defined the nature of conflict and tens ions tha. t persisted 

in the cantonment society. 
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There is as in all cantoninents a vi tal link betltJeen 

the Sadar and the rest of the cantonment. Both are inter

connected; the Sadar exists because of the cantonment and the 

cantonment subsists on the Sadar. Yet the authorities spa

tially and culturally segregated the Sadar from other areas. 

In my study I have described the relationship between the 

cantonment and the .Sadar and its complex social ramifications. 

Prostitution was one of the problems the British were 

socially concerned with. This has been discussed in detail 

in this study. Regarding prostitution and its medical and 

moral ef fee ts on the British soldiery, the military authori

ties found themselves in a real predicament, a jam wh.ich 

exasperated them. As is noticed in this work they shifted 

their ground from time to time due to the changing exegencies 

of the situation u1at confronted them. 

I have suggested that behind the entire policy tONards 

prostitution, it was the discipline and health of the soldier 

that mattered the most. While dealing with this aspect I 

have also discussed the varying responses of the prostitutes 

to different types of colonial control exercised by the 

authorities. Control over prostitutes ,,.,as exercised tlJ.rough 
0 

the institution of the hospital. Prostitution was a pheno-

menon which forged links between the Sadar and the Cclntonmen t 

area .. 

I have e.ttempted to show hovr the cantonment authorities 

organi'sed, designed and ordered urban space for carrying out 
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their colonial policies and making adjustments with the local 

popu~ace in tune with their policies. 

All was not drills, flags, saluta-ti on,khaki and barracks, 

in the cantonments. Cut off from their homes, the British 

soldiers, ready for any emergency call for duty, led mostly 

a ldnely isolated life. For the soldiers the sense of 

exile, of doing one's duty with suffering, remained. This 

is expressed by :an anonymous poet: 2 

The wheeling months go round 
And back I come again 
To the baked and .blistered ground 
And the dust - encumbered plain 
And the bare hot - weather trees, 
And the Trunk Roads' aching while; 
Oh~ land of little ease 
Oh ~ land of strange delight. 

So there was a psychological need for the release of 

the pent - up tension of soldiers. I have sh~~ in my last 

chapter that the authorities took various measures to 

provide entertainment to the soldiers. Their concern for 

entertaining ti1e soldier v.as anima-~ed primarily by two consi-

derations; a manifestation of their cultural superiority 

over the. 'native 1 style of life; and sec ondl~r, a strata gem 

to prevent the soldier from being diseased, contaminated 

and br.utalized by their associaticn. vJith prostitutes and 

other lower order oi" 'native' society. I have attempted to 

study the cultttral activities stimulated by the British 

with the object of promoting a heal thy life among the 

soldiers. 

2 Quoted in Edwardes, (1S67), p. 173. 
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This study seeks to delineate some vitally important 

aspects of life led in Ambala Cantonment. The use the 

British made of space in the consi:r:'uction of military bar-

racks, bungalows, bazaars, particularly the Sadar, deepened 

the great divide between the British as ruling po.ver and. t~e 

'natives'. In fact, Ambala Cantonment represented two 

distinct cultures, one 'native' and the other 'European'. 

There yms a great distance between the "b.vo. A British mili:

t:l.ry officer reclining in his easy chair and shouting for 

'koihai 1 is characteristically a manifesbtion of superior air 

of the ruling po,:er. The tidiness and trimness of spacious 

lanes and wide roads in cantonments contrasted with the narrow 

and tortuous lanes of the native area outside the cantonment 

space '(see photographs p. 59). 'Few 1 natives' were normally 

seen on th~ cantonment roads, ' recalls r·raul vi Hass inudin, 

the oldest }:Juslim of Ambala, 'but crowds jostled in the 

congested bazaar outside the cantonment and in Ambala town.' 3 

Living coniitions of the 'natives' provided a great coni:r:'ast 

to the conveniences enjoyed by the ruling authorities. This 

is not to deny thBt there were petty 'native' entrepreneurs 

in the cantonment, who while retaining their identity and 

fruits of labour derived the benefits of services they received 

from the cantonment. 

The cultural identities and community feelings of the 

'natives' were in many ways recognised by the cantonment 

3 Oral History Interview, Maulvi fu.ssinnudin, Ambala 
cantonment, November 1 939. 
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authorities. AJ3 a result of this the Indian populace in 

the cantonment till about 1919, calle·~ themselves the 

1 the mulazims of the Haj'. They thus entertained and recog

nised the power and pride of the Raj. But the post-1919 

period has a different story to teil. 



Ahmjy:a t 

Anna 

Bada din 

Pede log 

Badrnashi 

Bania 

Pazaar 

Bhai 

Bigha 

Biswadar 

Brahmins. 

Cantonment 

Chak 

Chakla 

Chamar 

Chandmari 

Charri 
c:--la tties 
Chotte log 

Chowdhury/ 
Chaudhri 

Chowk 

GLCBSARY 

- Indian d.i;_; tillery. 

- importance 

- one sixteenth of a rupee. 

- great day, auspicious, .__:hl'ist:~-Js. 

- big people , 21i te. 

- mischief, naughtiness, notoriety. 

- Hindu trader, often also a money-lender. 

- a street· occupied by shops: a collection 
of shops: often extended to the whole 
quarter in which the bazaar is situated, 
used in military parlance to signify also 
the body of traders and followers who 
accompany the regiment on the march, also 
a 'native' market. 

- brethern. 

-land measure standardised by the British 
at 5/8 of an acre. 

- a coparcener, the term used in taluqdari 
estates used und.er British revenue law in 
North-':lest Provinces for a village sub
proprietor. 

- highest caste among Hindus. 

- military area Of station. 

-a separate parcel or tract Of land. 

- the quarter in which the common class of 
prostitutes live: also applied to an en-
closure occupi9.d by them. · 

- caste traditionally associated with tanning 
hides and menial labour tasks. 

- shooting range. 

- fodder. 
- sr1a 11 pi tchc :c. 
- small people. 

-headman of a co_iimnmi "t<f, petty Qhief. 

- an open place or wide street in the middle 
of a city where the market is held. 
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ChO\vki - Police post. 

Chovrkidar - watchman in toun. 

Chuhrah -'native' of untouchable caste v;ho cleaneses 
latrines. 

Civil lines - area of station inhabited by British civilians. 

Diggy - cess pool. 

Dhai - a nurse: a wet nurse: a mid-wife. 

Dhobis - washermen. 

Gau-h..ata - cav: shed. 

Ghairnru.mkin - impossible. 

Ghe~ - clarified butter. 

Ghurrab - large pitcher. 

Gora - white. 

Gora chakla - the quarters for prostitutes frequentC?d by 
British soldiers. 

Gora Dania- - British Policemen. 
v1alas 

Gora Kamana -. earning from a British soldier. 

Grain market - type of pulse or-- grail). market. 

Gujar 

Gwalas 

Ghosi 

Gymkhana 

Hakim 

Hartal 

Haveli 

Holi 

- Hin::lu caste of labourers ani cattle keepers. 

- milkmen. 

- a menial. 

- sports ground; sports meeting. 

- a 1 o::·d , mas ter • 

- cessation of work. 

- Indian fonn of bune;alOW' with courtyards and 
s tairv1ays. 

Hindu fertility festival, celebrated in 
spring. 



Id 

Inam 

Izzat 

Jagirdar 

Jallad 

Jat 

Kabari 

Kahar 

Kanchan 

Kasai 

Kaum 

Kazi 

Khaasiyat 

Khalsa 

Khangis 

Kwnhar 

Koi hai 

Kori 

Kotha 

Kotwal 

Kut.cha 

Lakhraj 

Lalkurti 
Bazaar 
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- ma,jor Huslim festival. 

-grant of land held,rent or revenue free, reward, 

- honour. 

- the holder of a jagir. Jagir is the assignment 
to a person of the st-:1te revenue due from a 
specified area or estate. 

- butcher. 

agricultural caste. 

- one who sells old and broken articles. 

-palanquin bearers. 

- black. 

- pimp. 

- butcher. 

- nation, community. 

- lVJuslim judicial official administering tow·ns 
according to Sharia law. 

- importance. 

- lan:is held immediately of government, not alie
nated in jagir or inam, and p.iying land 
revenue to the state. 

- clandestine )rostitutes. 

- potter. 

used when calling servants, (lit. is anyone 
there?). · 

-a Hindu market gardener class. 

-a prostitute's quarter, usually in upper 
storey. 

- chief police officer of town or city. 

- rough (mud) as against brick. 

- holders of rent free land. 

- marl:et for the British Infantry Hegiment. 



Lambardar 

Log 

1-'b ha lda rani 

JVali 

I·,'Ialika na 

Jlandi 

JvJandir 

1'1ias jid 

I·hs ti 

Haul vi 

I,Taund 

Mem.sahib 

I'iochi Mandi 

f1Iuhalla 

l·'loharram 

Muafi 

· J.iuaf idars 

Fa ch.oi:r'a 

Paisa 
Fan 
Pansari 

Parvarish 
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-:- one who bas a number on the revenue roll, a 
person who pays land revenue on behalf of a 
m .. unber of small proprietors. One of a number 
of village headmen. 

- people, thus sahib log - Europeans. 

- mother and father, honorific form of address. 

- the headwoman of a brothel. 

- gardener. 

- rent. 

- regular market. 

- temple. 

- mosque. 

- ecstacy. 

- a Jvluslim scholar or divine. 

Indian form of the naoe of a weight which is 
40 sers. 

- .grave mostly of a prominent person. 

- lady, here fuglish lady. 

-Cobbler's market. 

- urban residential neighbourhood; a \·rard or 
quarter of a town. 

- a Hohamm eda n f es ti val • 

- land exempted from revenue demands on grounds 
·of service or pious donation. 

- rent free land holders. 

- those subjects who considered themselves to 
be loyal servants of the Raj and 1:1ere proud 
of their identity. 

- 5 percent of the net share of the pro::luce for 
the punch. · 

- small coin. 
- betel. ·· 
-·a grocer. 

- tutelo.ge, protection. 



Parwana 

Pa ttidar 

Patwa:ri 

Peshtar 

Poolau 

Poor bias 

Fucca 

Punch· 

Punkha 
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- certificate. 

- one who holds lands on which the payment of 
the reve-.clUe demnd is apPortioned by the 
proprietry kin group in accordance with 
anc estral shares • 

- village official. 

- insuection. 

- rice delicacy cooked vri th vegetables or meat. 

- people from eastern U .P. 

- brick as against mud, tarred road. 

- rent collectors and agents who were rewaroed 
for their services by the Sikh chiefs. 

- fan, probably one suspended from ceiling and 
pulled by a 1 punldu-vrallah 1 • -

Purdah nashin- seclusion, expected particularly of l"iuslim 

Qasbah 

Rajput 

Randi 

Raunak 

Razinarra 

Robkars 

Roshandan 

Rupee 

Ryot. 

Sa dar 

Samaan 

women. 

- country town, seat of subordinate revenue 
adminis tra ti on. 

- kingdom, used chiefly to dona.te British rule 
in India from 1858 to 1947. 

-Hindu military and landholding c2ste of 
northern India. 

- common class of prostitutes. 

a celebration. 

- agreement. 

- order. 

- ventilator. 

s tanda rd Indian coinage • 

- cultivator or farmer. 

- headquarters, a leadinc; or chief bazaar, 
principal. 

- honour. 



Sardar 

Sathari 

Serai 

Shams han 
bhoani. 

Sh:l rab 

.3hikar 

Sa.raf 

S5.rka r 

Tamasha 

TavJO. if 

Tehzib 

Thela 

Tommy 

Urs 

Verandah 

\·laqf 

Zabti 

Zamindar 
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- local chieftain. 

- 1/16 deduction from the mkim' s share for the 
zarnindar. 

- inn, frequented by Indian travellers. 

cremation ground. 

- liquor. 

- sport, shooting and hunting • 

- gold or silver merchant, money changer 
1 oos ely applied to Hindu traders .• 

- government. 

- entertainment, s pectable. 

- courtesan. 

- cul turc. 

- cart., 

- a British soldier. 

- celebration of the death anniversary of a 
saint. 

- open gallery around bungalow. 

- grant of land for religious or charitable 
purposes. 

- rent. 

landowner, a person under British lm'' recog
nised as possessing the proprietary right. 
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